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FOREWORD 

A literary work is not created in a vacuum. The importance of 

socioeconomic factors in determining the type of literature produced 

in a certain age cannot be denied, although some schools of c~iticism 

as well as individual critics insist upon ignoring them. It is true 

that, in one's evaluation of a work of art, aesthe-tic considerations 

should be primary; but they should not be the only elements to be 

taken into account. The historicity of a literary work is a fact ~~d 

should, therefore, receive some attention from the critic. 

The three novels which are the subject of a comparative study here 

--John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, Graciliano Ramos' Vidas Secas, 

and Jorge Arrado's Seara Vermelha--owe many of their similarities to 

the fact that they are the product of a given era: the 1930's. Al-

though only one of these novels can "":le ca:'.led "proletarian" in the 

strict sense of the ter~, all of them fit into the broader category of 

the novel of socia: protest as it developed in the 1930's and early 

::.940's. 

The fir3t chapter of this study examines the novel of social pro-

test in the united States ~~din Brazil, from the 1800's to the 1930's, 

in an attempt to trace its development from the romantic treatment of 

the slave by H~~iet Beecher Stowe and Bernardo Guimaraes to the real-

is tic portrayal of rural workers by Steinbeck, Ramos, and &11ado. 

A comparison of the three novelists in more general ter~s is under-
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taken in the second chapter. Such study proves necessary =or an over

all view of their literary careers and for an understanding of the rel

ative importance of The Grapes of Wrath, Vidas Secas, and Seara Vermelha 

in each author's career, It is important to know, for instance, that 

Seara Vermelha is relatively insignificant when compared to other works 

by Amado. In the beginning of his literary career, Amado consistently 

neglected form in his attempt at providing truthful social documents. 

The publication of Jubiaba, in 1935, marks the beginning of the author's 

concern for literary technique. Although coming roughly ten years 

later, Seara Vermelha has much in common with Amado' s earlier ~forks, 

and Jon Vincent, who did a comprehensive study of the novelist, remarks 

that "the~tically and politically ••• Sea.ra Vermelha might easily 

have been written between Suor and Jubiaba, since it combines the rath

er burdensome kind of political message found in Amado's earliest 

works along with some of the artistic elaboration which became aparent 

in Jubiaba,n 1 

The third chapter of this study consists of a literary analys~s of 

The Grapes of Wrath, Vidas Secas, and Seara Vermelha in compa.rati·re 

terms. In attempting to evaluate the artistic quality of each novel, 

I will compare them in terms of ctructure, plot, narrative methods, 

characterization, themes and motifs, sty~e and language. All these 

novels reveal the mark of the times in the choice of characters; in 

emphasizing the relation of the individual to his social environment; 

in portraying class struggle, Yet, the ultimate test of their literarJ 

value is ~~e ability of each novelist to realize his ideas in the con

crete forms of art. Hopefully, the comparative study will highlight 
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the relative artistic merits of each novel, 

of The Grapes of Wrath was LC~ 

in Portuguese, A chance acquaintance with the novel through 3. tra::s-

lated version instilled in me the desire to read it in its original 

text: I could see many similarities between the American novel and 

one of my favorite Brazilian novels, Graciliano Ramos' Vidas S§cas. 

Eight years later, when I was doing my master's work at Texas Tech 

University, Professor Norwood Andrews suggested that I do a comparative 

study between an American and a Brazilian writer for a ~esearch course 

I was taking from him, The present study is an extension of the re-

search I did at that time, 

The inclusion of Jorge Amado's Seara Vermelha in this study was 

suggested by my former instructor Alita Sodre Dawson, who teaches 

American Literature at the Federal University of Minas Gerais in 

Brazil, She has kindly provided me with access to current scholarship 

in Brazilian literature by sending me copies of articles published in 

Brazil, Although a few critics have referred, in passing, to the 

2 similarity of central situation in these three novels, to my know-

ledge, there is no extensive comparative study of these works done yet. 

I would like to thank Professors Marion C, Michael and Norwood 

Andrews, Jr,, who kindly agreed to be the co-chairmen of my doctoral 

committee, I am much indebted to them for their patience, encourage-

ment, and criticism, I would also like to thank Professors Warren S, 

Walker, Thomas A. Langford, and David Leon Higdon for their helpful 

suggestions. 
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I also thank the Graduate School for granting me a research as-

sistantship as I started my studies at Texas Tech University, and the 

English Department for the part-time instructorship I have held while 

pursuing my degree work. 
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CHAPrER I 

THE NOVEL OF SOCIAL PROTEST IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN BRAZIL: 
1800'S-1930'S 

A certain amount of didacticism, if not "social protest," was com-

mon in both k~erican and Brazilian literature from their earliest ex-

amples. The novel, which appeared in the United States at the end of 

the eighteenth century and in Brazil by the middle of the nineteenth 

1 century, proved to be the ideal vehicle for the discussion and di-

vulgation of certain social issues. 

Politically and economically Brazil was some fifty years behind 

the United States and, as a consequence, the early nineteenth century 

found the Brazili~~ writers attempting to create a "national liter

ature" which would be as different from the Portuguese as possible. 2 

With political autonomy in 1822, the nationalistic spirit was greatly 

intensified, and the Roma._~tic writers at first turned to poetry, drama, 

and the essay to exploit some common themes: the exaltation of Bra-

zilian natural scenery; the use of indigenous materials, such as the 

Indian; the use of Brazil's historical past; the description of dif

ferent regions as well as of Brazilian customs.J From 1843 onward the 

novel would have an important role in the patriotic effort to create 

a national literature. 

Antonio Candido remarks that the development of the novel, from 

Joaquim Manuel de Macedo to Jorge Amado, points out that Brazilian 

literature has always been conscious of its social role as well as of 

its responsibility in the creation of a culture. If most of the romantic 
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output is poor, it is because the novelists lacked in artistic power. 4 

Some of the genres cultivated by the Romantic novelists in Brazil 

were the novel of manners, the regionalist novel, the historical novel, 

and the Indianist novel. The novel of manners was usually urban and 

almost entirely concerned with the small bourgeoisie of Rio de Janeiro 

and some fluminense towns. The "regionalism" of Romantic writers such 

as Bernardo Guimaraes, Jose de Alencar, and Visconde de Taunay consisted 

mainly of "local color." As for the historical novel, it was helpful 

in creating a "national image" for a country which had only recently 

become politically independent. Quite often, in the historical novels, 

the three races which formed the Brazilian nation--the white, the red, 

and the black--joined forces against a common enemy: the Portuguese 

colonizers of the country. 

The Indianist novel had an import~~t role in helping to create a 

sense of "national identity" for the Brazilian people and, therefore, 

needs to be discussed in more detail here. Although greatly influenced 

by Chateaubriand and Cooper, some Brazilian writers adapted the genre to 

Brazilian reality by using indigenous material in the form of legends 

and myths concerning the primitive inhabi~~ts of the country. 

The Indianist novel found its highest expression in Jose de Alencar, 

whose Iracema and 0 Guarani (The Guarani Indian) have become classics of 

the genre. Iracema is a highly poetic novel in which a Brazilian Indian 

princess, Iracema, falls in love with a Portuguese warrior, MartL~. 

Moacir, a mesti2o child, is born out of their wedlock, but the native 

woman dies in childbirth. The new Brazilian race is personified by 

Moacir, whose name, Alencar explains, means "born out of suffering." 



Love and pain are the outcome of the encounter of the two cultures--

European and American--as personified by Martim and Iracema. As for 

0 Guarani, it consolidates the myth of the Noble Savage in the figure 

of its hero, Peri. Norwood Andrews remarks that in 0 Guarani "Alencar 

also took steps toward mixing the red and the white races in the rela-
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tionship between Cecilia and Peri , , • particularly in the conclusion, 

and in the unhappy passion of the mesti9a Isabel for the white fidalgo 

Alvaro." .5 

The first great cause to engage Brazilian and American w.ri ters in 

real "social protest" in the nineteenth century was Abolition. In the 

United States, major writers such as Thoreau and Longfellow wrote essays 

and poems which contributed to the cause of Abolition, but it was one 

novel, Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, that had the greatest 

influence. Sarah J. Hale~ s Northwood ( 1827), Richard Hildreth's The 

Slave: ~' Memoirs of Archy Moore (1836) and a few other novels dealing 

with slavery had preceded Mrs. Stowe's novel, Actually, according to 

Arthur H, Quinn, Hildreth' s melodrama tic and popular novel prepared the 

way for Mrs. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, published in The National Era, 

an anti-Slavery journal, in 1851. 6 Quinn says further that the novel 

did not attract great attention as it ran in that journal, "but when 

it appeared in book form in 1852, it began a sale which has lasted even 

today."? Mrs. Stowe's novel triggered the appearance of several novels 

both for and against slavery. Most of these "replies" to Uncle Tom's 

Cabin had little literary value and have long been forgotten. 

In Brazil, poets, dramatists, essayists and novelists joined in the 

campaign against slavery, a Portuguese institution which was against the 
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spirit of liberalism that prevailed in the country after Independence, 

The most impassioned literary pieces were written by Castro Alves, "the 

poet par excellence of Abolition, one of the most eloquent spokesmen of 

8 
the slave martyr," The most popular Abolitionist novel was A Escrava 

Isaura (Isaura, the Slave), published by Bernardo Guimaraes in 1875· 

Andrews prefers to call A Escrava Isaura a "polemic" or a "pamphlet"--

a clear indication of its poor literary 7alue. As a pamphlet, however, 

"A Escrava Isaura made its message heard, forcefully, dramatically, and 

repeatedly; therefore it is a good pamphlet."9 Within due proportions, 

Isaura had the srune impact on the Brazilian reading public that Uncle 

Tom's Cabin had on the American reading public, and it was greeted in 

Brazil as a kind of Brazilian Uncle Tom's Cabin, 10 

Among other Abolitionist novels T~itten by Guimaraes, Uma Hist6ria 

de Quilombolas (The Story of Fugitive Slaves) and Rosaura, ~ Enjeitada 

(Rosaura, the Bastard) deserve some attention. Although not as popular 

as Isaura, these two novels have some artistic pretensions, and the first 

one seems to have been based on a historical event, a slave revolt that 

11 took place in Palmares in the seventeenth century. Several other nov-

elists wrote Abolitionist works, including Joaquim Manuel de Macedo, 

whose As V!timas Algozes (The Cruel Victims), 1869, is an exception in 

his literary output made of rather superficial novels of manners, Al-

though Abolition was signed into law in 1~88, the issue of slavery was 

not immediately dropped by men of letters. As late as 1895, Adolfo Ca

minha published his 0 Bom Crioulo (The Good Negro), an Abolitionist novel. 

The rise of industry throughout the second half of the nineteenth 

century brought about economic and social problems which became important 
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elements in the fiction of American and Brazilian novelists. In the 

United States fiction writers showed their concern for the miserable 

existence of factory workers and for the victims of economic depres-

sion. Among other works of the period Walter B. Rideout cites nebecca 

Harding Davis' s "Life in the Iron-Mills" ( 1861) , Eliza·beth Stuart Phelps' 

The Silent Partner (18?1), Amanda Douglas's Hope Mills (1880), and 

Henry Francis Keenan's The Money Makers (1885). 12 It was mainly in 

the eighteen-nineties that the literature of social protest flourished. 

Rideout observes that the nineties were marked by open warfare 

between capital and labor. 13 The swelling discontent among laborers 

reflected itself in the great strikes and in the slow dissemination of 

Marxist thought during the nineties. However, the literature of this 

period is not yet "radical." Rideout differentiates between two types 

of social protest in literature: the one by the "reformer," the writer 

"who accepts a particular socioeconomic system, believing that its 

faults can and should be remedied," and the one by the "radical," the 

writer who argues "that such faults are inherent and therefore not 

ultimately improvable, [and] calls for a transformation of the system 

itself." 14 According to this classification, novels such as Edward 

Bellamy's Looking Backward (1888) and Ignatius Donelly's Caesar's 

Column ( 1890) are a first step toward radicalism. It is true that 

Bellamy's "socialism" prepared the way "for the more Marxian novels of 

the 1900's," but most writers of this period were middle-class in ori

gin and were inclined toward reform rather trAn toward radicalism. 15 

Social evils were treated more as sins than as symptoms of an unjust 

16 system, 
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The problems brought about by industrialization were further com-

plicated in Brazil by political instability, Abolition dealt a death 

blow to the Empire, which came to an end in 1889, The republican regime 

then established betrayed the democratic hopes of the nation, Under the 

military dictatorship of Deodoro da Fonseca and Floriano Peixoto, the 

country went through a turbulent era of counter revolution until the 

civilian government was restored in the autumn of 1894. During this 

period of political and social crisis, the naturalist writers17 crit-

icized the evils of industrialism and urban life very much as Jack 

London and Dreiser did in the United States, Novelists such as Ingles 

de Souza, Aluisio Azevedo, Adolfo Caminha, and JUlio Ribeiro tended to 

see only the bad, crude side of life, and their work quite often was 

sensationalist, However, a few lasting works came out of the naturalist 

movement, especially from Raul Pompeia and Aluisio Azevedo, One of the 

best naturalist novels is Azevedo's 0 Cortiso (A Brazilian Tenement), 

published in 1890. Throughout the novel, the reader witnesses the 

deterioration of the group of people entrapped within a Rio de Janeiro 

tenement. Azevedo uses an organic metaphor, presenting the tenement as 

a socio-biological organism which fights all elements that ~J to destroy 

it. 

The history of the radical novel in the United States and in Brazil 

truly begins in the twentieth centUI)-. According to Rideout, the first 

American radical novel was ~ Bread Alone, published in 1901 by Isaac 

Kahm Friedman: 

In some respects, though decidedly not in others, ~ Bread Alone 
concentrated in itself what was to come, It was no Utopia, no 



fantasy of the far away or long ahead [like Looking Backward] ; 
rather, the book dealt, in surprisingly realistic detail, with 
the here and now of a steel strike. Unlike Howell's A Hazard 
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of New Fortunes this novel did not introduce labor conflict as 
only one phase of the entire action; unlike John Hay's The Bread
winners it revealed the author as intensely sympathetic~f not 
with strikes, at least with the workers who went on strike; un
like Frank Norris's The Octopus •• , it evolved a consistent 18 theme, a whole which did not conflict with the sum of its parts. 

Rideout says further that the radical novel in the United States 

came in two waves: in the earlier part of the century it was produced 

by "writers responding affirmatively to Socialism," while in the 1930's 

it was "produced primarily by writers influenced by Communism." 19 The 

two waves, thus, have something in common: "each was an attempt to 

express through the literary form of the novel a predominantly Marxist 

point of view toward society." 20 

The first wave of radicalism appeared, roughly, between the turn of 

the century and the outbreak of the first World War. According to George 

F. Whicher, "writers of all descriptions increasingly turned their atten-

tion to an examination of social questions, and particularly to a point-

ing out of defects in the existing system," and "protests against the 

rise of privileged classes, the exploitation of the worker, and the cor-

ruption of business and politics were frequently sounded in poems, nov-

21 els, and plays." Many writers were influenced by the "muckracker" 

movement in journalism, which took place during the first decade of the 

twentieth century. The "muckrackers" were a group of journalists "who 

found in the investigation of trusts, railroads, and municipal govern-

ments a profitable subject for the exercise of their profession." They 

were responsible for the public exposure of corruption in American poli-

tics and business, and they had direct influence on writers such as 
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David Graham Philips, Upton Sinclair, and Robert Herrick. 22 

Other novelists who denounced the evils of industrialization and 

urban life in the earlier part of the century were Jack London, Theodore 

Dreiser, James T. Farrell, Sinclair Lewis, Edgar Lee ~!asters, Sherwood 

Anderson, and John Dos Passos. 23 There was, among these writers, a 

strong bent toward realism in the treatment of their material, and 

their more realistic approach caused a break with the "genteel tradition" 

which had been the "prevailing tone of American literature" from the 

time of Washington Irving. 24 

Most of the radical novels produced before 1930 in the United States 

are interesting for their exposure of social evils, but little art went 

into their composition. Upton Sinclair's novels, for instance, are 

"nothing more than tracts cast more or less into fictional form," pre-

senting ''the case for various groups of the dispossessed, the helpless, 

and the outcast." Quite often in his novels Sinclair resorts to "down

right lecturing." 25 

Although Upton Sinclair, Jack London and other writers dwelt on 

"the miseries of the laboring class," their novels did not really fea-

ture "the idea of class-war," which was to be the highlight of the 

novels brought by the second wave of radical literature in the twen

tieth century. 26 The emphasis on class war was, of course, an outcome 

. of the influence of Marxism on American writers in the 1930's. 

The dissemination of Marxist thought in the United States started 

in the last decades of the nineteenth century, but it was a rather slow 

process. According to Whicher, "the full impact of Marxism on American 

sensibilities may be dated from World War I and the Russian 3evolu-tion." 
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But, "through the nineteen-twenties, though Das Kapi tal and other Marxist 

writings were read, few intellectuals in this country were captivated by 

Communist teachings." 27 

Whicher, Aaron, and Freeman agree that it was the financial collapse 

of 1929 and the ensuing depression that caused the political swing to 

the Left in the 1930's. 28 The situation in the United States and abroad 

"justified a critical appraisal of the social and the political order," 

and Daniel Aaron argues that "for the majority of writers who were as-

sociated in some way or another with the movement, it was the times, 

not the party, that made them radicals." 29 Whicher maintains that it 

was theoretical Marxism, rather than Communist imperialism, that came 

into fashion in the 1930's and "remained an attitude which could be held 

without suspicion of disloyalty until the close of World War II."JO 

Aaron's assertion that only "a very small fraction of the Left Wing 

writers were once members of the Communist Party"Jl supports Whicher's 

statement. 

Although both Party members and sympathizers were soon to be dis-

illusioned with Communism, "for about a decade Marxism remained a not 

negligible force in literary criticism" and "it gave :rise to an abortive 

movement to exalt proletarian writing as the only type of esthetic ex-

pression which possessed current significance in a time of social cri

sis." 32 It is true that American literature is marked by social cri t-

icism, but this was the first time that "an entire generation explored 

so relentlessly those areas hitherto ignored by the majority of their 

predecessors,.,33 and prescribed drastic measures to relieve social in-

justice. 
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Except for Euclydes da Cunha's epoch-making Os Sertoes (Rebellion 

in the Backlands), published at the turn of the century, the first two 

decades of the twentieth century saw little social protest in Brazil. 

Cunha's work is not a "novel" in the strict sense of the term, although 

it has remarkable literary qualities. Jon Vincent considers Os Sertoes 

a pre-Marxist social novel,34 and Fred Ellison says that Cunha's work 

"has had a heavy impact upon present-day novels of social content."35 

Ellison remarks also that "Euclydes da Cunha has helped to draw the at-

tention of Brazilian scholars and scientists away from Europe to their 

own calture ru1d society. Above all, he has helped to create a climate 

of self-knowledge and self-cr:..ticism, without which the novel of the 

'thirties, the novel of the Northeast might never have been written,"36 

The work that actually starts the series of sociological novels of 

the so-called "generation of 1930" is A Bagaceira (Cane-Trash) , by Jose 

America de Almeida. Published in 1928, A Bagaceira reveals great influ

ence of Euclydes da Cunha's Os Sertoes and is a direct ~esponse to 

Gilberta Freyre's regionalist manifesto of 1926. 

Reacting against the excesses of the Modernist movement of the South, 

the sociologist Gilberta Freyre conducted a regionalist conference in 

Recife and issued a manifesto in which he "deplore[d], among other 

things, the lack of writers in the Northeast who would express the real

ity of the environment." 37 Freyre preached a return from the universal 

to the regional, Behind him existed the tradition founded by Franklin 

Tavora in 18?6. Greatly aware of the profound differences between North 

and South, Tavera wrote then the first manifesto for a regionalist liter

ature in Brazil, In his opinion, the North had all the elements to 
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create a truly Brazilian literature, since "it had not yet been invaded 

by foreigners as the South had." 38 Ant$nio Cfuldido considers Tavera 

''~he foundar of a special type of regionalism, of social character, 

which, by way of Domingos Ol:lmpio, has come to our days with the 'nov

elists of the Northeast.'" 39 Although a mediocre novelist, Tavera was 

the forerunner of a group of writers with a keen sense of the ecological 

problems of the Northeast: Jose Lins do Rego, Graciliano Ramos, and, 

above all, Euclydes da Cunha and Gilberte Freyre.40 

The li tera.."":y movement headed by "the generation of 1930" is an im-

portant one; for many critics, it represents "the beginning of the ma

turity of the Brazilian novel." 41 The term "generation of 1930" is, of 

course, misleading, since not all writers of the 1930's belong to this 

group. Actually the group is composed of regionalist writers of the 

Northeast, except for Jorge Amado, who, although a Bahian, is included 

in the group. Besides Jorge Amado, there are four otb.er major figures 

in the group: Rachel de Queiroz, Graciliano Ramos, Jose Lins do Rego, 

and Amanda Fontes. Con~ary to one's expectation, however, that is 

not a homogeneous group. As Vincent points out, in the broadest terms 

the "factors involved in identifying this group axe really only two: a 

tendency to be affiliated with the political Left, specifically with 

Marxism, and the literary result of this inclination, t~1e novel of 

social and political protest."42 

It was natural for the novelists of the Northeast to write social 

protest in the thirties. Local, national, and international factors 

contributed to create that specific literary form: the social changes 

brought about by the mechanization of the sugar production in the North-
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east; the socioeconomic decadence of the region; the political unrest 

that swept the country; the advanced political ideas coming frofu Europe 

immediately after World War I; and the world Depression. In the words 

of Vincent: "Brazi:.ian intellectuals lived under a system which pro-

vided ample stimulus for adopting radical philosophies, and many pre

sumably sincerely believed the radical Left to be the best solution to 

the problems of the nation."43 

As was the case in the United States, not all the Brazilian novel-

ists who wrote social protest in the thirties -were members l)f the Com-

munist Party. Some of them were only sympathizers while others were 

party members for a short period of time and then left disillusioned. 

Jorge Amado is an exception to the rule; he was ~he most active polit-

ically and remained faithful to Communism long after the Brazilian 

Communist Party had been outlawed by the Dutra government in 1947. 

A look at the production of three of the major novelists of "the 

generation of 1930" will give an idea of the tYJ)e of social protest 

44 produced by the whole group. 

Amanda Fontes, the least influential of the group, began his career 

in 1933 with the publication of Os Corumbas (The Cor~~ba Family), the 

story of a family who flee the drought45 and go to Aracaju, Sergipe, 

only to face misery and prostitution. This novel also features the 

hardships of underpaid factory work and the agitation of labor. 

Rachel de Queiroz, the only woman in the group, started her career 

in 1930 with the publication of 0 Quinze (The Year Fifteen) , one of 

her best works. She was a member of the Brazilian Communist Party from 

1931 to 1933 and wrote her most political novel, Caminhos de Pedras 



(Stony Road) in jail. When the book appeared in 1937, it was consid-

ered a "propagandistic" document and "she was again incarcerated for 

three months for being an 'agitator.'" 46 She was expelled from the 

Party "for being a Trotskyite." The major feature of her novels is 

f . . 47 em1.n1.sm. 

JoseLins do Rego, one of the most influential novelists of this 

generation, had an important role in the movement. As a close friend 

of Gilberta Freyre, Rego was the novelist most directly influenced by 

the theories of the sociologist. Rego became a "systematizer" of the 

movement and wrote several good novels dealing with the decadence of 
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the Northeast. As a descendant of the feudal aristocracy of that area, 

he saw with contradictory feelings the end of the large landed estates 

and the patriarchal society ~entered around the production of sugar. 

In his novels he is both realistic in denouncing the social evils 

springing from that type of society and nostalgic about the past glory 

of the sugar-cane plantations and sugar production in the Northeast. 

His first novel, Menino de Engenho (Plantation Boy) , 1932, is auto-

biographical and portrays the beginning of the decadence of the engenho, 

or sugar-cane plantation. 

Rego's ambivalent feelings toward the type of social order repre-

sented by the engenho are reflected in his attitude toward politics. 

As Vincent puts it, "nobody seems to know precisely what his politics 

" were." Vincent also quotes Jorge Amado about his friend: "Ze Lins' 

political opinions in fact vacillated between conservative and 'pro

gressive' attitudes." 48 Rego's best novels are those of the "sugar cane 

cycle," but he also w:rote other novels, including 0 Molegue Ricardo 
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(Black Boy Richard) , his most revolutionary work. 

The most revolutionary novels of the Northeast group have a few 

common characteristics: (1) they are all "realistic works, written by 

writers to a degree affiliated with the political Left, and all are 

characterized by a certain urgency that classifies them as works of 

social prates~'; (2) their main characters are usually members of the 

lower class; (3) the most common themes are those of misery and economic 

exploitation. 49 A common attitude among these writers "was that one 

could write 'universal' literature without writing 'national' liter

ature • .. 50 

These generalizations should not mislead us into belieYing that the 

generation of 1930 formed a cohesive unit. It has become a criti8al 

commonplace to lump them together, but there are L~portant differences 

in point of view, style and craftsmanship among them. The generational 

label, therefore, is valid o~~y if used with some reservations. As for 

the political aspect of these works, Vincent rem~ks that :tthe role cf 

a supposed Marxist bias has been artificially exaggerated. Although 

every member of the group was presumably in sympathy with the tenets of 

Marxism, none made systematic application of Marxist dogma a novelistic 

prineiple." .5i 

Although the proletarian novel was a common literary form of the 

1930's in Brazil and in the United States, not all the radical novels 

of the era can be labeled "proletarian." Despite considerable disagree-

ment over the definition of the term, it is both possible and desirable 

to settle on a rather strict definition of it. 

Rideout says that the amo1L~t of Soviet criticism published in the 
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United States was insufficient to give the American reader "a clear and 

thorough understanding of Russian literary theory, let alone to dictate 

their literary practice. What the term [proletarian novel] actually 

meant in the capitalist country of America, then, had to be deter

mined by Americans, and they did not determine it at once ... 52 The term 

"proletarian" suggests fiction written by a member of the working class 

about working-class characters a.11d experience. T:1e truth, holiever, is 

that almost all the writers who wrote proletarian novels here and in 

Russia were originally bourgeois. In view of this difficulty, Left-wing 

critics in the United States defined the proletarian novel either in 

terms of subject matter or in terms of point of view. The first group 

contended that ''the proletarian novel is simply one that deals with the 

proletariat."53 The second group, which comprised critics such as V. F. 

Calverton, Waldo Frank, Edwin Seaver, and Michael Gold, maintained that 

"the only important consideration was the conscious ideology of the 

author, whether he attempted, whatever his class origin, to work out i~ 

his fiction a Marxist analysis of society ... 54 Although the disputes over 

the definition of the proletarian novel lasted well into the middle thir

ties, Rideout says that the definition "most frequently accepted in both 

theory and practice was the one stated variously by Calverton, Frank, 

Seaver, and Gold. It is, in short, ••• the novel written from a Marx

ist viewpoint."55 

Since Marx and Engels never gave a final form to their casual re-

marks on literature, "the proper application of Marxian concepts to art 

!."emained open to endless discussion ... 56 In the United States, Marxist 

critics carried much of their controversial debates in the pages of 
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The Masses and other Left-wing publications as well as at the three 

American Writers' Congresses organized by radical leaders in 1935, 

1937, and 1939. Marxist criticism was also published in book form by 

Max Eastman, Granville Hicks, v. F. Calverton, Joseph Freeman, and 

others.57 Some of these Left-wing critics drew blueprints for prole-

tarian writers, and Edmund Wilson comments on some of the requirements 

that, according to Granville Hicks, the ideal Marxist work must meet: 

The primary function of such work, [Hicks] asser~ed, must be 
to "lead the proletarian reader to recognize his role in the 
class struggle"--and it must therefore (1) "directly or in
directly show the effects of the class struggle"; (2) "the 
author must be able to make the reader feel that he is part
icipating in the lives describe~'; and, finally, (J) the 
author• s point of view must "be that of the vanguard of the 
proletariat; he should be, or should try to make himself, a 
member of the proletariat." This formula, he says, "gives 
us • • • a standard by which to recognize the perfect Marx
ian novel"--and adds "no novel as yet written perfectly 
conforms to our demands." 58 

Wilson does not deny the validity of the concept of art as a weapon, 

but, he argues, "in the case of some of the greatest works of art ••• 

it is difficult to see that any important part of this value is due to 

their direct functioning as weapons."59 

For writers to conceive of literature as a weapon in the class 

struggle quite often resulted in poor literature. Politics and social 

causes often became ends in themselves and distracted the writer from 

important artistic considerations. As a consequence, there is a consi-

derable element of propaganda in most proletarian novels. 

Rideout lists some of the faults of the proletarian novel as a 

whole: "the infatuation with violence for its own sake, the melodra-

matic confrontations, the oversimplification, and therefore falsifi-
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cation, of characters, the recurrence of sterotyped motifs, the 'wish-

fulfillment' endings, the tendency generally to tamper with the logic 

of the novel's own structure of relationships." 60 However, to dismiss 

the proletarian novel ''as having been all of a bad piece" as some modern 

critics tend to do is, in Rideout's opinion, to overlook "a m . .unber of 

individual works which avoid quite successfully the defects of the school 

as an entirety 1" And he lists some of the best representatives of the 

proletarian novel of the thirties: Nelson Algren's Somebo~y in Boots, 

Thomas Bell's All Brides Are Beautiful, Cantwell's The Land of Plenty, 

Farrell's Studs Lanigan, Josephine Herbst's trilogy--Pity Is Not Enough, 

The Executioner Waits, and Rope of Gold--and Henry Roth's Call It Sleep. 61 

Rideout says further that, considered as a whole, the proletarian 

novel made some contributions to American literature. "Negati .. lely," he 

says, 11 this literary phenomenon illustrated for later authors what pit-

fals to avoid in writing the social novel, and it showed 1 1 • the dan-

gers involved when schematized thinking of any kind is L~organically 

62 imposed on the creative process. 11 As for positive ccntributions, he 

lists five of ~hem: 

?irst, the proletarian novel introduced new experiences and 
new characters into the range of Ame~cican fictivn. Second, 
it emphasized the relation of the individual character to his 
social environment, thus ultimately enric~~ng our perceptions 
of both. Third, by its concern with the underprivileged third 
of the nation, it broadened the understanding in the writer and 
reader of the United States as a whole. Fourth, it led the writer 
toward a respect for important common experience and toward the 
realization t~4t he was a man speaking to men. Finally, the pro
letarian movement itself helped to confirm the fac~ that one of 
the functions of the novelist was to be a citizen. 3 

These contributions did operate on writers and readers of the 

thirties, according to Rideout. To demonstrate his point, he sug-



gests the comparison of two successful novels published roughly a 

decade apart: Thornton Wilder's The Bridge of San Luis Rey (1927) 

and John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath ( 1939). "Obviously," he 
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says, "the whole experience of the Depression lay between the books, 

but the proletarian novel and even more the excited disputes it roused 

had their part in formulating conscious responses to that great dis

aster. Not only is it unthinkable that The Grapes of Wrath would 

have been enthusiastically received at the beginn~ng of the thirties, 

but it is even unlikely that Steinbeck, who was not a 'proletarian 

novelist' could have written the book without being aware of the 

efforts, crude or otherwise, made by the actual proletarians ~o solve 

the problems of ideological literature." 64 

The Grapes of Wrath--one of the novels to be analyzed in this 

study--is, therefore, a product of its age. Although not specifically 

a "proletarian" novel, it shares with that form several characteristics. 

Some critics insist on calling it proletarian, 65 but they are obviously 

using the term in a rather broad sense, referring to the subject matter 

rather than the authc·r' s viewpoint. The idea of class struggle present 

in the novel does not necessarily turn it into a proletarian work. 

Later chapters of this study will return to this topic in an attempt to 

define more precisely the type of social prJtest created cy Steinbeck. 

When everything is said, it is not easy to decide how much the 

mature form of social protest expressed in The Grapes of Wrath, "lidas 

Secas, Seara Vermelha, and other novels of the thirties and forties 

owes to the "Marxist movement." T~e economic and social crisis of the 

thirties had an important role in drawing the literary mind closer to 
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social reality. Aaron remarks that the thirties were a period of so

cial discovery and social expression, and if the decade "ended in dis

enchantment ••• in no other decade did writers take their roles 

more devotionally." 66 



CHAPTER II 

GRACILIANO RAMOS, JOHN STEINBECK, AND JORGE AMADO: A BRIEF COMPA .. ~ISON 
OF THEIR LIT:9::RARY CAREERS 

The purpose of the present study is to analyze the three novels 

by Graciliano Ramos, John Steinbeck, and Jorge Amado which have the 

most in common--Vidas SE§cas (Barren Li~res), The Grapes of: Wrath, and 

Seara Vermelha (ned Harvest)--and decide the degree of indebtness these 

novels have to the time when they were written. For a sharper percep-

tion of each author's particular accomplishment, a brief overview of 

their works in terms of similarities and differences will be useful. 

Some biographical material will also be convenient for a comparative 

analysis of their literary careers. 

Ramos, Steinbeck, and Amado belong to the same literary generation. 

Ramos, the oldest, was born in 1892, in a small r.rral torm of Alagoas, 

in the Northeast of Brazil, but he was raised in the dry ~ange count::y 

(sertao) of the neighboring state of Pernambuco. Steinbeck was born in 

1902, in the Salinas Valley of California, while Amado was born in 1912 

en a cacao plantation o= southern Bahia, a region which, due to its geo-

graphical and sociological similarities with the Northeast, is often 

considered part of it. Despite the gap of twenty years between Ramos 

and Amado, the two writers were not only members of the sa~e literary 

generation but also personal friends. Amado is the only one of the three 

who is still alive and writing. 

The region of birth had a great influence on the lives and careers 

of all three writers. The backlands of Brazil, the Salinas Valley, ar.d 
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Bahia were not only to furnish material for most of their fiction but 

also to influence their outlook on life. 

All of Ramos' fiction takes place either in the sertao or in some 

small town of the Northeast littoral. Even though Ramos later trans-

fered his residence to Rio de Janeiro, he himself declared in an inter-

view given a year before his death: 

I could never conceive an abstract novel, a work of escape 
literature. My novels are all concerned with the Northeast, 
because i.t was there that I spent my youth; it is what I 
really know and feel. I have lived in Rio for twenty years 
[sic], but I could never succeed in writing a novel about 
Rio, because I do not know the city.1 

Steinbeck's most successful novels and short stories deal wi~h 

problems and people of the Salinas Valley: The Grapes of Wrath, In 

Dubious Battle, The Red Pony, Of Mice and Men, ru1d others. The few times 

Steinbeck tried to write about people and places he did not know well--

as in The Moon Is Down--he produced his weakest works. Actually, the 

decline of Steinbeck as an artist, which took plac8 throughout the 

fifties, may in part be explained in terms of his change of residence 

from Cal::fornia to ~rew York in 1950. In the words of Warren French, 

"Steinbeck did his best work when he lived close to his cha:cac-~crs." 2 

Almost all of Amado's fi·~tion takes place in his native state of 

Bahia, but the setting may vary: the cacao region in which he was born; 

the urban Salvador, Ilheus, or Itabuna; the dry range country of Bahia's 

sertao. Amado's best works--Terras do Sem Fim (The Violent Land), 
..;;..;;.=.;..~ - - - -

Jubiaba, Gabriela, Crave e Canela (Gabriela, Clove and Cinnamon) , Mar 

Morto (Sea of the Dead), Os Velhos Marinheiros (The Old Sailors)--are 

situated in the cacao region and urban areas that Amado knew well. On 



the other hand, one of his weakest works--the trilogy Os Subterraneos 

~ Liberdade (Pathways to Freedom)--is the only one of his novels not 

situated in Bahia, but in Sao Paulo, Rio, and an lli~determined region 

of Mato Grosso. 
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A major similarity among these writers is that they begin with a 

regional problem but usually render it universal. When successful, they 

dramatize those elements, in a particular situation, which themselves 

are universal. In The Grapes of Wrath, Vidas Secas, and Seara Vermelha, 

for instance, the plight of the "Okies" and npau-de-araras," a. local 

problem, transcends the soil it is based upon and becomes representative 

of man's eternal struggle to survive. 

The region of birth did more than just provide material for these 

three writers' fiction. Ramos and Steinbeck, especially, seem to have 

been greatly influenced by their physical env;_ror~ent. The dry, desolate 

Northeasten ser~o which ruined Ramos' father and forced the family to 

move to the littoral seems to have penetrated the boy's soul. Ramos 

could never overcome a feeling cf solitude which is shared by all his 

protagonists, all of them frustrated in their efforts to overcome an 

invisible barrier that separates them from other human beings. Paradox

ically, however, that range country in which death and r·J.in were ramp

ant became, in Ramos• fiction, a symbol of purity and life, while t~e 

small torms of the coast, where Ramos lived for about thirty years, 

cecame symbols of corruption and death. Some of Ramos' protagonis·ts-

Paulo Honorio in Sao Bernardo (St. Bernard) and Luis da Silva in AngUstia 

(Anguish)--a.re uprooted sertanejos spiritually ruined by "ci0-.lization." 

Although Ramos did spend a g:rea t part of his life in Rio de Janeiro, he 
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remained, in the words of Fred Ellison, "the unvarnished sertanejo, or 

country "hick." Ellison concludes: 

TPxough his resistance to the comforts and adornments of 
civilization, through his shar~ criticism of the men and 
institutions of the littoral, LRamos] probably was expres
sing the vaunted individualism of the dweller of the back
lands, particularly of the sertanejo frustrated in his de
sire to return to the sertao. Always at odds with the civil
ization to which he owed his renown, he seems to have been 
a tragic misfit in society.J 

Nothing contrasts more to the dry sert~o in which Ramos was raised 

than the fertile Salinas Valley in which Steinbeck grew up. Steinbeck, 

like Ramos, lived in close contact with nat~e, but a much more benev-

olent nature than the one Ramos knew in his childhood. It was on~y 

natural that a sensitive boy like Steinbeck should fall in love with 

such natural scenery. Peter Lisca remarks: 

From his California valley and its sheltering mountains, 
Steinbeck gained that intimate knowledge and love of 
nature which figures so prominently in his works. From 
the tide pools and littoral of Monterey Bay, he obtained 
that biological view of life wh.:.ch infcrms his observation 
of man and society.4 

Steinbeck's "biological view of life," an important feature of his 

work, thus seems to have sprung from his early contact with nature, al-

though it was greatly helped, later on, by his studies and close asso-

elation with the marine biologist Ed Ricketts. It is to be lamented 

that a 1940 essay by Edmund Wilson, "The Califor:r..ic:.:.ns: Storm and Stein-

beck," criticizing Steinbeck's biological view of man should have become 

so influential as to dominate critical opinion for almost fifteen years. 

Wilson's "casual essay," in the words of Peter ~isca, triggered the ap-

pearance of much unfavorable criticism in which "the critical cliches 

about animalism, primi tivi&1l, and immorality" were the dominant note. 5 
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Modern critics, however, tend to agree with Frederick Bracher and 

Woodburn Ross, whose studies of Steinbeck's biological view of man 

6 were almost ignored at the time they appeared. Whereas several critics 

asserted that Steinbeck's "biological bias equated men with animals, 

Mr. Bracher demonstrated by specific reference to the novels that 

Steinbeck's biology goes beyond animalism to a mystic reverence for 

'life in all its forms.'"? Ross complemented Bracher's study by demon-

strating that "Steinbeck, unlike most naturalists, had been able to 

meet the ethical implica. tions of his naturalism," 8 and that he was "the 

first significant novelist to begin to build a mystical religion upon 

a naturalistic base."9 This sense of reverence for life in all its 

forms seems to be as much an outcome of Steinbeck's early contact with 

nature in his Californian valley as it was of his later studies in 

marine biology. 

Jorge Amado does not seem to have been much influenced by the phys-

ical environment in which he was born, the region of cacao plantations 

in southern Bahia. He was, however, greatly responsive to the socio-

logical problems of the area. Bahia, as well as the Northeast of 

Brazil, has been a terrain of extremes, of poverty and riches, of a priv-

ileged upper class, an exploited working class, and no stable middle 

class. Amado, the son of a prosperous cacao planter, has almost un-

failingly sided with the exploited masses. It is interesting, however, 

that in Terras do Sem Fim, considered by many critics as his masterpiece, 

~ado expresses his war~ admiration =or the cacao planters of the turn of 

the century who, like his father, had conquered the land by sheer force 

--"an ideological failing he attempts to remedy in St. George of ::Llheus," 



as Ellison points out. 10 With few exceptions, however, almost all of 

Amado's novels are peopled by characters from the lower classes for 

whom he expresses warm sympathy. His fervent desire to correct so

cial injustice has resulted in a highly sociological and quite often 

partisan body of work. Obviously both Steinbeck and Ramos were also 

responsive to the socioeconomic problems of their respective regions, 

but Amado has been more consistently social minded than the other two 

writerso 

The ~egion of birth, as I have attempted to prove, had some in

fluence on the vision of each of these writers, but it was not the 
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only important factor. Early influences, such as readings, family, and 

education will have to be considered for a better understanding of the 

differences in outlook which would, unquestionably, appear in the works 

of the three writers. 

Despite the lack of information concerning Amado's early childhood, 

it is safe to presume that his was a "normal" childhood, closer to 

Steinbeck's than to Ramos', whose bleak and lonely childhood is bril

liantly recreated in his au.t::>biographical work, Infancia (Childhood). 

Amado's father, Joao Amado de Faria, had been one of the pioneers 

of the cacao region of south Bahia, and the years spent on his father's 

land were later recreated by Jorge in his "cacao cycle" of novels--Cacau 

(Cacao), 1933, Terras do Sem Fim, 1943, and Sao Jorge dos Ilheus (St. 

George of Ilheus), 1944. At the age of sixteen, while studying in 

Salvador, Amado worked as a reporter for a city newspaper, ''wrote for 

various literary reviews, and soon allied himself with a little group 

of fledgling writers, Alves Ribeiro, Dias da Costa, Clovis Amorim, 
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Edison Carneiro, Joao Cordeiro, and others, who were headed by Pinheiro 

Viegas, an older man well known to the city's intellectuals." Calling 

themselves the "Academy of the Rebels," Viegas and his boys used to 

discuss the most recent literary and political ideas coming from Europe 

and Sao Paulo and "issued two short-lived publications, Week (A Semana) 

and Meridian (Meridiana)." 11 This group of "rebels" seems to have been 

the first literary influence on Amado. 

In 1930 Amado went to Rio de Janeiro to study law and soon publish

ed his first novel, 0 Pais do Carnaval (~~~ival Land), 1931, a boyish 

novel of ideas in which he seems to have portrayed himself and other 

"rebels" (including Viegas) as the main characters. The political un-

rest and all the economic and social problems of the 1930's were soon 

to combine with other literarJ influences to give a definitive feature 

to Amado's fiction. From his early period, however, one may draw a few 

conclusions concerning Amado's personality and his future career: (1) 

Amado revealed himself a gregarious young man. In the company of his 

rebel friends, he attended the fetish cults (candombles) and all the 

12 popular festlvals of Sal vader. His close contact with the subcul t-

ural groups of the state capital during those two years (1928-1930) 

gave him the knowledge of the common man that he would need for his 

future novels; (2) Amado's "rebellion" would later turn into political 

radicalism and a tendency to challenge conventional morality in his 

novels. 

Steinbeck, like Amado, came from a rather prosperous family. His 

father, John Ernst Steinbeck, Sr., was the treasurer of Monterey Co~~ty 

for many years, and his mother, Olive Hamilton, taught in the public 
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schools of the Salinas valley area. His mother's profession probably 

had some influence on the boy's early love of books. Steinbeck him-

self once commented on some of his early readings. He remembered "cer-

tain books that were realer than experience--Crime and Punishment ~as 

like that and Madame Bova...ry and parts of Paradise Lost and things of 

George Eliot and The Return of the Native. I read all of these when - - - --------
I was very young and I remember them not at all as books but as things 

that happened to me." Of all his early readings, however, Steinbeck 

believed that Malory's Morte Darthur had affected him most, even more 

than the King James version of the Bible. In his words: "Later it 

caused a fairly intensive study of Anglo-Saxon, Old and Middle EngJ.ish 

all of which I suspect have had a profound effect on my prose." 13 

During his high school years, Steinbeck spent "many of his holi-

14 days as a hired hand on nearby ranches." These and other j<.~bs he had 

during the five years he a tte!lded Stanford ( 1920-1925) helped him n.a ve 

a good knowledge of the rural and urban workers, paisanos, and other 

human types that were to become the protagonists of his novels and 

snort stories. 

While Steinbeck and Amado ceem to have been gregarious in their 

youth, Ramos grew up as a lonely child, in a home where he experienced 

not only lack of understanding and love but also violence and injus~ice. 

The first eleven years of his life are described in his autobiographical 

work, Inf~cia, published in 1945. This work, marked by "great distinc

tion and char~, .. 15 is important not only for its literary value but 

also for the clues it contains to Ramos' personal~ty as well as to his 

work. Of interest fer this present study is the fact that Infancia 



seems to explain the origin of Ramos' pessimism and misanthropy: 

We glimpse the probable origin of Ramos' misanthropy in the 
restrained account, free from sentimentality or self-p~ty, 
cf the bleak childhood, of a stern and authoritarian father 
and an irascible mother who reared him with cuffs and blows. 
The autobiography is full of unflattering judgments of his 
father Sebastiao, who, because of his connection with impor
tant families of the sugar-cane aristocracy around Vi9osa, 
was appointed judge of the municipality. In the eyes of 
~is son, however, the judge did not incarnate fairness, 
and his dispensation of justice frquently miscarried, 
whether with respect to the boy himself or to others.16 

The vital authenticity of Ramos' literary characters as well as 
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the sense of "reality' imparted. by situations and problems in his f~c-

tion derives from the fact that it is impossible to separate the author 

from his creation. In one of his critical essays Ramos praises Jose 

Lins do Rego for his powerful imagination and, in an honest outburst, 

confesses: "as for myself, I can only write of that which I have 

first-hand acquaintance and a feeling of intimacy." 17 The circumstances 

of his upbringing, however, make it only natural fer Ramos to have be-

come an introspective, self-ar~lytical m~~. 

One ~f the very few things Ramos owed to his father, as revealed 

in Infancia, was his love for reading. The father ~utored hbn when the 

boy was nine ~"ld still "all but illiterate"
18 

(something natural in the 

backlands of Brazil). The father's tutoring lasted "or~y three nights, 

but the boy's interest in books, once aroused, was to accompany him to 

the end of his life." 19 Before the age of twelve, Ramos was reading 

Jose de Alencar, E9a de Queiroz, Alufsio Azevedo and, in translation, 

Zola, Balzac, Dostoevsky and Gorki. 20 His literary ambitions, aroused 

at th~time, would have to wait ~"ly years to be fulfilled. 

Ramos had less formal education than Steinbeck and ~~ado. He never 
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completed his secondary school, and was mainly a self-educated man, 

with knowledge of literature, mythology, English, French, and Italian. 

His command of the Portuguese lang'...tage was admirable, and it was owing 

to his reports as mayor of Palmeiras des Indios in 1928 that he finally 

had the chance to launch his literary career. 21 

All the factors analyzed here--region of birth, family, early 

readings, and first influences--were important in shaping the character 

of each author and influencing his vision. Some of the differences in 

their treatment of their ma te:!:'ial can, presumably, be explained. in 

terms of these circumstantial factors. While Steinbeck and ~~ado, for 

instance, focus their attention on social groups, Ramos concentrates on 

the individual man. Steinbeck's and Amado's heroes are leaders, com-

munal people, while Ramos' heroes are solitary men always frustrated 

in their attempts to reach for the 11 other.~~ In the words of Nelly 

Novaes Coelho, human solidarity was for Ramos "a supreme ambition and 

. "b"l"t "22 a supreme ~mposs~ ~ ~ y. This ~ack of faith in human solidarity is 

one of the major differences between Ramos on one side and Steinbeck 

and Amado on the other. 

Prevailing all of Ramos' fiction, there is a profound sense of 

fatalism which prompts the critics to call him a "pessimist." Although 

Steinbeck and Amado, like Ramos, denounce social injustice and man's 

cruelty to man, there is in their work, almost unfailingly a note of 

hope. In Amado's case, hope is quite often of a partisan nature. ~n 

Steinbeck's case, it has a touch of mysticism, of faith in the unity 

and holiness of life. 

The literary techniques favored by these writers also reflect 
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their own temperament. Ramos' work is remarkable for its depth in the 

psychological analysis of character and for the restraint, even auster-

ity in the treatment of his material. He is a perfectionist, a crafts-

man, who produced a rather small body of work: four novels, two auto-

biographical works, a travel book, some children's literature, a col-

lection of short stories, and several articles in periodicals. His 

novels are remarkably different one from another. 

Caet.es, Ramos first novel, was published in 1933, but had been 

written in 1925 or 1926. Fred Ellison comments on the significance 

of this time gap: 

This time factor in a period of liter~J evolution is im
portant for Caetes and explains why it is so different 
from the rest of Ramos • works. CR.ete·s is a novel in the 
nineteenth-century tradition of a Flaubert or an E~a de 
Queixoz. There is nc sustained interest in the socio
logical, and the language still retains a certain refine
ment that was to be discarded when the novelists of the 
early 'thirties embraced the vernacular. In its struc
ture Caetes points to an earlier day than the 'thi:::'ties, 
when it actually appeared.23 

The anachronism of the novel and the superficiality of its psycholog-

ical analysis, carried out through the extensive use of dialogue, seem 

to be the only faults in a work which otherwise exhibits some of the 

characteristics of Ramos' future work: "the spareness and precision 

of his vocabulary, the brevity of his periods, his disillusioned view 

of life, his wry humor." Remarkable as an example of the well-made 

novel of the nineteenth century, Caetes does not, however, prepare the 

reader for the novels that were to follow, all of which shm.; a mastery 

of style and technique that assign Graciliano Ramos a place apart in 

Brazilian letters." 24 
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Although the primary purpose of Caetes is to study the character 

of Joao Valerio, a mediocre, self-centered store clerk involved in an 

adulterous relationship with his boss's wife, there is an element of 

social criticism in the satirical study of life in the provincial ~own 

of Palmeira dos Indios. Joao Valerio, the first-person narrator, has 

some literary ambition, and in the process of writing a historical 

novel about the cannibal Indians of the region--the Caetes--he begins 

to realize that, in terms of their social intercou=ses, h3 and other 

people in the community have much in common with those cannibals. 

Ramos' second novel, Sao Bernardo (St. Bernard), 1934, reveals 

some influence of the Notheast literary movement of the thirties, 

although R~os' interest is still more psychological than sociologica1. 25 

Ramos situates the action in the district of Vi~osa, where he had 

lived in an earlier period of his life and where the struggle for 

survival was desperate. 

Patuo Honoria, the protagonist and narrator of the story, ~s one 

of Ramos' tormented characters. The exploration of Paulo Honoria's 

mind is dor.e through a highly refined form of interior monologue, a 

hallmark of Ramos' work from this second novel onward. Honoria is a 

self-made man who manages to rise from the obscure position of a hired 

hand to that of owner of the St. Bernard farm by using every opportun

istic and criminal measure accepted in his environment. This backlander, 

turned egotistical and ruthless by the socioeconomic reality of the 

littoral, marries a schoolteacher, Madalena, who in contrast with him 

has noble and humanitarian concerns. The situation is further com

plicated by ungrounded jealousy on the part of Honoria and the result 
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is disatrous. After a period of violent conflict between husband and 

wife and within Honoria himself, the marriage ends with Madalena's 

suicide. Paulo Honoria, in an attempt to unburden himself, decides 

to write an honest account of his story, 

Despite Honoria's human defficiencies, the reader is made to sym

pathize with him. He is a dramatic character, haunted by a feeling of 

guilt, solitary, defeated by life even in the middle of material pros

perity, In the words of Richard A. Mazzara, Paulo Honoria "is not , , • 

the completely bestialized anti-hero of naturalistic determinism 1 al

though this may be the more or less conscious opinion he has of him

self even before his tragic experience." 26 Fred Ellison points out 

that, "although the thought is in nowise of!'ered as a thesis, the 

author's meaning is clear: Paulo Honoria is neither admirable nor des

picable; he is simply the product of the cruel social and economic 

realities of the Northeast." 27 

In Ramos' third novel, Ang;.lstia (Anguish), 1936, the drama of the 

uprooted sertanejo who is forced to eke a living in the l~ttoral, and 

who is eventually destroyed by the environment ~eaches its highest point. 

The novel has much of autobiographical in the part concerning Luis da 

Silva's depressing childhood, ~~d it represents Ramos' most audacious 

undertaking in terms of literary technique. There is no formal divi

sion in chapters, and the whole story is seen trhough the tormented 

mind of Luis da Silva, who has just recovered from a period of insanity 

during which he had murdered Juliao Tavares, the seducer of his fiancee, 

Marina. Fred Ellison observes: 

There are two levels of action: in one, Lufs Silva narrates 



the love affair with Marina; in the other, past and present, 
memories, fears, and speculations are interwoven and at 
last chaotically confused. The account thus gains the 
eerie quality of a dream, or of delirium, which is unpar
alleled in the Brazilian nove1,28 

AngUstia was Ramos' only experiment with the technique of the 
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stream of consciousness, and the novel "was greeted as a masterpiece; 

the author was hailed as a Brazilian Dostoevsky. Somewhat more reserved 

views are expressed today. Antonio Candido, while paying due tribute 

to Anguish as a tour de force, finds it 'overdone. 1 The work is 

still, however, the one regarded by a majority of critics as namos' 

best." 29 

A common factor in Ramos' first three novels is that all his pro-

tagonists are spiritually, when not physically, defeated by the civil-

ized society of the littoral. Fabiano, the protagonist of ~~e fourth 

novel, Vidas Secas, is an exception. Because he remains in the sertao, 

Fabiano is "the purest and most tranquil of the novelist's creatures."JO 

This fact has led some critics to consider Vidas Secas the most opti-

mistic, or the least pessL~istic, of Ramos' novels. Would Ramos 

believe in the myth cf the noble savage? We will have the opportunity 

to return to this question later in this study. 

The austerity of Ramos' temperament is reflected in the "absence 

of sensationalism, compassion, or overstatements," as remarked by Joel 

Pontes. 3i Unlike Jorge Amado's heroes who are usually courageous and 

virtuous, Ramos' protagonists are either mediocre and egotistical (Joao 

Valerlo), unscrupulous and greedy (Paulo Honoria), or cowardly (Lu:fs da 

Silva). There are ~o oversimplifications in Ramos' treatment of char-

acter. The novelist's distr~st of the bourgeoisie, for instance, does 



not lead him to a condemnation of Juliao Tavares. In conclusion, all 

his characters seem to be the victims of a cruel social reality: "To 

Ramos, life in the agricultural and relatively Europeanized belt of 

the coastland is untempered hell, whether one prospers, as does Paulo 

Honoria, or perishes, as does Luis Silva."32 

Most critics admire Ramos' mastery of style, which seems to be the 

result of "continual purification." Ellison points out: 

Using lang~ge perfectly in accord with the theme, the 
characters, and the locale, Ramos achieves an artistic 
form which is incomparable in its scbriety, elegance, 
and refinement. And although his language is not no+4ble 
for poetic effect, it has what might be called a Parnassian 
beauty.33 

In contrast with Ra~os, who wrote little but consistently well, 

Steinbeck and Amado have written voluminously but not always so well. 

Both Steinbeck's ~"'ld Amado's works are marked by a certain unevenness 

in accomplishment. At their best they are great, but both produced 

works which are artistically insignificant. Such unevenness is, I 

believe, natural in such prolific writers.3
4 

The literary techniques favored by Stei~beck and Amado are those 

that present man in his relationship with a social group. The~ char-

acters are revealed through action, rather than through the psycholog-

ical probings of the minds. Although both writers have some outstanding 

creations, their characters tend to be two dimensional, since they are 

seen only from the outside. While Ramos' characters are torn apart 

many times by their inner conflicts, Steinbeck's and ~~do's fight 

only external enemies in their struggle to survive. Quite often Amado 

and Steir:beck portray "collective" characters rather than individual 



ones. In Steinbeck's Tortilla Flat, Cannery Row, and The Grapes of 

Wrath, as well as in Amado's Suor (Sweat), Capitaes da Areia' and 

Q2 Pastores ~ Noite (The Shepherds of the Night), a group of 

people become the focus of interest. 

In their choice of central characters, Steinbeck and }~ado are 
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also very similar. With some exceptions, their characters are either 

rural and urban workers, or bums, misfits, and proati tutes. (Amado 

does not Share Steinbeck's interest in the mentally deficient character, 

like Lennie of Of Mice and Men). What Frederick Bracher says of Stein-

beck's heroes applies to Amado's as well: "Steinbeck's heroes, from 

Tom Joad to Juan Chicoy, are first and foremost themselves, strongly 

aware of their identities, and armed with the biological virtues neces-

sary to protect their individuality. They are humorous, strong, lecher

ous, and versa tile. Particularly lecherous." 3 5 Could it be that 

Steinbeck had some influence on Amado? It is possible, especially in 

the case of Seara Vermelha and Os Pastores da Noi te. Concerning the 

latter novel, which was published in 1964, Malcolm Silverman observes: 

The personages [of Os Pastores da Noitel are the most pica
resque of any of Amado's previous novels, save Capitaes da 
Areia; anti-heroes abound, along with a comically named 
assortment of peripheral figures: Carlos Fede a Mula, Laura 
Boa Bunda, and Zico Cravo na Lapela, to cite a few. Together 
with such personages as Martim, Curio and the intriguing Je
sufno Gale Doido, they could easily comprise what one critic 
calls "stock characters a writer might w~t for a Brazilian 
adaptation of Steinbeck's Cannery Row."3 

The similarities between Steinbeck's and Amado's novels, however, 

seem to spring more from similarities in their personalities than from 

direct influence. The times also had much influence in their choice of 

characters and themes for their fiction, as we shall see below. That 
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both authors should be interested in the subcultural groups of their 

respective regions is obvio~sly an influence of the times, but that 

they should quite often treat their dispossessed characters poetically 

(when not sentimentally) is, I presume, a reflection of their own per

sonalities. 

Amado has, throughout his career, been the champion of the Ba.hian 

Negro. The colorful subculture of Bahia, with its candombles and pop

ular festivals, is a11. integral part of almost all of Amado's novels 

which take place in Sal,-ador. Those African elements of Ba.hian culture 

are well integrated in the novels, but they give a touch of the pictu

resque which, together with his political ideas and rather bold treat

ment of sex, seems to explain Amado's popularity in Brazil and abroad.J? 

Some of Amado's black heroes, like An~6nio Balduino of Jubiaba (1935), 

are larger than life. His beautiful and sensual mulattas find in 

Gabriela the prototype of the se~~ally liberated woman in Brazil. 

Another similarity between Steinceck and Amado as opposed to Ramos 

is revealed in the treatment of natural scenery. While Ramos uses des

cription of natural scenery sparingly, such descriptions are very com

mon in Steinbeck and Amado, and constitute some of their best pieces 

of writing. Steinbeck's description of the drought in the first chap

ter of The Grapes of Wrath is quite often anthologized. Some passages 

of Amado's Mar Morto (1936) are equally poetic, even lyrical. Amado is 

known not only as "the novelist of the Negro" but also as "the novelist 

of the sea" and in that novel the sea becomes an important personage. 

The supernatural, absent from Ramos' work, is present in Steinbeck's 

and Amado's novels, although in different forms. Steinbeck's biological 
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studies gave him a naturalistic view of life. However, as Woodburn 

Ross points out in his "J chn Steinbeck: Naturalism's Priest," the 

novelist cannot "rest content ·w-ith the naturalist's world of sense 

experience, His grasping at mystical insights grows more evident as 

one reads [Sea of Cortez] ," The sense of mystery that Steinbeck sees 

in the universe, a feeling that there is a meaning in things which 

forever eludes explanation," as well as his ideas about the unity of 

the cosmos, is of a mystical nav~e. His intuitive perception Jf the 

unity of the cosmos is dramatized in several of his novels, from 

To~ God Unknown (1933) to The Moon Is Down (1942). Ross concludes 

that "Steinbeck's basic position is essentially religious, though not 

in any orthodox sense of the word. • • • He is religious in that he 

seeks to t=anscend scientific explanations based upon sense experience, 

He is religious in that from time to time he explicitly attests the 

holiness of :P..a ture, "38 

To a God Unknown is the earliest of Steinbeck's novels to drama-

tize the religious feeling discussed above, In that novel, the sense 

of mystery that Steinbeck perceives in the universe is experienced by 

Joseph Wayne in his "sensitiveness to the atmosphere of a piece of 

land, a recognition of a mysterious spirit of place," and by his wife, 

Elizabeth, who perceives a meaning under the surface of things. Jo-

seph and other characters in the novel have a mystic and ri tua.l:.stic 

relationship to the land, and, at the end of the novel, he sacrifices 

himself in order to bring the rain to the valley--the unity of the 

here with the universe is asserted when "he is said to be the rain."
39 

In Amado, the supernatural takes the form of the intervention of 
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popular gods of the Bahian fetish cults in the action of his novels. 

These folklore elements are artistically integrated in his novels from 

Jubiaba onward and they become more and more prominent, especially in 

Amado's second phase, which starts in 1958 with the publication of 

Gabriela, Crave ~ Canela. These elements give a touch of magical real

ism40 to his fiction. In Mar Morto, for instance, Yemanja, the goddess 

of the sea, becomes an impor~~t personage. She is both loving and 

vindictive; she feeds the sailors but she also destroys them; she is a 

mother and a lover to them, but "she never shows herself to men except 

when they die at sea." 41 When Guma, the mulatto sailor, dies, his 

sweetheart, Livia, believes that his body cannot be found because it 

had gone to Yemanja. 

Miecio Tati, Amado's biographer and critic, remarks that it is 

impossible to tell whether the novelist believes in the African deities 

that people his novels--Oxala, Iansa, Exu, Ogum, Oxossi, and others. 

Whther he does or not, "he, like his characters, pays tritute--not real, 

42 but literary tribute--to the popular gods." Amado did in his you:.h 

pa.rticipa te in the candombles of Salvador: "Amado was himself an ogun, 

or male initiate, of a Bahian fetish cult, and his undisputed knowledge 

of Negro life is based on personal experience."
4
3 

These supernatural elements combL~e with other factors to give to 

Amado's and Steinbeck's fiction a romantic flavor absent from Ramos' 

work. The outstanding Brazilian critic , Antonio Candido, says of 

Amado's work: "If one considers the whole body of Amado's work, he 

will notice that it develops according to the dialectics of poetry and 

document, the latter trying to lead the author to the social novel, • • • 



the former leading him to an atemporal treatment of men and situa

t:.ons."44 The documentary aspect of Amado's work consists of real-

istic account of the social and economic problems of the Northeast: 
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social injustice, class struggle, misery. The poetic element reveals 

itself in his treatment of natural phenomena--the sea, the night, the 

forest, the wind--and, I believe one can add to Candido's observation, 

in the presence of certain h~~an emotions--altruism, romantic love, and 

class solidarity--which are attributed almost exclusively to his lower-

class characters. In general terms, this description seems to apply 

to Steinbeck's work also, except that Steinbeck tends to show the 

predatory side of nature as well, and he rarely portrays romantic love 

in his fiction. 

The two opposing tendencies in Amado's fiction, realism and poetry, 

manifest themselves in the novelist's use of language--coarse as in 

Suor, or lyric as in Mar Morto--as well as in his treatment of sex.
45 

Amado can be quite crude in his detailed descriptions of perverted, 

cruel sex, as in Tereza Batista, Cansada de Guerra (Tereza Batista: 

Home from the Wars), and poetic as ~n Mar Morto and in some parts of 

Gabriela. Critics quite often speculate whether Amado's ''poor" taste 

in the treatment of sex comes from his effort to tell the truth about 

t . al. 46 
his characters or from a desire to shock, to create sensa lon lsm. 

Steinbeck's attitude toward sex, although unconventional like 

Amado's, is much healthier. Steinbeck's love of the natural extends 

to naturalistic ethics. His friendly description of "natural" conduct 

L~ Tortilla Flat, Cannery Row, and The Grapes of Wrath, for instance, 

find some parallels in Amado's work, but Steinbeck prefers to avoid the 
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crude descriptions which Amado allows himself. A common point between 

the two writers is that they always paint their prostitutes as honest, 

unselfish, even "moral" in their own way--like Dora in Cannery Row and 

Tereza Batista in Tereza Batista, Cansada de Guerra. 

The m~~y parallels between Steinbeck's and Amado's works should 

not blind ~s to some major differences in their treatment of materialr 

or in the use of literary technique. Although both writers like to 

present their protagonists involved in a social situation, Steinbeck 

is usually more objective, and therefore more realistic, in his char-

acterizations. As a result of his non-teleological attitude, Steinbeck 

developed a rather detached method of portraying his characters, thus 

avoiding the oversimplifications that Amado's involvement with his 

characters has produced. Steinbeck's greatest achievement in regard 

to this detached, objective study of character is In Dubious Battle, 

his strike novel of 1936. Although obviously sympathizing with the 

strikers in that novel, Steinbeck does not idealize them. The same 

thing is true of the communist leaders, Jim and Mack. Strikingly in 

contrast with Amado'3 communist leaders who are always noble and 

idealistic, Mack's actions in Steinbeck's novel "make it increasingl;{ 

evident that he is exploiting the workers for party agitation rather 

than helping them." 47 

Although Steinbeck is not always so successful in depicting his 

characters objectively, his unwillingness to assign absolute blame 

(an outcome of his non-teleological philosophy) saved him from the over

simplifications found in ~~ado's work. In his first literary pb~se 

(1931-1954) more specifically, Amado tended to create sterotypes ~~ the 
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form of heroes and villains. Obviously there were a few exceptions 

to the rule, as the creation of the lawless coroneis, or land barons, 

of Terras do Sem Fim prove. More often, however, Amado tended to 

exalt his lower-class characters at the expense of the hateful and cor-

rupt bourgeoisie. Sentimentality was sometimes the result of this 

idealization, as in the case of Capitaes da Areia (1937): 

Amado's sentimental conception of the primitively "pure" 
lower classes may be carried too far, as in ••• The 
Beach Waifs (Capitaes da Areia). A band of homele~ 
urchins, "dressed in tatters, filthy, half starved, ag
gressive, hurling obscenities and smoking cigarette 
butts, were, in truth, the lords of the city: they knew 
it completely, they loved it completely, they were its 
poets." ••• "Lords of tne city" these children may 
have been to Amado--they were nonetheless a social 
menace, wh~§h the novelist shrugs off with sentimental 
pleadings. 

In contrast with Amado's sentimental view of the delinquent boys in 

Capitaes da Areia, Steinbeck's treatment of the paisanos in Tortilla 

Flat, although friendly, is more realistic. The mock-epic tone o= the 

novel makes it clear that Steinbeck does not entirely approve of their 

behavior: 

The point of Tortilla Flat is principally that the way of 
life of the "bums" • • • is superior to the average Amer
ican's and that we might learn something from them; but the 
novel is also partially a warning that the simple life close 
to nature that some men long for is not the answer to the 
problems of either society or the individual.49 

The oversimplifications and sentimentality present in most of Ama

do's early novels were apparently caused by his extreme partisanship. 

With the publication of Gabriela in 1958--a turning point in Amado's 

career--the angry spirit and obvious political propaga~da of novels 

such as Capitaes da Areia, Cacau, and Suor was replaceQ by a more opt-
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imistic tone. Humor was successfully introduced in his fiction and 

social criticism took the form of social satire. His prose style be

came more poetic and the delineation of individual characters better. 

Wilson Martins calls this phase of Arnado's career Ciclo da Comedia 

Bahiana--" an entirely new and apolitical literary cycle ... 50 During 

this phase, Amado's social criticism, carried out mainly through pic-

aresque humor, became more like Steinbeck's in Tortilla Flat and 

Cannery Row. 

It is interesting to notice that, in chronological terms, there 

was an inversion of situation between Steinbeck and Amado. Steinbeck 

wrote his best fiction from the early 1930's to 1945, more precisely, 

from Pastures of Heaven ( 1932) to Cannery Row ( 1945). His conscious 

effort to become more "affirmative" from The Wayward Bus onward re

sulted in excessive moralizing,5i which, combined with technical fail

ures (as in Burning Bright, Sweet Thursday, and East of Eden) caused 

his decline as an artist. Amado, on the other hand, succeeded, from 

1958 onward, in expurgating from his work the political propaganda and 

over-simplifications that marred his early production. One should not 

forget, however, that two of Amado's best works--Terras do Sem Fim and 

Jubiaha--were written during his political phase. 

Notwithstanding his many failures, especially in the last part of 

his literary career (1950-1968), Steinbeck was a more conscious artist 

than Amado. The extensive revisions--when not the rewriting of whole 

works, like To a God Unknown, In Dubious Battle and The Grapes of Wrath 

--as well as his own remarks in letters to his publishers give evidence 

of his concern with technique and form. His greatest technical achieve-
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ment was The Grapes of Wrath, but other remarkable works are The Red 

Pony--"one of his works in which form and content are most perfec~ly 

integrated,"5
2
--In Dubious Battle and Of Mice and Men, in which he uses - --

the dramatic technique with great success, and The Wayward Bus which, 

although marred by excessive moralizing, is an example "of Steinbeck's 

'well-made' novels from the point of view not only of structure, but 

of prose style as well."53 

Amado, on the other hand, seems to write more by instinct.54 In 

his first three novels he neglected literary form entirely. Two of 

them, Cacau (1933) and Suor (1934), are propagandistic, pamphlet-like 

social protest. On occasion--as in the case of his biographical work 

ABC de Castro Alves--Amado even resorted to popular literary forms of 

the Northeast. Nevertheless, throughout his literary career Amado be-

came more aware of the problems of technique and organization. JubiaOO. 

(1935), his fourth novel, marks the beginning of his concern with form, 

and while Antonio Candido calls that novel "a masterpiece full of im

perfections,"55 Fred Ellison considers it a turning point in Amado's 

career: "Jubiaba ••• is surely a minor masterpiece of the literature 

of the 'thirties. The proletarian theme remains, but thereafter [Amado] 

stated it more artistically, often symbolically ... 56 The greatest tech-

nical achievements were Terras do Sem Fim, already mentioned, and Os ---------
Velhos Marinheiros (1961), two comic but biting tales considered as 

having a place of the highest quality in the history of Brazilian let

ters.57 

AlthGugh both Amado and Steinbeck offer a panoramic view of their 

respective regions in their works, an examination of their major c~ea-



tions show a striking difference between the two writers. While Stein

beck's work is marked by a great variety of interests--biological, 

social, moral, religious--and literary techniques--poetic prose, alle

gory, parable, dramatic dialogue, symbolic referer-ce--Amado,s work 

is marked by a singleness of purpose--social criticism--which, never

theless, is carried out in different ways. His extreme partisanship 

must be at the root of the sense of sameness that Ellison sees in his 

novels from Cacau (1933) to Seara Vermelha (1946), with a few except

ions. In Ellison's words: "the story pattern of the novels is gen

erally that of Cacao, in which the workers, after long enduring their 

economic servitude, are driven to collective action in a strike or 

some act of violence ... 58 Amado does, however, make good use of poetic 

prose, dramatic dialogue, and humor--the latter having been introduced 

rather late in his work, as stated above. 

Both Steinbeck and Amado are much admired for their prose style, 

although neither of them can be compared to Ramos in terms of "sobri

ety, elegance, and refinement." The note of lyricism present in 

Amado's work since Jubiaba is discussed by Ellison, who calls attention 

to the novelist's emotional intensity, use of symbol, figurative lang

uage, and rhythmic prose. Mar Morto, for instance, is greatly admired 

for the simplicity of its poetry-in-prose, and certain passages of 

Terras do Sem Fim fall "naturally into lines of seven syllables"--the 

ballad rhythm found in other passages throughout Amado's work. Amado 

also makes effective use of dialogue, "which is usually realistic, and 

serves as a counterbalance for the many lyrical descriptions and nar

rations. Through dialogue the reader is always returned to the flesh-



and-bone world of reality," .59 

In Steinbeck's case, the richness and variety of his prose style 

matches the great variety of structure and literary techniques used by 

him. The "harsh, factual, catalogue-like" prose of In Dubious Battle60 

contrasts with the "lyric realism" of the Jody stories in The Red Pony, 

and with the poetic descriptions of To a God Unknown and The Grapes of 

Wrath. The economy and tightness of Of Mice and Men contrasts with the 

episodic structure, the "meandering tale" of Cannery Row, 61 in which 

lyricism and sardonic criticism are combined, Peter Lisca co~ments on 

Steinbeck' s "keen ear for the idioms and rhythms of speech (whether 

those of the paisanos of Tortilla Flat, the laborers of In Dubious 

Battle, or the folk of The Pastures of Heaven) and [his] fine sense 

of appropriate narrative style (the cold prose of In Dubious Battle, 

the poetic realism of the Jody stories and The Pearl, or the elevated 

periods and American rhythms of the interchapters of The Grapes of 

Wrath)," while lamenting the "failure of language" in some of Stein-

beck's later novels (in Burning Bright and East of Eden more specific

ally).62 

We may safely conclude that the three writers shared a common lit-

erary climate, Even so, Ramos' writing is characterized by the con-

sistency of its quality. Neither Steinbeck nor Amado was immune from 

the common drawbacks of all writers: the occasional lapse into bathos 

or mediocrity that plagues most writers. 

Many other parallels can be traced in the works of the three writers. 

The similarities and differences discussed above should, however, suf-

fice for an understanding of each writer's artistic accomplishments. 



There remains to be examined their participation in, or their response 

to, the problems of their times. To what extent was each writer per-

sonally affected by the social, political, and economical problems of 

the thirties? How did Marxism and the proletarian movement in liter-

ature affect the work of each writer? The influence of the times in 

the works of Steinbeck, Amado, And Ramos becomes evident when one 

compares their earlier novels with the novels written in the 1930's and 

194o's. 

Steinbeck's first novel, Cup of Gold (1929), is a historical novel 

written in a rather literary prose, and French thinks that both Cup of 

Gold and To~ God Unknown (published in 1933, but written in the late 

twenties) have much in common with the works of the Lost Generation of 

the 1920's: 

If Steinbeck had not subsequently written books much more 
relevant to ordinary human problems, these two novels 
would surely be forgotten; but since they are almost the 
only examples to survive of the writing that he did 
during the 1920's, they are interesting as the only avail
able evidence of the view of life that undergirded his 
early fictional efforts and of the closeness of these 
views to the widely prevalent world-weariness of the 
Wasteland writers of the period ••• Steinbeck's achieve
ment during the 1930's is even more remarkable than it 
has often been considered when we look at his powerful 
accounts of human tribulations from the ;4rspective of 
these cynically despairing early novels. 

French speculates on the causes of Steinbeck's change, which became 

evident in The Pastures of Heaven (1932). He rules out the possibility 

of Ed Rickett's influence at this stage, and concludes: "Yet some power-

ful force must have influenced the novelist's abandonment of the highly 

mannered cynicism of his earliest publications for the simply yet poe

tically expressed despair about the plight of ordinary people that 
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appears in his work beginning with The Pastures of Heaven and persists 

until • • • The Grapes of Wrath." 6 5 

Although French does not raise the hypothesis, it seems obvious 

that the times had much to do with changing Steinbeck's direction. 

The social and economic problems brought by the Great Depression of the 

1930's took the form of labor unrest and strikes in California, and 

Steinbeck was personally involved in some of these problems. Peter 

Lisca remarks that "Steinbeck's familiarity with the labor problems 

of the Salinas Valley was not merely that of an observer, for he had 

himself worked with migrant laborers on r~~ches, farms, and road gangs 

since his boyhood." 66 Although in some of the earlier works mentioned 

by French, the emphasis is on the psychological state of the protago-

nists rather than on social issues, the novelist's interest in "the 

plight of ordinary people" seems to have been the natural outcome of 

his social involvement. 

In 1936, Steinbeck visited the migrant workers' camps in order to 

prepare a series of articles, "The Harvest Gypsies," for the San Fran-

cisco News. Lisca comments: 

The San Francisco News articles are straight-forward reports 
of living conditions among migr~1t workers, along with sug
gestions and appeals for a more enlightened treatment of 
these people. Although they contain several details which 
were later incorporated in The Grapes of Wrath, these art
icles are significant primarily as a record of Steinbeck's 
attitude toward the people and conditions which he was to 
use as the materials of his great novel. Actually, the 
extremes of poverty, injustice, and suffering depicted in 67 
these articles are nowhere equaled in The Grapes of ~rath. 

Steinbeck thus had firsthand knowledge of the materials used in two 

of his sociological novels, In Dubious Battle and The Granes of Wrath. 
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Throughout his career Steinbeck did get involved with the problems 

of his times; sometimes successfully, as in the novels about the Great 

Depression, sometimes not so successfully, as in the novels about the 

wax--Bombs Away and The Moon Is Down ( 1942). The degree of success 

depended on his artistic ability to dramatize those problems in individ

ual situations and characters. 

As for the second part of our inquiry--the influence of the prolet

arian movement on Steinbeck's literature--one has to admit that Stein-

beck was not directly involved in the mainstream of the movement (the 

one headed by Michael Gold and Joseph Freem~~ in The New Masses). He 

did participate in the "Western Writers' Congress" that took place in 

San Francisco in November 1935, in which "the assembled columnists, 

poets, novelists, playrights, movie writers, professors, and newsmen 

• , , discussed such copies as 'The Writers in a Changing World,' 

'Fascist Trends,' 'Writing and Propaganda.'" Daniel Aaron remarks: 

"[The organizers of the Congress] had deliberately made their platform 

as broad as possible in order to wL~ support •• , , California writers 

still feared the Red label." 68 

Although not directly involved in the proletarian movement, Stein

beck was most probably indirectly influenced by it. His sociological 

novels, his trips to the Soviet Union, his great knowledge of Communist 

organizers, as revealed in his strike novel, all seem to prove that he 

had some interest in Marxism and in the proletarian movement. He never, 

however, accepted Marxism as a solution to the problems of his own 

country. He knew that his strike novel, In Dubious Battle ( 1936), would 

displease both Communists and capitalist, since "he was trying to write 



this story without looking through 'the narrow glass of political or 

economic preconception,'" 69 In French's opinion, "Steinbeck's novel 

is not--like much other American writing from the 1930's--either an 

all-out attack on the capitalist system or a denunciation of the Reds. 

It is rather an attack on any fiercely held partisan abstraction that 

denies and destroys the dignity of the individual human being." 70 

Steinbeck and Robert Capa, the photographer, spent about two months 

in Russia, in the summer of 1947. In April 1948, Steinbeck published 

A Russian Journal, in which he expressed his opinions about the Com-

munist regime directly. Lisca comments: 

Anyone who had followed Steinbeck's career up to this time 
was not surprised to learn that while Steinbeck found the 
common people of Russia as human as people anywhere, he 
was depressed by the regimentation, bureaucracy, and lack 
of individual freedom. What he saw in Russia seemed to 
confirm the suspicions about a highly cooperative society 
which he had expressed in Sea of Cortez seven years 
earlier. The situation was even lfTOrse, for in Sea of 
Cortez he thought that the "elimination of the swift, 
the clever, and the intelligent" was the price paid for 
"mediocre effie iency," But i~1 A Russian Journal he 
presents a great deal of proof that the stifling of 
individual initiative actually resulted in gross inef
ficiency. Steinbeck was also depressed by the subjection 
of the artist to the state.71 · 

Notwithstanding his personal opinion about Communism, Steinbeck was con-

vinced that capitalism was condemned to disappear: 

There is little question in my mind that the principle of 
private ownership of means of production is not long with 
us, This is not in terms of what I think is right or wrong 
or good or bad, but in terms of what is inevitalble. The 
province of the writer is to set down what is and what may 
come of it with as little nonsense as possible. The human 
like any other life form will tolerate an unhealthful con
dition for some time and then will either die or will over
come the condition, Since there seems little tendency for 
the human race to become extinct, and since one cannot tbxough 
biological mutation overcome the necessity for eating, I judge 
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that the final method will be the one chosen.72 

Much of what is said above is dramatized in The Grapes of Wrath; 

yet there is nothing in that novel or in any of Steinbeck's novels that 

could be called political propaganda. Steinbeck is a "reformer" rather 

than a "radical," according to Rideout's classification of social-pro-

test novelists. As a "reformer," he warns the reader against the 

abuses and injustices of the present socioeconomic system, but does not 

call for a transformation of the system itself. 

As for the interest Steinbeck and his contemporaries had for the 

dispossessed, the novelist himself explains: 

Boileau said that kings, Gods, and Heroes only were fit 
subject for literature. The writer can only write about 
what he admires. Present-day kings aren't very inspiring, 
the gods are on a vacation and about the only heroes left 
are the scientists and the poor. • • • At present there 
are no heroic giants. Ownership is hidden in interlocking 
directorates, labor s~ying and labor war is carried on by 
agents provocateurs, owners hide under the names of proxies 
and corporation titles. In a word, they have ceased being 
Heroes and have become cowardly and contemptible. And as 
such they have become, in Boileau's sense, unworthy of 
literature. But the poor are still in the open. When they 
make a struggle it is an heroic struggle with starvation, 
death or imprisonment the penalty if they lose. And since 
our race admires gallantry, the writer will deal with it ?J 
where he finds it. He finds it in the struggling poor now. 

Jorge Amado's first novel, ljke Steinbeck's and Ramos', also 

represents a "false start" in terms of his later works. 0 Pa:ls do Car-

naval, as already pointed out, is a rather boyish novel of ideas, with-

out any literary value, but Ellison thinks "the book is worth noticing, 

first, for its reflection of the confusion and excitement before and 

after the revolution of 1930, with its boiling ideological currents, 

and second, for the evidence it bears of Jorge's own search as a young 
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Brazilian for something in which to believe ... 74 

Amado was the most political of the Northeast group of writers 

known as "the generation of 1930." His interest in the political Left, 

however, started after his publication of 0 Pa!s do Carnaval, and it 

gave a new direction to his work: 

With the exception of Carnival Land, the least typical of 
his works, everything that Jorge Amado has written has a 
sociological foundation. Brazilians themselves do not 
deny the fundamental truth of the situations and institutions 
studied by Amado. They do not tax him with misrepresentation. 
He is merely one of many Brazilian novelists of the 'thirties 
who had cause to interpret the terrible social drama of his 
times. Amado draws critical fire only when, unlike Lins do 
Rego, Graciliano Ramos, or Rachel de Queiroz, he combines 
the objectivity of the document with the impassioned sub
jectivity of the protest. Sociologists may confirm the 
factual portions of his writing, but must make reservations 
in regard to the novelist's analysis of the facts.75 

In order to understand Amado's situation in his involvement as a 

Communist writer, one has to consider some of the vicissitudes of the 

Brazilian Communist Party under the GetUlio Varga's government (1930-

1945). 

The Partido Comunista Brasileiro (PCB) had been founded in 1922, 

but it became stronger during the 1930's, a decade of sccial unrest 

marked by the revolts of 1930, 1932, 1935, and "the political takeover 

manipulated by Getulio Vargas culminating in the declaration of the 

Estado Novo in November of 1937." The PCB "did not participate in the 

1930 and 1932 revolts but planned the 1935 revolt for almost a year," 

helped by the "popular front" known as Alianca Nacional Libertadora.
76 

In the months after the abortive Communist revolt thousands of political 

suspects, both military and civilian, were imprisoned, including Jorge 

Amado, Graciliano Ramos, and Rachel de Queiroz--three of the five major 
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writers of the Northeast group. Under the Estado Novo all party act

ivities were suppressed and the Communist Party became impotent for 

almost a decade (1937-1945). 

On November 4J 1937, the Vargas government staged a public burning 

of books considered "subversive," most of them by the Northeastern 

group of writers. Some of Amado 1 s books were banned and the novelist 

was arrested again on November 6, 1937. In 1941 Amado fled to Argent

ina, returning to Brazil in 1942, when he was arrested a third time.77 

It was under such circumstances that Amado wrote some of his most 

partisan novels--Cacau, Suor, Capitaes d.a Areia, Sao Jorge de Ilheus, 

and Seara Vermelha. The epitome of partisanship came much later with 

his trilogy, Os Subterraneos d.a Liberdade (Pathways to Freedom), 19.54, 

a historical novel dealing with the political life of Brazil during 

the Vargas dictatorship. 

In 1946, after the PCB was legalized by the Dutra government, 

Amado was elected a Communist deputy to the Brazilian Congress. When 

the party was suppressed again in May of 1947, the novelist went into 

exile in Europe, returning to Brazil in March of 1953. During his 

exile Amado wrote a travel memoir, 0 Mundo d.a Paz (The World of Peace) 

--an account of his visits to the Soviet countries--and received the 

Premia Stalin Internacional d.a Paz for the whole body of his literary 

work (December, 1951).78 

Vincent thinks it unlikely that ~~ado and other Brazilian write~s 

of the thirties knew much about the literary theories in vogue in the 

Soviet Union.79 Amado 1 s first ideas on the proletarian novel must 

have come from his reading of translations of some Russian, American, 
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and German writers which appeared in Brazil in 1932: Fadaev, Serafin

ovitch, Michael Gold, and Kurt Klaber, 80 Gold's Jews Without Money 

(1930) seems to have had the greatest influence on Amado, especially 

on his novel Suer (1934), which recreated the life in a tenement in 

one of the proletarian quarters of Salvador, 81 During a trip to the 

United States in 1937, Amado met Michael Gold and Waldo Frank, two 

leaders of the proletarian movement in this country. In 1948, while in 

exile in Paris, Amado resumed his friendship with Gold, and in 1954 he 

dedicated his trilogy, Os Subterraneos da Liberdade, to the American - -
•t 82 

wr~ er. 

Gold's influence on Amado, in Vincent's opinion, is "a commonplace 

accepted by almost all critics, but probably should not be accepted 

without reservations," Generally speaking, Amado' s novels of the 

period 1931-1937 seem to conform to Gold's theoretical guideline for 

proletarian literature, as enumerated by Vincent: "[The proletarian 

novel] should, [Gold] said: (1) deal with working-class characters 

and situations, (2) describe in detail the technical aspects of their 

work, (3) have a social theme, (4) have 'revolutio~J elan,' (5) be 

written in plain language, and ( 6) avoid melodrama." Obviously Amado 

did not "avoid melodrama," and quite often his characters are lumpen

proletarian rather than proletarian. Like other Brazilian writers of 

the 1930's, "Amado tends to emphasize certain themes not mentioned by 

Gold, especially the sexual aspects of characters' lives, violence, 

and a number of picturesque motifs that accentuate the regionalistic 

character of the novel." 83 

As for possible coincidences between Amado's proletarian novel and 
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And Vincent concludes: "The means for conveying this message is a 

considerable departure from Soviet and to a degree from American pre-

84 
cepts." The fact remains, however, that almost all the novels of 

Amado's first literary phase feature class struggle and are marred by 

extreme partisanship to the left. What saves them is Amado's "first

rate storytelling talent." 85 

It seems clear that the times had some influence in shaping the 

novels of Steinbeck and Amado. There remains for us to examine Ramos' 

work in relation to his era. 

As stated earlier, Ramos' first novel, Caetes, is a good example 

of the well-made novel of the nineteenth century, in the tradition of 

Flaubert and Eya de Queiroz. Due to economic and political disturbances 

of the late twenties and early thirties, the novel was not published 

until 1933, although Augusto Frederico Schmidt had offered to publish 

it a few years earlier. 86 Ramos' practical involvement in the problems 

of his times and his friendship with other Northeastern writers con-

tributed to give another direction to his fiction. 

Ramos' reports during the two years he was mayor of Palmeira dos 

Indios "so impressed the governor of Alagoas that, early in 1930, he 

invited Ramos to Macei6 to assume the direction of the state press." 

In 1933 Ramos "was appointed state director of public instruction." 

According to Dimmick, "with the same practical objectivity and single

minded adherence to conviction that had characterized him as a municipal 

administrator, he undertook the reform of teaching in Alagoas. It was 

not surprising that his innovations won him enemies, both overt and 
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On the other hand, it was in Maceio that Ramos met Jose Lins do 
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Rego and Rachel de Queiroz and became acquainted with Gilberta Freyre's 

regionalist ideas. Although it would be false to talk of Freyre's 

direct influence on Ramos, it is safe to say that Ramos was influenced 

by the regionalist movement headed by Freyre. Ramos' second novel, 

Sao Bernardo, like most of the sugar-cane cycle of novels by Lins do 

Rego, shows the remnants of patriarchal feudalism in the agricultural 

Northeastern coast, but while Ramos' presentation is dramatic and real-

istic, Rego's is lyrical and sentimental, expressing a certain nostal-

gia for the past social order. Actually Lins do Rego is the only one 

of the five major writers of the Northeast group who was directly in-

fluenced by the traditionalist regionalism of Freyre, which had started 

in 1926 with the regional congress of Recife. 

Freyre's role in the regionalist movement of the Northeast was 

mainly that of a catalyst. In 1925 he gathered collaborators of a 

Livre do Nordeste (Book of the Northeast), "a little-known work on many 

aspects of life in the region," 88 ar-d in 1926 he organized the regional 

congress of Recife and issued a manifesto urging the writers of the 

region to use the Northeast as their literary theme. His remarkable 

work Casa Grande e Senzala (The Masters and the Slaves) was influential 

in the sense that it gave the writers a historical and sociological 

basis for the studies of the race, culture, and society of Brazil. 

There is, however, a basic difference between Freyre's ideas and the 

attitude of most Northeastern writers of the 1930's. While Freyre 

preached a rather conservative regionalism which, among other things, 
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traditions of the Northeast, writers like Graciliano Ramos, Jorge Amado, 

Rachel de Queiroz, and Amanda Fontes preferred to focus on the misery 

and oppression of the semi-feudal system still prevalent in the region 

as late as the decade of the thirties. It was only in 1935 that Freyre 

and Lins do Rego "caught up" with the other w.ri ters, by publishing an 

article written in collaboration--"No Brasil Tambem Se Morre de Fome" 

("One Also Dies of Hunger in Brazil"). 89 

The realistic appraisal of the social problems of the region by 

the Northeastern writers seems to owe much to Euclydes da Cunha's 

epoch-making work, Os Sertoes (Rebellion in the Backlands), published 

at the turn of the century,90 as well as to the influence of Marxism, 

but one cannot deny that it was thanks to the leadership of Gilberta 

Freyre that the Northeastern novelists became more interested in their 

own reality and brought the literary language close to the vernacular 

spoken in Brazil. 

The use of the vernacular was one of the common points between the 

regionalist movement of the North and the modernist movement cf the 

South of Brazil. Although protesting against the "excesses" of the 

modernist movement of the South, Freyre admitted that there were some 

common points between the two movements--above all, they were reactions 

against "the conventions of classicism, of academicism, and of Lusitan

ian purism" still prevalent in Brazil. 91 Ramos' first novel illustrates 

well what Freyre says above. Caetes reveals the influence of the Port

uguese novelist E9a de Queiroz not only in its conception but L~ prose 

style as well. 
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Ramos' second novel, Sao Bernardo (1934), represents a new depart

ure, reflecting not only his practical involvement in the problems of 

his times, but also some influence of the Northeastern regicnalist 

movement. As alreadr stated, Ramos' primary interest in Sao Bernardo 

and AngUstia is psychological, but social themes are treated "in con

nection with the psychological study of an individual."92 Ramos had 

finished writing his third novel, AngUstia (1936), when he becrune the 

victim of the repressive Vargas regime. 

Although there is no evidence that Ramos had been involved with 

the frustrated revolt of the National Liberal Alliance of the end of 

1935, he was dismissed from his job and jailed in 1936. His health 

was definitely ruined by the hardships of ten months of imprisonment 

in Rio. Dimmick comments on this episode and on Ramos' account of it 

in his Memorias do Carcere: 

No formal charges were ever brought against him: he was 
released with no more explanation than had been given for 
his arrest. This Kafka-like experience is related at 
length and in searing detail in a work with which Ramos 
was occupied at the time of his death, Memorias do Carcere 
(Prison Memoirs). A curious air of resignation pervades 
the book: there are no outcries at injustice or official 
barbarity, no attacks on the political order, no attempts 
at self-justification. Although he admits that his off
spring had gone about painting leftist slogans in publi~ 
places, he himself did not officially adhere to the Com
munist Party until 1945. Even then his act seems to have 
been one of protest against the established order rather 
than a statement of Marxist conviction.93 

Although it has become a commonplace among critics to say that 

Ramos adhered to the Communist Party in 1945, Jorge Amado, a close 

=riend of Ramos since 1933, denies the fact. In Amado's words, although 

Ramos was imprisoned as a "dangerous Communist" the truth is that he 
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writer,"94 Whether or not Ramos was a party member, he commented on 
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his fundamental sympathy with Marxism in his Prison Memoirs. In 1952 

Ramos attended, as president of the Brazilian Writers' Union, a lit-

era.ry congress in Moscow. Interestingly his travel memoir, Viagem 

(Journey), "reveals an attitude of little more than open-minded neu

trality toward life behind the Iron Curtain."95 

The contradiction between Ramos' skepticism and his alleged faith 

in Marxism has puzzled some critics, and Otto Maria Carpeaux seems to 

have the best answer to the problem. In Ca.rpeaux's opinion, Ramos' 

political convictions "represent only the surface of his thought. They 

are not reflected in his art, and this is meaningful." Carpeaux be-

lieves that Ramos' view of life, like Thomas Hardy's, was essentially 

tragic,96 The revolutionary characters in Ramos' fiction--Luis Padilha, 

the Jew Moises, and Madalena--have secondary roles and their political 

and humanitarian stances are impotent to bring about any meaningful 

changes, 

And yet Ramos wrote social protest. His is not the s~~e kind of 

social protest written by Amado. In Ramos' novels both oppressed and 

oppressors seem to be the victims of the same human miseries, and the 

novelist's compassion, although muted, seems to embrace all of them. 

In Vincent's opinion, Ramos was "more honest in reflecting reality" than 

the other members of his generation. In his novels "there is no col-

lective consciousness nor class solidarity, no strike, no Communists 

springing out of the brush." The protagonist of Vidas Secas, for 

instance, "is so rustic, so ignorant, that it would really be beyond 
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a.ri ty. '" 97 
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The central problem in Ramos' fiction is "man's solitude and his 

tragic impotence in face of the probelms that life places before him ... 98 

Yet, he also shows "the brutalizing and deadening effect of the North-

eastern geography and economics upon the man of the region," a witness 

as he was "not only to the punishment of climate that sometimes singles 

out the Northeast for special fury but also to the process of disinte

gration and the upheavals in social readjustment."99 

It is mainly through his social concerns that Ramos is identified 

with Steinbeck and Amado. The times probably had much to do in sharpen-

ing the critical spirit of all three writers. As pointed out in the 

last part of this study, the three novelists were involved in the 

problems of their times: Steinbeck as a journalist and "counselor of 

the mighty" 100 ; Amado as a militant Communist; Ramos in several public 

jobs, as a mayor of Palmeira dos Indios, director of the state press, 

director of public schools, and, finally, federal inspector of education, 

nominated in 1939 by the same government that had imprisoned him in 

1936. 

The literary works of all three writers reflect to a greater or 

lesser extent the unrest of the times. Although all three writers have 

Communist leaders in major or minor roles in their novels, their atti-

tude toward Communism varies. While Steinbeck and Ramos show no 

more than a vague sympathy for theoretical Marxism, Amado, in his early 

phase, expresses the conviction that Communism will eliminate social 

injustice and thus bring happiness to the disinherited of the earth. 
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As did many other novelists of the thirties, Steinbeck, Amado, 

and Ramos wrote social documents of great educational value, At their 

best, they were also capable of creating great art. What Joseph 

Warren Beach says of The Grapes of Wrath seems to apply to the best 

works of all three novelists: they gained in emotional power by deal

ing with social problems so urgent that they could not be ignored. 101 



CHAPTER III 

THE GRAPES OF WRATH, VIDAS SECAS, AND SEARA VERMELHA 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY 

John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, Graciliano Ramos' Vidas Secas 

(Barren Lives1), and Jorge Amado's Sea.ra Vermelha (Red Ha.rvest2) deal 

with the problem of migrant rural workers, forced out of their lands by 

dispossession of by the drought. In the choice and treatment of char-

acters and themes, the three authors reveal the influence of the times, 

The main characters in the three novels are members of the dispossessed 

class. Steinbeck, Ramos, and Amado treat their characters realistically 

and are intensely sympathetic with them. Social themes such as the ex-

ploitation of the worker, class struggle, and misery are common to the 

three novels and the dominant tone is one of anger and protest. The 

influence of the times on the three writers cannot be denied, but does 

not in itself explain the artistic merits of each work. In order to 

evaluate the three novels aesthetically, I will compare them in terms 

of structure, plot, narrative techniques, characterization, themes and 

motifs, language and style. Due to the doc~~entary aspect of these 

works, some consideration will be given here to the social context, or 

the facts that served as raw material for the artistic creations of the 

three writers. The comparative study will, hopefully, illuminate the 

degree of artistic skill of each writer. Although Vidas Secas was the 

first of these novels to be published, I will use The Grapes of Wrath as 

the paradigm for this study, because it is by far the best known of the 

three works outside of Brazil. 

61 
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The Grapes of Wrath was published in the spring of 1939, but Stein

beck had been working on it since the fall of 1937, when he lived among 

the migrant workers in order to observe his materials at first hand, 

In June, 1938, the novelist had a version of the work ready--L'Affaire 

Lettuceberg--but he refused to have it printed, In a letter to his 

publishers, Steinbeck announced his intention to rewrite the novel, since 

he was not pleased with the satirical treatment he had given to his 

material: 

In satire you have to restrict the picture and I just can't do 
satire ••• ~ My whole work drive has been aimed at making people 
understand each other and then I deliberately write this book, 
the aim of which is to cause hatred through partial understanding. 
My father would have called it a smart-alec book. It was full of 
tricks to make people ridiculous. If I can't do better I have 
slipped badly. And that I won't admit--yet.3 

Steinbeck had already written two great novels--Of Mice and Men and In 

Dubious Battle--about the migrant workers of California, but The Grapes 

of Wrath proved to be his masterpiece, a work born out of his great com-

passion and moral indignation at the plight of the "Okies," a group of 

rural workers from Oklahoma who emigrated to California in the 1930's. 

Vidas Secas (1938) grew out of a short story, "Baleia,"4 which was 

first printed in a periodical on May 4, 1937. The history of the compo-

sition of the novel explains its fragffientary structure, made up as it is 

of relatively independent chapters. Not only "Baleia" but a few other 

chapters were published separately as short stories before Ramos decided 

to expand the work into a novel. Apparently Ramos' short novel was an 

attempt to meet Otavio de Faria's challenge. In the latter's opinion 

the Northeastern backlands had been exhausted as a literary theme. ~n 

a letter to Jose Conde, Ramos confesses that he had decided to accept 
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Faria's challenge and had written his "little book, without description 

of landscape, without dialogue. Without love. In this respect, at 

least, it must be original."5 Once again Ramos would "obtain maximum 

effect from minimum resources." 6 In less than two hundred pages, and 

using "the simplest and most unpromising of rna terials," 7 he would 

fashion a work that stands besides his Sao Bernardo and AngUstia as one 

of the masterpieces of modern Brazilian literature. 

When Seara Vermelha appeared in 1946, its central theme, the North-

eastern drought and the misery caused by it, had already been well ex-

plaited by other writers of Amado's generation. Among its best known 

predecessors one finds Jose America de Almeida's A Bagaceira (1928), 

Rachel de Queiroz's 0 Quinze (1930), and Graciliano Ramos' Vidas Secas 

(1938). Written as it was during Amado's most parochial phase, "Seara 

Vermelha combines [his] flair for long narrative with his most strident 

political tone," 8 and it is consequently almost completely ignored by 

literary critics. Unlike Ramos, who chose to work with the simplest 

aspects of the subject, Amado tackles the most dramatic aspects of life 

in the backlands. Besideds dispossession and exodus to the South, Seara 

Vermelha features banditry, religious fanaticism, and the Communist 

revolt that took place in Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, in 1935. Despite 

being marred by political propaganda, and although dealing with a sub-

ject far removed from the author's own experience, the novel has some 

literary merits which, hopefully, will be pointed out throughout this 

study. 

Of the many socioeconomic problems faced by the United States during 

the Great Depression of the 1930's, Steinbeck chose to depict the plight 
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of the rural workers forced into migratory life by dispossession from 

land or job. California, his native state, had long depended on migra-

tory workers for its agricultural economy, based mainly on produce and 

cotton. According to the anonymous author of an article published in 

the issue of Fortune for the month of April, 1939, to work the large-

scale corporated farms of California, "with their violently fluctu-

ating labor demands, landowners in the past encouraged hea~J immigration 

of low-wage workers from abroad--Chinese, Japanese, a few Hindus, thou

sands of Filipinos • • • [and] Mexicans." 9 The author says further that 

After 1930 the whole character of California migrants began 
to change. Numbers of semi-urban unemployed Californians 
went into the fields to replace the departed Mexicans. Then 
single unemployed workers, both urb~~ and rural, streamed 
into California from all over the country--a serious addition 
to the chronic oversupply. And finally, beginning in 1935, 
came the Dust Bowl hordes and the dispossessed southern ten-
ants--far more than the farm economy could absorb, and ~ 10 ordinary labor situation became an acute sociological problem. 

Between 1934 and 1939 more than 200,000 persons left the drought area 

d t t C l "f . 11 an wen o a l ornla. Although the problem was nation-wide, it 

became more acute on the Pacific Coast, since the dispossessed rural 

workers were "attracted by the work prospects of the great variety of 

crops and the long growing seasons" as well as by "the mild climate and 

the physical opulence" of the region. 12 

The disastrous droughts and dust storms of the 1930's were not the 

only cause of this mass upheaval. Economic depression, land speculation, 

and power farming13--all discussed by Steinbeck in The Grapes of Wrath--

were also important factors behind the problem. The consequences of 

such mass dislocations were low income, privation, and social unrest--

all powerfully portrayed by Stein beck .• 



The reaction to the novel was immediate. As usually happens with 

novels dealing with such urgent social problems, the first readers of 

The Grapes of Wrath tended to ignore its literary qualities and discuss 

only its social message. Had Steinbeck told the truth about the worker-

grower relationship? Was the migrant-labor situation as desperate as 

he made it look? Two typical reactions to the book are illustrated by 

Frank J. Taylor's and Carey McWilliams' articles on the subject. 

In November, 1939, Taylor wrote: "Californians are wrathy over 

The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck's best-selling novel of migrant ag-

ricultural workers. Though the book is fiction, many readers accept it 

14 as fact." And then he proceeded to deny everything Steinbeck had said, 

trying to prove that there were "no Joads" in California. McWilliams' 

article, dated March, 1942, did, however, validate the novelist's pic-

ture. McWilliams had served as Commissioner of Immigration and Housing 

for the State of California during the 1930's, and, in that capacity, 

had been involved in hearings in which workers complained of low wages 

and exposed their misery. The LaFolette Committee hearings, which were 

opened on December 6, 1939, in San Francisco, found ample evidence to 

confirm Steinbeck's description of conditions in California. McWilliams 

reports: 

No sooner had Senator LaFollette announced that the committee was 
in session than Phil Bancroft, Associated Farmers leader, arose 
and demanded that the Senator cease "giving aid and comfort to the 
Communists," and that he return to Winsconsin and mind his own 
business. During the first week that the commitee was in session, 
the Associated Farmers held their annual convention at Stockton, 
with over 2,000 members in attendance. Open defiance of the com
mittee was voiced throughout the convention. John Steinbeck was 
warmly denounced as the arch-enemy, defamer, and slanderer of 
migratory farm labor in California, while I was tenderly referred 
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blight and boll weevil.15 
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McWilliams selected three typical incidents investigated by the LaFol

lette Committe to demonstrate that the Associated Farmers of California 

not only controlled wages but also organized, with the help of the 

police and local authorities, bloody vigilante activities against strik

ers. One of the bloody incidents investigated by the committee had 

taken place after the publication of The Grapes of Wrath, "at a tLne 

when the Associated Farmers ••• were attempting to convince the 

public that there was not a shred of t:ruth in the book." 16 

The reception of the novel in Oklahoma, the Joads' native country, 

was no less sensational than in California, as Martin Shockley demons-

trates in a detailed account, published in January, 1944. According 

to Shockley, accusations of factual inaccuracies, communistic propaganda, 

vile language, as well as the banishment of the book from some public 

libraries and schools helped to turn it into a best-seller, "reviewed 

throughout Oklahoma to large and curious audiences." 17 He summarizes 

the controversy over the novel in these terms: 

There are, I should say, two main bodies of opinion, one that 
this is an honest, sympathetic, and artistically powerful pre
sentation of economic, social, and human problems; the other, 
the great majority, that this is a vile, filthy book, an out
sider's malicious attempt to smear the state of Oklahoma Nith 
outrageous lies. The latter opinion, I may add, is frequently 
accompanied by the remark: "I haven't read a word of it, but 
I know it's all a dirty lie."18 

The social problems studied by Steinbeck in The Grapes of Wrath 

were practically solved with the involvement of the United States in 

World War II. With the young men enlisting for the combat, the remain-

ing population was naturally absorbed into western society. The same 
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is not true of the situation depicted in Vidas Secas and Seara Vermelr4. 

The social problems of the Northeastern sertao have existed for cent-

uries and remain very much the same even today. As a matter of fact 

the se=tao was practically forgotten by the rest of the country until 

Euclydes da Cunha "rediscovered" and revealed it to his countrymen in 

Os Sertoes, frequently acclaimed as "Brazil's greatest book." 19 

Stefen Zweig refers to Os Sertoes as a "great national epic I I I 

created purely by chance," 20and the circumstances of its composition 

validate his assertion. Euclydes da Cunha, a military engineer who had 

just abandoned his career with the military to dedicate himself to 

civil engineering and journalism, was sent by a Sao Paulo daily to 

cover "the so-called Canudos campaign by federal troops in the sertao 

of northern Bahia." In his work, Cunha 

describes the four expeditions sent by the government in 
1896-1897 to capture or kill one Antonio Maciel, a mentally 
deranged individual who wandered the sertao and was thought 
to perform miracles. "Antonio the Counselor," as he was 
called, was lifted on a wave of primitive religious fanati
cism to become the spiritual as well as temporal leader of 
a motley horde of sertanejos. Promising them Heaven and 
defying the newly established authority of the republic, he 
led his several hundred followers to a deserted fazenda at 
Canudos. It required thousands of well-equipped soldiers, 
after serious reverses, to wipe out An~onio and his indom
itable jagun2os. or backlands outlaws.~1 

But Os Sertoes is much more than just a description of the Canudos 

campaign. Samuel Putman, who translated the work into English, refers 

to Euclydes da Cunha and his work in these terms: 

A reporter of a most unusual kind he assuredly was, one who, 
writing amid the tumult of events and the e~otional stress of 
the moment, succeded in turning a journalistic account of a 
military campaign into an epic treatise on the geology, the 
geography, the climatology, the flora, the fauna, and the human 
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and a great deal more.22 
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It was almost by chance that Cunha stumbled upon his material, that 

backlands race "lost in the heart of the sertao," "constituting a third 

of the population of the country but forgotten by the rest of the nation 

for three whole centuries."23 He was the first explorer to write a de-

tailed scientific study of the region and reveal its basic social life. 

He calls his work "a cry of protest" and Putman explains that definition 

in these terms: 

A protest against what he regards as a "crime" and an "act of 
madness" on the part of a newly formed republican government. 
For him, this "most brutal conflict of our age" was the "corpus 
delicti on the aberrations of a people," the "major scandal in 
our history." A clash between "two societies," between two 
cultures, that of the seaboard and that of the sertao, the Ca
nudos Expedition appeared as a "deplorable stumbling-block to 
national unity." His book, accordingly, as he tells us, is not 
so much a defense of the sertanejo, or man of the backlands, as 
it is an attack on the barbarity of the "civilized" toward those 
whose stage of social evolution was that of semibarba.rians. 24 

Cunha describes the primitive inhabitants of this wilderness area 

as a mestizo race with preponderant admixture of Indian blood. Due to 

their isolation from the rest of the country, they preserve intact scme 

of the traditions of the past which have long been forgotten in the 

rest of the country and in their countries of origin. Cavalcades and 

Moorish mummeries, for instance, are forms of "divertisement which the 

backland settlements have preserved intact, in all their details, for 

three whole centuries." 25 In politics, the myth of Sebastianism, which 

must have entered the country with the first Portuguese explorers of 

the sixteenth century, is a recurrent one, quite often exploited by the 

insane messiahs who agitate the backlands from time to time. These 
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pened in Portugal at the end of the sixteenth century. 26 

Religious fanaticism, superstition, ignorance, poverty, and ban-

ditry are some of the problems faced by the backwoodsmen. But the most 

tragic aspect of life in the backlands is the droght, which the serta-

nejo faces stoically, leaving the land, on a painful exodus to the 

coast, only when all hope is lost. The periodic droughts that devastate 

the region are a permanent threat to the sertanejo, but they have caused 

him to become "strong, expert, resigned, and practical," "fitting him

self for the struggle." 27 In Cunha's opinion, 

The heroism of the backlands, the frightful tragedies which 
there take place, are a theme forever lost to us; they can
not be made to live again, nor can they be told in episodic 
form. They arise from a struggle which no one has described-
the insurrection of the earth against man.28 

Although Franklin Tavora--as mentioned in the first chapter of this 

study--had described some aspects of life in the backlands before Eu-

clydes da Cunha, it was Os Sertoes that first revealed the region in 

all its details to the rest of the country. Cunha has been called a 

sociologist, a historian, a geographer, an ecologist, and a man of 

letters. When his work first appeared in book form, in December, 1902, 

"it had a startling overnight success, both critical and commercial; and 

two months later a second edition was under way." 29 In the following 

year, the author was elected to the Historical Institute and to the 

Brazilian Academy of Letters. 

It is only natural that such work should have had a heavy impact 

upon the Northeastern novelists of the 1930's, concerned as that gener

ation was with the social problems of the region. Not only Jose America 
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de Almeida, the forerunner of that literary movement, but practically 

all the novelists who wrote about the Northeastern backlands reveal 

some influence of Euclydes da Cunha. Discussing Ramos' Vidas Secas, 

Antonio Candido says of its protagonist: "Fabiano is oppressed by 

society and nature; but his soul is primitive and pure. One has the 

impression that this taciturn and heroic herdsman sprang from the second 

chapter of Os. Sertoes, in which Euclydes da Cunha describes the natural 

and simple integrity of the Northeastern rural worker."JO Later in his 

study Candido remarks: "No body analyzes the brutal nature of the bond 

between man and nature in the arid Northeast better than Graciliano 

Ramos. Vidas Secas illustrates, in fictional form, the desperate deter

minism of Os Sertoes."Ji 

Jorge Amado, on the other hand, prefers to concentrate on other 

aspects of life in the backlands. His insane messiah, Estevao, and the 

cangaceiros, or outlaws, who help him in the co~~rontation with the 

government forces are reminiscent of the second part of Os Sertoes, 

the one describing Antonio Conselheiro's "rebellion." Amado himself 

refers to the episode as "a new Canudos," and Fred Ellison remarks: 

Amado admittedly relies upon Euclydes' earlier study, but, 
with his usual flair for the novelesque, symbolizes the fra
tricidal aspect of these backland wars by opposing as enemies 
two of the sons of Jeronimo, the soldier Joao and the canga
ceiro Ze Trevoada, who escapes into the wilderness of thorny 
bush which is the caatinga.)2 

If Cunha's intention was "to shock Brazil to its sense,"JJ he was 

successful. His report aroused much controversy, and influenced, to a 

greater or lesser extent, a whole generation of novelists. Jon Vincent 

calls Os Sertoes a "pre-Marxist novel," and so it is if cne can consider 
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it a novel at all. According to Fred Ellison, 

The author adopts, as nearly as possible, a scientific approach. 
• , , If the book is not properly a novel and defies classific
ation according to any literary genre, stylistically it is 
unique, Euclydes has transformed a report which might have been 
read by a few hundred specialists, at most, into something im
posing. Observation and research have been coupled with the 
liveliest sort of imagination--here rests the book's claim to 
be regarded as art and not merely reportage or scholarship. 
After setting forth the details, the author draws conclusions 
concerning the larger meaning of what he sees. To express his 
grandiose visions, he often uses a Latinizing form of expression 
peculiarly his own, heroic in movement and noble in tone. The 
style frequently presents difficulties even to Brazilians, but, 
as Samuel Putman has observed, it is "as rugged as the sertao 
itsel~' and seems altogether appropriate to the author's mag
nificent narrative.J5 

Unfortunately, Cunha's plea for the integration of the sertanejo 

into national life has not been given due attention by the Brazilian 

authorities. As late as 1942, the sociological historian Caio Prado 

Junior observed: "Whoever traverses Brazil today is frequently sur-

prised to come upon aspects [of our life] which he had imagined exist-

ed only in history books; he will see that they are not merely ana

chronistic but represent deep underlying facts." 36 

A basic difference between the materials of the American and the 

Brazilian novels becomes evident at this point. While Steinbeck, in 

The Grapes of Wrath, describes a situation which was typical of the 

times in this country, Ramos and Amado, in Vidas Secas and Seara Verme-

lha, deal with social problems which were, perhaps, aggravated in the 

1930's and 1940's, but which are ages old and typical of the Northeast-

ern Brazilian backlands, quite often called "the other Northeast." The 

fact that Steinbeck's novel has "outlived its directly reportorial ties 

to the historical past"37 is evidence of its artistic merits, 
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The attitude of the three writers toward their materials is above 

all sincere. Steinbeck's letter to his publishers, quoted above, is 

evidence of his sincere effort "to create an important work rather than 

a propagandistic shocker." 38 Comparison with an earlier novel dealing 

with similar materials--In Dubious Battle--proves further that Steinbeck 

was moved by great compassion when he wrote his novel about the Okies. 

Ramos, in his turn, shows warm sympathy for the herdsman, Fabiano, and 

his family. Vidas Secas is, in this respect, unique in Ramos' literary 

career, since the author has quite often been "accused" of being "cold," 

almost "clinical" in his attitude toward his characters.39 It is, per-

haps, meaningful that Vidas Secas is the only one of Ramos' novels to 

take place in the backlands, where he was reared and where he, as a 

child, experienced the drought and all its miseries. As for Amado, des-

pite the element of political propaganda that mars part of his novel, 

there is no doubt that he was also moved by humanitarian concerns. It 

is true that Amado did not have first-hand knowledge of his materials, 

that he wrote as an outsider, someone from another world, but his 

humanitarianism as well as his careful study of the subject ma~es up 

f h f na.l 
. 40 or t e lack o perso exper~ence. 

The great human interest that the materials of these novels hold 

for the reader is not, in itself, a guarantee of success. The decisive 

test in evaluating a literary work is the author's ability to realize 

his ideas in the concrete forms of art. A comparison of the three 

novels in terms of similarities and differences in the treatment of the 

materials will, hopefully, illumi.nate each author's literary accorr.plish

ments. Before such analysis can be undertaken, however, one has to 
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examine the influence of the times on The Grapes of Wrath, Vidas Secas, 

and Sea.ra Vermelha. 

Amado once said that "out of anguish and misery was born the novel 

of the 1930's."
41 

Living between two world wars and experiencing the 

worst economic depression of the twentieth century, that generation had, 

by necessity, to become involved in the social problems of its age. 

All three novels are, to a greater or lesser extent, "compromised," Of 

the three sociological novels that Steinbeck wrote in the 1930's--In 

Dubious Battle, Of Mice and Men, and The Grapes of Wrath--the latter 

is the one in which the author definitely sides with labor and attacks 

the privileged classes. In Ramos' case, Vidas S€cas is defL~itely the 

only one of his four novels in which the sociological becomes more pro-

minent than the psychological interest. Fabiano is oppressed both by 

nature and by society, and the author protests against the social ex-

ploitation that is greatly responsible for the degradation of the 

sertanejo's life. Although "compromised," The Grapes of Wrath and 

Vidas Secas do not adopt a Marxist viewpoint as Seara Vermelha does. 

In a -oroad sense, all three novels are proletarian, since they all deal 

with the dispossessed and adopt their point of view, In a strict sense, 

however, only Seara Vermelha is proletarian, since it is the only one 

to espouse the Marxist ideology, 

In comparing these works, the first thing to call the reader's at

tention is the difference in bulk and scope. The broad scope of The 

Grapes of Wrath, reflected in its more than six hundred pages, contrasts 

Sharply with the restricted scope of Vidas Secas, with some one hundred 

and thirty pages. Seara Vermelha stays somewhere in between the other 
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two, with three hundred odd pages. The difference in scope is all-im-

portant, since it determines the basic difference in narrative methods. 

While Steinbeck and Amado have to combine the panoramic and the drama-

tic methods to handle their large subject, Ramos consistently uses the 

dramatic method in dealing with his rather limited topic. 

Although all three novels deal with the common subject of migrant 

rural workers forced off their lands, the three novelists had different 

aims in mind, and these aims are reflected in the structure of each nov-

el. Steinbeck's purpose was to give a panoramic view of the migration 

as a national problem, the most painful aspect, perhaps, of the Great 

Depression in the United States. In order to make the reader experience 

the problem in a concrete form, he particularized it in the adventures 

of the Joad family, who leave the Dust Bowl full of hope of starting 

a new life in California only to see their Promised Land turn into Hell. 

In order to achieve his double purpose of particularizing the problem 

and giving a panoramic view of it, the novelist resorted to a rather 

complex structure, which is admirably anlyzed by Peter Lisca in what 

is, perhaps, the best study of the novel to date. 42 

Of the thirty chapters that comprise ~he novel, sixteen are called 

"intercalary" chapters, or "interchapters" by Lisca. These interchap-

ters are rather short and make up less than one sixth of the book. 

The other fourteen chapters, which constitute the bulk of the book, are 

dedicated to the Joads and the other people who may happen to cross 

their path. 

Lisca gives a rather detailed description of the two main functions 

of the interchapters, and the present discussion requires its full quo-
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ta tion here: 

First, by presenting the social background they serve to 
amplify the pattern of action created by the Joad family. To 
this purpose, thirteen of the sixteen chapters are largely de
voted. Chapter 1, for example, describes in panoramic terms 
the drought which forces the Joads off their land. Chapter 5 
is mostly a dialogue between two generalized forces, the banks 
and the farmers, presenting in archetype the conflict in which 
the Joads are caught up. Chapters 7 and 9 depict, respectively, 
the buying of jalopies and the selling of household goods. 
Chapter 11 describes at length a decaying and deserted house 
which is the prototype of all the houses abandoned in the dust 
bowl. Other chapters explore, through the collage technique 
of chapters 7 and 9, the nature of that new, nomadic society 
which the Joads are helping to form (14, 17, 23). Almost 
every aspect of the Joads' adventures is enlarged in the in
terchapters and seen as part of the social climate. 

The remaining three intercalary chapters (19, 21, and 25) 
have the function of providing such historical information as 
the development of land ownership in California, the consequent 
development of migrant labor, and certain economic aspects of 
the social lag. These three "informative" chapters make up 
only nineteen of the novel's six hundred odd pages. Scattered 
through the sixteen interchapters are occasional paragraphs 
whose purpose is to present, with choric effect, the philo
sophy or social message to which the current situation gives 
rise. For the most part, th~~e paragraphs occur in four 
chapters--9, 11,•14, and 19. , 

Steinbeck had to face the aesthetic problem of integrating these inter-

chapters into a total structure. There is "a general correspondence 

between the material of each intercalary chapter and that of the cur-

rent narrative portion," but integration is further accomplished 

through a masterful "interlocking of specific details" in the form of 

situation, theme, or symbol. Lisca lists a series of these details, 

but two of them will suffice to illustrate the method: (1) "The man 

who in the interchapter threatens the tractor driver with a rifle be

comes Grampa Joad, except that where the anonymous tenant does not fire, 

Grampa shoots out both headlights." (2) The turtle, an important 

symbol in the novel, is first introduced in an interchapter (Chapter J), 
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It enters the main narrative (Chapter 4) when Tom Joad picks it up to 

44 take it to his little brother. 

The structure of the novel is further unified by a masterful use 

of narrative methods. While the narrative chapters require a "scenic" 

or "drama tic" treatment, the interchapters ask for the panoramic method. 

Lisca argues that "Steinbeck worked from both sides to make the two 

kinds of chapters approach each other and fuse them into a single im-

pression." Dramatization and choric effects are used "to make the 

necessary 'panoramic' sections tend toward the 'scenic,'" 45 as in in-

terchapter 5, in which the dialogue between the two generalized forces, 

the banks and the farmers, is thus dramatized: 

The ownermen sat in the cars and explained. You know the 
land is poor. You've scrabbled at it long enough, God knows. 

The squatting tenant men nodded and wondered and drew 
figures in the dust, and yes, they knew, God knows. If the 
dust only wouldn't fly. If tt~ top would only stay on the 
soil, it might not be so bad •. · _ 

The tendency of the narrative portion toward the pictorial is noticed 

in the lack of a "unifying plot" or "an involving action." Although 

earlier critics tended to consider this lack of plot "one of the novel's 

rnajor flaws," Lisca argues convincingly that it is appropriate to the 

materials as well as to Steinbeck's handling of them: 

Actually, this lack of an involving action is effective in at 
least two ways. It could reasonably be expected that the greatest 
threat to the novel's unity would come from the interchapters' 
constant breaking.up of the narrative's line of action. However, 
the very fact that The Grapes of Wrath is not organized by a 
unifying plot works for absorbing these intercalary chapters 
smoothly into its texture. A second way in which the tendency 
of the "scenic" towards the "panoramic" is germane to the novel's 
materials becomes evident when it is considered that Steinbeck's 
subject is not an action so much as a situation. Description, 
therefore, must often substitute for narration.47 
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Despite the lack of a unifying plot, the novel does have structural 

form. Most critics agree with Lisca that "the action [of The Grapes of 

Wrath] progresses through three successive movements, and its signific

ance is revealed by an intricate system of themes and symbols."48 The 

intensive use of biblical imagery and biblical allusions makes clear 

that the tripartite division "has its roots in the Old Testament." It 

has long been a common place in Steinbeck's criticism to identify these 

three sections to the oppression of the Israelites in Egypt (Chapters 

1-10), the exodus (Chapters 11-18), and sojourn in Canaan (Chapters 

19-30). Lisca comments: "This parallel is not worked out in detail, 

but the grand design is there: the plagues (erosion), the Egyptian 

(banks), the exodus (journey), and the hostile tribes of Canaan (Cal

ifornians) • "
49 

The biblical structure of the novel helps to universalize the ex-

perience of the Joads and give it epic stature and dignity. Stein-

beck's double objective of generalizing while particularizing is aes-

thetically achieved through an admirable handling of a complex struc-

ture. 

Nothing could be more contrasting to the complex structure of The 

Grapes of Wrath than the simple, fragmentary structlrre of Vidas Secas. 

Yet, Ramos' structure is equally appropriate to the intended effect of 

the work. Russell G. Hamilton's comment on the novel pinpoints Ramos' 

intention: "Vidas secas, unlike those northeastern novels that ~ecreate 

the plight of hundreds of refugees fleeing the drought, synthesizes the 

pathos of the sertao drama with an intimate view of the inner as well 

as outer struggle of a small group of backlanders.H50 With his flai= 
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for psychological analysis, Ramos chose to study not so much an individ

ual but a type--the sertanejo--personified by Fabiano and his family. 

Structure and narrative technique combine admirably to express his 

intention, 

Vidas Secas is composed of thirteen chapters of about ten pages 

each, all headed by a title and centering on an episode or a situation. 

Each character in the book, including the pet dog Baleia, is given one 

chapter in which his point of view is prevalent: "Fabiano" (2), "Sinha: 

Vi toria" ( 4) , "0 Menino Mais Novo" ( 5) , "0 Me nino Mais Velho" ( 6) , and 

"Baleia" ( 9). Four other chapters are dedicated to Fabiano in his deal-

ings with the "outside" world or facing the threat of another drought: 

"Cadeia" (3) "Contas" (10), "0 Soldado Ama.relo" (11), and "0 Mundo Co

berto de Penas" (12), The remaining four chapters are collective ones 

and the point of view shifts forth and back from Fabiano, to Vitoria, 

to the boys, and, while she is alive, to Baleia: "Muda.rH;a" (1), "In

verne" (?),"Festa" (8), and "Fuga" (13). 

Antonio Candido calls the book "a compromise between genres," sorr:e-
51 

thing between a collection of short stories and a novel.· Rubem Braga 

calls it romance desmontavel, or "dismountable novel," made up of 
52 

somewhat disconnected scenes which can be rearranged in different ways, 

The predominantly spatial organization of the novel does in fact make 

such "re-assemblings" possible, Chronological sequence is suggested 

by reference to certain episodes, such as the first flight (Chapter 1), 

Fabiano's disastrous encounter with the"yellow soldier" (Chapter 3), 

and the death of Baleia (Chapter 9). Several episodes, however, could 

have happened simultaneously although in different places (Chapters 3, 
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5, and 6, for instance). 

Although Ramos, like Steinbeck, uses the third person narrative, 

the effect of such method is different in each novel. In The Grapes 

of Wrath, the omniscient narrator is objective and detached, describing 

or narrating things as they happen and as they are seen from outside, 

A passage, taken at r~~dom, will suffice to illustrate the method: 

Al Joad drove the touring car, and his mother sat beside him, 
and Rose of Sharon beside her. Ahead the truck crawled. The 
hot air folded in waves over the land, and the mountains shiver
ed in the heat. Al drove listlessly, hunched back in the seat, 
his hand hooked easily over the cross-bar of the steering wheel; 
his gray hat, peaked ~~d pulled to an incredibly cocky srzpe, 
was low over one eye; and as he drove, he turned and spat out 
the side now and then, (p. 223) 

In Vidas Secas, on the other hand,it is practically impossible to dis-

tinguish with certainty between the narrator's voice and the interior 

monologues that make up most of the narrative. Ramos very skillfully 

places himself and the reader in the situation of his characters, so 

~1at sometimes the reader is not sure whether the author is dramatizing 

a state of consciousness or narrating in his own voice. When in Chapter 

10, for instance, the narrator says th4t Fabiano interrupted his mono-

logue, the reader suddenly realizes that he cannot, with certainty, 

distinguish between the two voices: 

Agora nao criava porco e queria ver o tipo da prefeitura 
cobrar dele impasto e mul ta. Arrancavam-lhe a ca.misa do corpo 
e ainda por cima davam-lhe facao e cadeia. Pois nao trabalharia 
mais, ia descansar. 

Talvez nao fosse. Interrompeu o monologo, levou uma eter-
nidade contando e recontando o dinheiro. Amarrotou-o com for~a, 
empurrando-o no bolso raso da cal~a, meteu na casa estreita o 
botao de osso. Porcaria. (p. 163, italics mine) 

Through this type of narrative technique Ramos creates the illusion that 

everything in the novel is presented from the point of view of his 
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characters. The effectiveness of the structure of the novel and its 

deep meaning becomes clear at this point. To semi-primitive people 

like Fabiano, Vitoria, and the two boys, existence must indeed be, in 

Antonio Candido's words, "a sequence of disconnected scenes, apparent-

ly autonomous, but contradictory, whose unity exists only to the demi-
.53 

urge who created them."· 

Although made up of nearly independent chapters, Vidas Secas is 

aesthetically tmified by its circular structure as well as by a number 

of motifs, themes,and images. The novel opens with Fabiano and his 

family a_~iving at a ranch as refugees from one drought and closes with 

the group fleeing from another. This circular structure emphasizes the 

deterministic tone of the narrative. While living in the new ranch, 

which becomes their home for an unspecified period of time, Fabiano 

and Vitoria are always trxeatened by the possibility of another drought, 

a cyclical phenomenon in the regicn. 

Circularity is another point in common between Vidas Secas and 

The Grapes of Wrath. Steinbeck's novel opens with the drought and 

closes with the flood that forces the Joads to resume their flight. 

This circularity is further stressed by the repetition of the scene in 

which the women watch the men to see if they will break: 

And the women came out of the houses to stand beside their men 
--to feel whether this time the men would break. The women 
studied the men's faces secretly, for the corn could go, as long 
as something else remained. (p. 6) 

The women watched the men, watched to see whether the break had 
come at last. The women stood silently and watched. (p. 592) 

Motifs and imagery--also used by Steinbeck to unify his novel--cons

titute other literary devices which contribute to the aesthetic uni t::l 
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"animalization of man"and "humanization of the animal," which appear 

in all chapters;
54 

the problem of language and communication, which 
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appears in all chapters except 9; "Tomas of the mill," which appears in 

Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 13; the dry landscape, which appears in 

Chapters 1, 2, 7, 12, and 13; the "yellow soldier," which appears in 

Chapters 3, 7, 8, 11, and 12. Animals, plants, and other aspects of 

the dead landscape are the most pervasive types of imagery, and they 

will be discussed later in this study. 

In the final analysis, the structure of Vidas Secas is artistical-

ly appropriate to Ramos' intention. Through a combination of structure 

and narrative method, Ramos creates the illusion that everything is 

seen through the eyes of his characters, including Baleia's. The almost 

absolute identification between narrator and characters helps to 

strengthen this illusion, and the reader has the impression that the 

whole narrative consists of sustained inside views, or probings of minds. 

In Percy Lubbock's terminlogy, Ramos uses the "scenic" or "dramatic" 

method consistently. Only at the very end of the novel does the nar-

rater's voice detach itself: 

E o sertao continuaria a mandar gente para la. 0 sertao 
mandaria para a cidade homens fortes, brutos, como Fabiano, 
sinha Vitoria e os dois meninos. (p. 206) 

This method naturally makes more demands upon the reader. Much has to 

be inferred by him, and a certain amount of ambiguity is created. As 

a consequence, there is a great deal of disagreement among critics con-

cerning the novel's central message. To some critics this is a rather 

optimistic novel; to others it is just as pessimistic as anything else 
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writ ten by Ramos. 

• 
The structure of Seara Vermelha, like tr..at of The Grapes of Wrath 

and Vidas Secas, reveals the author's intention, but it is not so well 

integrated and artistically accomplished as the other two. Jon Vincent's 

comment on the technique used in Seara Vermelha reveals much of Amado's 

objective: 

This novel is the most obvious example of the technique Amado 
developed in the 1930's of first posing the question (when 
and how will liberation come?) and following with a series of 
possible answers. In this case they are religious fanatic~sm, 
cangaco, the army, or Communism. Again, all t~~ solutions 
except Conununism are made to appear defective.~) 

The novel has two major divisions, several subdivisions, a prologue, 

and an epilogue. A transcription of its plan here will make the present 

discussion clearer: 

Prologo: A Seara 
1. A Festa 

Li vro Primeiro: Os Caminhos da Fome 
1. A Caatinga 
2. 0 Rio 
J. 0 Trem de Ferro 

Livre Segundo: As Estradas da Esperanc;a 
1. Jose 
2. Jao 
J. Nenen 

Epilogo: A Colheita 
1. Tonho 

Each subdivision is composed of several short chapters. The prologue 

(The Tilled Land) and first major division (The Paths of Hunger) pose 

the problem, while the seccnd major division (The Roads of Hope) and 

the epilogue (The Harvest) present the possible answers and final solu-

tion to the problem. 

Of the three novels studied here, Seara Vermelha is the only one 
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that has a traditional plot with climax and anticlimax. Actually, 

the book consists of four stories loosely organized into a major plot. 

Each story, in its turn, has its own plot, which is more tightly organ-

ized. The general plan of the book is very much like that of some folk 

tales, as observed by Inna Tinianova in a brief review of the book: 

Like the heroes of the folk tales of all countries, the three 
sons of Jacundina in Seara Vermelha leave to other lands in 
pursuit of happiness: the first one becomes a soldier, the 
second a cangaceiro, and the third a revolutiona-~. All of 
them remain, deep inside, the children of peasants; all of 
them love their piece of Brazilian soil, dry and distressed 
though it is; each one, in his own way, fights to avenge the 
native land.56 

A brief summary of the different plots that make up the narrative may 

prove useful to further discussion of the novel. 

The prologue presents the conditions of life in a large farm where 

Jeronimo and his family work as sharecroppers. The wedding party for 

Ataliba's daughter serves as the central action and a literary device 

to bring together all the tenants and wage workers and to contrast them 

with the foreman, Artur, and the absentee landlord, Dr. Aureliano. 'I'he 

seeds of discontent are sown in this section. Social injustice ~s, in 

Amado's opinion, a direct consequence of the latifundiary system of 

landholding still existing in the Northeast of Brazil. The foreman Ar-

tur, a former worker himself, betrays his class when he helps the ab-

sentee owner exploit the workers. The latter are not only underpaid, 

but forced to buy their groceries and seed from the farm, always over-

paying for them. As a result of such exploitation, some of the workers 

are always in debt, and all of them live miserable lives. To make 

things worse, they are constantly under the threat of the drought. De~-



spite all these problems, the workers are generous and good-natured 

people, and the wedding party reveals this side of their character. 

The climax of this section happens when Artur goes to the party to an-

nounce that the farm has been sold. The new owner insists that all the 

workers and sharecroppers be expelled so that he may begin with a clean 

slate. 

The first book (Os Caminhos da Fame) is the one that has more in 

common with The Grapes of Wrath and Vidas Secas and, therefore, will 

be analyzed in more detail below. For this section of my study, Fred 

Ellison's brief summary of it will suffice: 

Amado blames the latifundiary system of landholding for the 
plight of the old mulatto farmer Jeronimo, who, after being 
forced off the land he had worked for years as a sharecropper, 
sets out with a little band of children, grandchildren, and 
others--thirteen in number, including a goat [sic] and a cat-
to seek work in the south. In a journey which would make that 
of the Joads in The Grapes of Wrath appear a pleasure outing 
in comparison, Jeranimo's group desintegrates, either through 
starvation in the caatinga, disease aboard an overcrowded 
river vessel, or other misfortunes--such as the daughter's 
resorting to prostitution in order to get a oill of health 57 for her tuberculous father, who straight way ostracizes her. 

Throughout the prologue and first book, Jacundina, Jeronimo's wife, 

remembers her three sons--Jose, Joao, and Juvencio (Nenen)--who had left 

home in search of a better life, or to fultill their destinies. These 

memories, as well as certain themes which crop up now and then, prepare 

the reader for the second book--As Estradas da Esperanca. Amado insists 

that "hunger creates bandits and saints" in the Northeastern backlands, 

and part of the second book is dedicated to banditry and religious fa

naticism. The third part deals with the Cow~unist uprising of 1935. 

Jon Vincent summarizes the second book and the epilogue in these te~s: 



The last half of the novel is divided into three parts, each 
one telling the fate of one of the three sons who left home 
before the exodus took place. Jose ran away and joined a 
group of cangaceiros led by Lucas Arvoredo and has earned for 
himself the nickname of "Ze Trevoad.a" because of his expertise 
with the rifle and his terrifying battle cries, Several raids 
are described, and finally Lucas' band is summoned by members 
of the group of folowers of a messianic leader, Estevao, now 
surrounded by soldiers who want to put a stop to the movement. 
The cangaceiros set out immediately to effect the rescue of 
Esteva:o, who by this time has taken on another "saint," The 
saint turns out to be old aunt Zefa, who disappeared as the 
others were crossing the caatinga. The second chapter tells 
the story of Jao (Joao), now a soldier, and coincidentally one 
of those in the group which has surrounded the messiah. The 
final battle between the soldiers and the ba.ndi ts ends in the 
death of most of the pilgrims, including Zefa and Estevao, and 
several soldiers. One of the soldiers to die is Jao, killed 
by his brother Ze Trevoada., who survives to become the scourge 
of the interior. The last chapter is the story of Juvencio 
("Nenen"), who had joined the military police and later trans
ferred into the army. He has had battle experience in Sao 
Paulo and in the Amazon, and is now a member of the Communist 
Party and one of the principal leaders of a revolt of ser
geants and corporals in the city of Natal. The section is 
based on the 1935 uprising masterminded by the Alianca Na
cional Libertadora, and like that ~prising, it ends in eventual 
failure, though the moments of triumph are more closely exam
ined. Nenen ends up in the Rio prison of Ilha Grande for a 
time, and while being visited by his relatives, he converts his 
young nephew Tonho to the path of Communism. After his release 
he continues his work among the peasants, and young Tonho be
comes another excellent Party member.58 
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Amado makes his message clear, The roads taken by Jose (banditry), 

Joao (police), and aunt Zefa (religious fanaticism) are false ones. 

They will not lead to the liberation of the sertao. Nenen and Tonho 

had taken the right road: the Bolshevik revolution would, in a near 

future, bring social justice and fair distribution of land. 

This last part is, obviously, the main target of criticism of the 

novel. Fred Ellison thinks that the merits of the work "are virtually 

59 
nullified" by this "jarringly inappropriate" final chapter.· Jon 

Vincent remarks: 
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Although this last section is based on a real historical event, 
as is the part about Estevao, apparently based on Canudos, there 
is very little besides Nenen's blood relationship to the other6 characters that connects this part with the rest of the novel. 0 

Although flawed, Seara Vermelha reveals some of Amado's characteristics 

as a good story-teller: vivid scenes, impressive descriptions, a few 

good characterizations. 

Other structural elements, such as titles, motifs, and the conclu-

sion of each novel, have to be examined before the study of character-

ization can be undertaken. All three writers were extremely fortunate 

in their choice of titles. Steinbeck's "The Grapes of Wrath" was taken 

from Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of the Republic," and refer to the 

"great winepress of the wrath of God" desc::::-ibed in Revelation 14:19. 

Steinbeck once asked his editor, Pascal Covici, to have the hymn "print-

61 
ed somewhere in the book, possibly as end pages," In an earlier let--

ter he had explained t~e choice of title in these terms: "I like the 

soft with the hard and the marching content and the American revolution-

62 a:ry content." Steinbeck, thus, saw the revolutionary message of his 

novel as essentially democratic and American, and not Bolshevik, as 

6J some of his earlier critics wanted to see it. The motif of the 

"grapes of wrath" ties with other symbols and symbolic actions to s' ... rp-

port the biblical structure of the novel. 

Amado's "Seara Vermelha" was taken from a poem, by Castro Alves, 

which serves as one of the epigraphs to the novel: 

Cai, orvalho do sangue do escravo, 
Cai, orvalho na face do algoz. 
Cresce, cresce, seara vermelha, 
Crece, cresce, vingan9a feroz ••• 

The revolutionary message of "the poet of the slaves" found echo 
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in the soul of his biographer, "the novelist of the Negro," Social in-

justice will be avenged, or put an end to, through social revolution. 

The word "harvest" in its figurative meaning of "party" combines with 

the adjective "red" to specify the type of revolution urged by Amado. 

It is interesting to notice the possible influence of Steinbeck on 

Amado's choice of title. The last sentence of Seara Vermelha echoes 

the "grapes of wrath" leitmotif: 

Os brotos de dor e de revolta cresciam naquela seara vermelha 
de sangue e fome, era chegado o tempo da colheita. (p. 335) 

In the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are filling and 
growing heavy, heavy for the vintage. (p. 477) 

Other parallels between the two novels suggest that Amado not only read 

64 but borrowed from The Grapes of Wrath. 

The revolutionary content clearly announced by the titles of Amado's 

and Steinbeck's novels is much less evident in Ramos' "Vidas Secas." 

Correspondingly, Ramos' protest is subtler although not at all less in-

tense than the others'. Actually, through an interplay of the themes 

of "animalization of man" and "humanization of the animal," the novelist 

makes clear his strong condemnation of a society which causes its citi-

zens to live such impoverished lives, Fabiano, Vit6ria, and the two 

boys--who do not even have names--are the "parched lives" described by 

the title of the novel. Alvaro Lins suggests that the title "Vidas 

Secas" actually defines all Ramos' characters, all of them victims of 

the cruel social reality of the Northeast. 65 

Among the motifs common to the three novels, two need some atten-

tion and will be discussed briefly here: the "journey" and the "dream" 

motifs. The journey, an old tradition in world literature, is essential 
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to the structure of the three novels. A great part of the action of 

The Grapes of Wrath and Seara Vermelha takes place on the road, while 

Vidas Secas is organized between two journeys. While Steinbeck and 

Amado show the journey in great detail, with all its miseries and chal

lenges, Ramos shows the end of one flight and the beginning of another 

and focuses on some details which, by implication, suggest the whole 

journey. In all three novels the journey serves basically the same pur

poses: it shows the conflict between hope for a better life and :ear 

of the unknown; tests the characters' resourcefulness in meeting new 

challenges as well as their capacity to endure and their personal 

integrity. The journey is a toughening experience for the ones who sur

vive it. As a literary device, it helps to incorporate into the nar

rative a series of otherwise unrelated episodes. 

The "dream" motif is directly related to the journey in the three 

novels, since all three groups of emigrants "dream" of a better life 

in a Promised Land: California, Sao Paulo, or the Northeastern lit

toral. This motif is further used in The Grapes of Wrath and Vidas 

Secas to characterize some of the personages. Grampa's dream reveals 

his natural appetite: "Jus' let me get out to California where I can 

pick me an orange when I want it • Or grapes. There's a thing I ain't 

never had enough of. Gonna get me a whole bunch a grapes off a bush, 

or whatever, an' I'm gonna squash 'em on my face an' let 'em run offen 

my chin." (p. 112). Ma's dream reveals her domesticity and concern :'or 

the family: "maybe we can get one of them little white houses. An' 

the little fellas go out an' pick oranges right off the tree" (p.124). 

All that Pa wants is to have "plenty work" (p. 149), but Connie has 
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great plans, Rose of Shaxon tells her mother: "Connie gonna get a 

job in a store or maybe a fact'ry, An he's gonna study at home, maybe 

radio, so he can git to be a expert an' maybe later have his own 

t " s ore,,, (p. 224). At the first difficulties in California, Connie 

reveals his true character and abandons the family after telling Rose 

of Sharon: 

"If I'd knowed it would be like this I couldn' of come. 
I'd studied nights 'bout tractors back home an' got me a 
three-dollar job, Fella can live awful nice on three dollars 
a day, an' go to the pitcher show ever' night, too." (p. J4J) 

The characters in Vidas Secas have their individual dreams while 

settled temporarily in the ranch, Fabiano, as we shall see in more 

detail later, would like to be able to use "big" words, to speak well 

like Tomas 'the miller. A good command of language, he believes, gives 

prestige, But he has contradictory feelings toward language. This 

motif is directly related to his dilemma: the desire to be a real man, 

and the belief that he is just a "tough" animal, capable of surviving 

the worse calamities. Vitoria's modest dream is to have a comfortable 

bed, leather-bottomed like Tomas', but she also dreams of a better fate 

for her childre~; the yoU11ger boy's ambition is to become like tis 

father: "E precisava crescer, ficar tao grande como Fabiano, matar co-

bras a mao de pilao, trazer uma faca de ponta a cintura. Ia crescer, 

espichar-se numa cama de varas, fumar cigarros de palha, cal9ar sapatos 

de couro cru" (p. 104). The older boy's temporary ambition, as we shall 

see later, is to learn a new word in order to impress his brother and 

Baleia; the latter's "dream" is a big bone, boiling in the family's 

soup pot. By the time the family leaves the ranch and head toward the 



coast, they have vague dreams about the future: 

Mudar-se-iam depois para uma cidade, e os meninos freqtientariam 
escolas. • •• Uma cidade grande, cheia de pessoas fortes. Os 
meninos em escolas, aprendendo coisas dificeis e necessarias 
(pp. 205-206). 
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The conclusions of the three novels are quite different from one 

another. Steinbeck, as we shall see in more detail later, chose to end 

his novel on the symbolic level. Rose of Sharon's nursing of the starv-

ing man back into life is not only an affirmation of the living prin-

ciple, but has biblical implications, and, therefore, ties in with 

all the biblical parallels in the novel. According to Lisca, the scene 

is a "reference to the orthodox interpretation of Canticles: "I 

[Christ] am the rose of Sharon, and the lily of the valleys" (2:1); and 

t th G 1 ' tak t th. . b d ' '' 66 o e ospe 3: e, ea ; lS lS my o y. 

Amado's conclusion is definitely programmatic. In the epilogue to 

the novel, Tonho, now a young man, visits his uncle Nenen in Ilha Gran-

de, where the latter serves as a political prisoner, and is converted 

to Communism. Shortly after this visit, the uncle is liberated and 

sent by the Party to the backlands to teach the sertanejos "como mu

dar aquela vida que levavam, tao desgra~ada" (p. 334). The time for 

the harvest, Amado says, had arrived. This partisan, propagandistic 

conclusion, is to be lamented, since it shows that, in the last fifth 

of the novel at least, Amado subordinated artistic interests to 

politics. 

The conclusion of Vidas Secas is somewhat ambiguous. Fabiano and 

Vitoria, in their second flight, decide to leave the backlands and go 

to the littoral. They make vague plans for the future, but ramain 
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a£raid of what they will find. Their contacts with the "town folk" in 

the novel have always been negative experiences. The voice of the nar-

rater, for the first time in the whole narrative, detaches itself, say-

ing: "0 sertao mandaria para a cidade homens fortes, brutes, como 

Fabiano, sinha Vitoria e os dois meninos" (p. 206). Throughout the 

novel, Ramos has characterized the sertanejo as a strong individual, 67 

made brutish by his constant fight against natural conditions. There 

is no doubt that Ramos sympathizes, even admires, this primitive man. 

But the reader wonders what future awaits Fabiano on the littoral. The 

open ending is, naturally, effective as a literary device, partially 

because it creates runbiguity. Some critics consider Vidas Secas an 

t . . t . 1 h . 1 th . d . t . . t . 68 op ~ls lC nove , w l e o ers consl er l pesslmls lc. Perhaps the 

"key"to the proper interpretation of the novel is to be found in the 

combination of the names Fabiano and Vit6ria. Does the author believe 

in the eventual "Victory of Fabian Socialism"?69 Apparently he does. 

A careful craftsman like Ramos would not use such names without a 

purpose. The social message, although never stated, is implied in 

the choice of names and in certain passages of a prophetic nature, 

sucha as: 

Fabiano tinha certeza de que nao se acabaria tao cedo. Passaria 
dias sem comer, apertando o cinturao, encolhendo o estomago. Vi
veria muitos anos, viveria um seculo. Mas se morresse de fome ou 
nas pontas de um touro, deixaria filhos robustos, que gerariam 
outros filhos." ·(p. 65) 

The Victory will not be easy, but it will come. If Fabiano "delays" 

enough, he may be able to see it. If he parishes before it comes, his 

children, or grandchildren will witness it. Like Steinbeck, Ramos be

lieves that the vital force embodied by the common people will persist 
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despite attempts to extinguish it. 

Another aspect to be considered in relation to each writer's orig

inal intention is that of characterization. From what has been discus-

sed above, it becomes clear that Steinbeck and Amado were more interest-

ed in action and Ramos in characterization. The latter's intensive use 

of interior monologue--justified in part qy the fact that the characters 

have difficulty in using language and are quite often frustrated in 

their attempts to communicate--helps to give greater depth to his per-

sonages. A closer look at the devices used ~Y each writer to character-

ize will, hopefully, clarify the differences in handling this technical 

problem. 

The physical appearance of characters, for instance, receives great-

er attention from Steinbeck and Ramos than from Amado, Steinbeck, who 

combines the dramatic and the panoramic methods, does not hesitate in 

interrupting his narrative to give a detailed description of each one 

of his major and even some minor characters. Although these descrip-

tions are usually restricted to physical traits and clothing, they are, 

sometimes, combined with an interpretation of the moral character as 

well, as in this presentation of Ma Joad: 

Tom stood looking in. Ma was heavy, but not fat; thick with 
child-bearing and work, She wore a loose Mother Hubbard of 
gray cloth in which there had once been colored flowers, but 
the color was washed out now, so that the small flowered pat
tern was only a little lighter gray than the background. The 
dress came down to her ankles, and her strong, broad, bare feet 
moved quickly and deftly over the floor. Her thin, steel-gray 
hair was gathered in a sparse wispy knot at the back of her 
head. Strong, freckled arms were bare to the elbow, and her 
hands were chubqy and delicate, like those of a plump little 
girl. She looked out into the sunshine. Her full face was 
not soft; it was controlled, kindly, Her hazel eyes seemed 
to have experienced all possible tragedy and to have mounted 



pain and suffering like steps into a high calm and a super
human understanding. She seemed to know, to accept, to wel
come her position, the citadel of the family, the strong 
place that could not be taken. And since old Tom and the 
children could not know hurt and fear unless she acknowledged 
hurt and fear, she had practiced denying them in herself. 
And since, when a joyful thing happened, they looked to see 
whether joy was on her, it was her habit to build up laughter 
out of inadequate materials. But better than joy was calm. 
Imperturbability could be depended upon. And from her great 
and humble position in the family she had taken dignity and 
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a clean calm beauty. From her position as healer, her hands 
had grown sure and cool and quiet; from her position as arbiter 
she had become as remote and faultless in judgment as a goddess. 
She seemed to know that if she swayed the family shook, and if 
she ever really deeply wavered or despaired the family would 
fall, the family will to function would be gone. (pp. 99-100) 

Ramos, on the other hand, never describes all at once. His de-

scription of Fabiano's physical appearance is quite thorough, but the 

details are scattered throughout the novel and are presented almost 

casually, without interrupting the flow of the narrative. The narrator-

author emphasizes certain details: Fabiano's animal-like appearance; 

the color of his complexion, hair, beard, and eyes, which ~eflect the 

scorched land and the cloudless skies; the way he walks and rides 

horses; his outfit and accoutrements, typical of the ~ortheastern herds-

man. The family is first described in terms of the things they are 

carrying as they flee from the drought. These few objects are all their 

possessions: 

Arrastaram-se para la, devagar, sinhi Vitoria com o filho 
mais novo escanchado no quarto e o bau de folha na cabeca, 
Fabiano sombrio, cambaio, o ai6 a tiracolo, a cuia pendura
da numa correia presa ao cinturao, a espingarda de ~eder
neira no ombro. 0 menino .mais velho e a cachorra 
Baleia iam atras. (p. 45) 

Fabiano's animal-like appearance is described throughout the novel: 

Os calcanhares, duros como casco, gretavam-se e sangravam (p. 48) 



0 corpo do vaqueiro derreava-se, as pernas faziam dois arcos, 
os bra~os moviam-se desengongados. Parecia urn macaco. (p. 59, 
italics mine) 

Vivia longe dos homens, s6 se dava bem com animais. Os seus 
pes duros quebravam espinhos e nao sentiam a quentura da ter
ra. (p. 60, italics mine) 

Estava escondido no mato como tatu. Duro, lerdo como tatu. 
Mas um dia sairia da toea, andaria com a cabepa levantada, 
seria homem. (p. 65, italics mine) 

Sentado no pilao, Fabiano derreava-se, feio e brute, com aquele 
jeito de bicho lerdo que r~o se agtienta em dois pes. (p. 123) 

The primitivism of Fabi~!o and his family, living as they do on the 
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leval of subsistence, is emphasized by this type of characterization. 

To balance the theme of "animalization of man," Ramos uses the 

theme of "humanization of the animal," by characterizing Baleia in 

human terms. The result is that man and animal live on almost the same 

level. Fabiano always thinks of Baleia as "a member of the family" and 

the two boys and the pet dog play together as if they were alike: 

[Baleia] era como uma pessoa da familia: brincavam juntos 
os tres, para bern dizer nao se diferen9avam. (p. 148) 

The vocabulary used to characterize the dog is that commonly employed 

to describe human traits, attitudes, and feelings: she has "pupilas 

brilha.ntes" (p. 4?) and "olhos tranqiiilos" (p. ~09); walks "como gente" 

(p. 150); experiences "sentimentos revolucionarios" (p. ?6); hates 

violent demonstrations of feeling (pp. 108, 109, 112) but puts up with 

the older boy's hugs because she does not want to hurt his feelings 

(p. 114). In a moment of intense unhappiness, the older boy realizes 

that Baleia is the only creature who sympathizes with him: "todos o 

abandonavam, a cadelinha era o linico vivente que lhe mostrava simpatia" 

(p. 109). The most poignant scene in the book is, undoubtedly, the one 
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describing Baleia's death (Chapter 9). Ramos skillfully places himself 

in the dog's mind and describes her long agony the way Baleia herself 

sees it, in a blurred, semi-conscious way. For its restraint and 

depth of human feeling, this chapter is greatly admired by all-critics 

of Vidas Secas. 

The identification of Fabiano with Baleia is symbolically suggested 

at a dramatic point when Fabiano is torn between his ambition to be a 

~ and his feeling that under the present circumstaces he is just a 

beast: 

--Fabiano, voce e um homem, exclamou em voz alta. 
Conteve-se, noto·1 que os meninos estavam perto, com 

certeza iam admirar-se ouvindo-o falar so. E, pensando bern, 
ele nao era homem: era apenas um cabra* ocupado em guardar 
coisas dos outros. Vermelho, queimado, tinha os olhos azuis, 
a barba e os cabelos ruivos; mas como vivia em terra alheia, 
cuidava dos animais alheios, descobria-se, encolhia-se na 
presen9a dos brancos e julgava-se cabra. 

Olhou em torno, com receio de que, fora os meninos, al
guem tivesse percebido a frase imprudente. Corrigiu-se, mur
murando: 

--Voce e urn bicho, Fabiano. 
Isto para ele era motive de orgulho. Sim, senhor, um bi

cho, capaz de veneer dificuldades. (pp. 58-59, italics mine)7° 

The interior monologue is carried on until Fabiano sees Baleia and 

calls her: 

Baleia, aos saltos, veio lamber-lhe as maos grossas e cabeludas. 
Fabiano recebeu a carfcia, enterneceu-se: 

--Voce e um bicho, Baleia. (p. 60, italics mine) 

This gesture of solidarity with Baleia is symbolic of the closeness 

between man and animal in the novel. 

Like the typical sertanejo, Fabiano is ugly, awkward, stooped, but 

unlike him, he is white, with red hair and beard, and blue eyes. Other 

pessages besides the one above describe these physical tra~ts: 



Uma labare~ tremeu, elevou-se, tingiu-lhe o rosto )ueimado, 
a barba ru~va, os olhos azuis. (p. 53, italics mine 

0 menino mais novo bateu palmas, olhou as maos de Fabiano, 
que se agitavam por cima das labaredas, escuras e vermelhas. 
As costas ficavam na sombra, mas as palmas estavam iluminadas 
e car de sangue, • • • A barba ruiva e emaranhada estava in
visivel, os olhos azulados e im6veis fixavam-se nos ticoes, a 
fala dura e rouca entrecortava-se de silencios. _(p. 123, 
italics mine) 

The colors used to describe Fabiano--dark or sunburnt, red or redish, 

blue or bluish--are variations of the colors used to describe the cal-

cined, absolutely impoverished soil of the sertao: red, white, and 

black, This type of imagery stresses the theme of the "parched lives." 

The way Fabiano walks, dresses himself, and rides horses help to 

characterize him as a typical Northeastern herdsman, 

Cumprida a obriga9ao, Fabiano levantou-se com a consciencia 
tranquila e marchou para casa. • • • A cabeca inclinada, o 
espinha9o curve, agitava os bra9os para a direita e para a 
esguerda. Esses movimentos eram inuteis, mas o vagueiro, 
o pai do vaqueiro, o av6 e outros antepassados mais antigos 
haviam-se acostumado a percorrer veredas, afastando o mato 
com as maos. E os filhos ·a come avam a re roduz~r o aesto 
hereditario. (p. 57, italics mine 

The younger boy greatly admires his father when he sees him, wear-

ing his cowboy outfit, breaking a wild horse. 

Naquele momenta Fabiano causava-lhe grande admira9ao, Metido 
nos couros, de perneiras, gibao e guarda-peito, era a cri~tura 
mais importante do mundo. As rosetas das esporas dele tilin
tavam no patio; as abas do chapeu, jogado para tras, preso de
baixo do queixo pela correia, aumentavam-lhe o rosto queimado, 
faziam-lhe um circulo enorme em torno da cabe9a. (p. 97) 

On horseback, Fabiano is transformed from the awkward, stooped creature 

that he normally is into another being, in perfect harmony with the 

animal: "Montado, confundia-se com o animal, grudava-se a '8le" ( P• 

60), This sentence echoes Euclydes da Cunha's: "Glued to his horse's 
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back, with his knees dug into its flanks until horse and rider appear 

to be one, he gives the bizarre impression of a crude sort of centaur"71 

and helps to characterize Fabiano as the typical Northeastern herdsman. 

Vitoria is also carefully characterized in terms of physical ap

pearance, although she is not as thoroughly described as Fabiano. The 

way she walks in her patent-leather shoes, stumbling along and swaying 

like a parrot, is emphasized to suggest that she does not fit in a 

more sophisticated society, that her world is closer to that of the 

animals than to civilization. The two boys, on the other hand, are 

characterized by a few suggestive details: their slender arms and legs, 

their little striped shirts, their muddy appearance. In all cases, the 

characterization is done through bits and pieces of desc~iption which 

are integral parts of the narrative. Ramos thus keeps himself within 

the limits of the scenic or dramatic method. 

Amado, as stated above, does not describe his characters' physical 

appearance in any great detail. After ::::-eading Seara Vermelha, one can-

not visualize his characters the same way one can "see" Steinbeck's and 

Ramos•, All the reader knows about Jeronimo, for instance, is that he 

is "an old mulatto." At one point, during the flight, the narrator 

says, referring to the whole group of refugees: "Estavam magros e ro

tos, quando partiram pareciam camponeses pobres, agora se assemelhavam 

a bandidos ou mendigos, os cabelos caindo pelas orelhas, as barbas 

enormes" (pp. 98-99). The only characters whose physical appearance 

is described in some detail are the three young women--Marta, Gertrudes, 

and Lurdes--, the cangaceiros, or backlands outlaws, Nenen, and Dr. 

Diogenes. 



Marta, Jeronimo's favorite child, is described in more detail 

than the other two women: 

Marta carrega Noca e vem arfando com o peso da menina. Nao e 
forte nem resistente essa mo~a ~ue e a preferida do pai. 
Mo9a bonita, na fazenda nao havia nenhuma ~ue se comparasse 
com Marta, de pernas bem feitas, mulata bem clara, de cabelos 
~uase lisos, os peitos empinados. Pouca ajuda dava ela no 
trabalho da ro9a, ~ue sempre f6ra doentinha ~uando menina. 
Tem dezoito anos mas aparenta menos ~ue Gertrudes, se bem sin
ta-se nela a mulher ja feita, nos olhos derramados, nos seios 
pontiagudos. (pp. 65-66, italics mine) 
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With her "languid eyes," "well shaped legs," and "firm breasts," Marta 

is the prototype of the sensual mulattas that appear in all Amado 

novels. This type culminates in Gabriela, of Gabriela, Crave e Canela, 

one of Amado's greatest literary creations. 

Agostinho, Jer6nimo's youngest son, is sexually interested in his 

cousin Gertrudes, and it is through his eyes that the reader has a 

glimpse of the girl: 

Ficou espiando para os lados onde dormiam as mulheres. Dinah 
estava na frente mas ainda assim ele distinguia o vulto de 
Gertrudes, grande para os seus qui~e anos, era uma mulher 
feita, se Agostinho a pegasse a s6s ... Era sua prima mas que 
importava isso? Podia ate casar com ela, o diffcil era es
perar ~ue aparecessa um padre ou urn jufz. Levantou meio cor
po, assim podia ver as coxas da mo9a ~ue sobravam do vestido 
curto, grossas e escuras. (pp. 77-78, italics mine). 

Lurdes, like Gertrudes, is described by a few suggestive details as she 

is seen by Nenen, her common-law husband: 

Quando [Nenen] chegou em casa n~uela noite, cansado da reunlao, 
encontrou Lurdes passando mal. Ela era fraca, o rosto caboclo, 
de longos cabelos negro e escorridos, tinha uma certa palidez 
e a gravidez aumentava o seu ar doentio. (p. 284) 

Practically all the descriptions of physical traits in Seara Vermelha 

are short and developed through the eyes of another character: they 

are, therefore, dramatized somewhat like Ramos'. But while Ramos empha-
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sizes the physical traits by repeating the details in variations through-

out the novel, Amado hardly ever repeats a detail, except in rare cases 

as, for instance, references to Marta's beauty and to Lurdes' pale face. 

The cangaceiros are described as a group. Amado refers to the fact 

that they dress in leathers, like the cowboys, in order to protect them-

selves against the vegetation of the caatinga (p. 197), but he does not 

describe the outfit as Ramos does. He prefers to concentrate his atten-

tion on their revoltingly dirty and ill-smelling bodies. When the can-

gaceiros attack a town ~~d visit the stores, they look for the bottles 

of perfume, to pour on their heads: 

Desarrolhavam os vidros de agua-de-colonia, de extratos, de 
oleo para cabelo, e OS derramavam sobre a cabe~a e pelo corpo. 
Raramente tomavam banho, embrenhados pela caatinga sem rios, 
e desprendiam urn cheiro azedo que se sentia de lange. De 
mistura com o perfume ficava ainda mais terrivel, porem eles 
gostavam. (p. 199, italics mine) 

A close up on Lucas Arvoredo, the leader of the band, shows that "os 

piolhos andavam ate pelo pescoc;o, enormes e negros" (p. 205). These 

last two descriptions are among the most vivid in the novel. 

Not even Nenen, the hero of the novel, receives a more detailed de-

scription in terms of physical appearance. All that the reader knows 

about him is that he has lighter complexion than his brothers, although 

he "tinha bem pronunciadas as marcas do mesti9o" (p. 284), that his eyes 

are "travessos, olhos de crian9a risonha e brincalhona" (p. 284), and 

that his hair is "chamuscado" (p. 322), 

The best characterization in the novel, in terms of physical appear-

ance and psychological make up as well, is that of Diogenes, the medical 

doctor who is in charge of examining the refugees from the drought areas 
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and deciding who is fit to receive a train ticket to go to S~o Paulo. 

Although he is a minor figure in the novel, Diogenes makes a lasting im

pression on the reader. His encounter with Epaminondas, the young doc-

tor who is going to replace him in the health center of Pirapora, is de-

scribed in eight pages of vivid narrative and bitter dialogue. 

0 doutor Di6genes levantou os olhos ba9os. Devia estar com 
a barba de uma semana pelo menos, pensou Epaminondas. Era 
uma barba avermelhada e rala que dava ao doutor urn ar de 
louco. Os cabelos por pentear, onde ~le metia as maos que 
tremiam. "Deliria alcoolico," murmurou para si Epa.minondas, 
concedendo no entanto que podia estar no come9o. A roupa 
suja, queimada em varios lugares pelos cigarros, a cinza 
do charuto que o doutor fumava espalhando-se pela gola do 
paleto e sobre 0 peito cheio de manchas da ca.misa. (p. 160, 
italics mine) 

Other details concerning Diogenes' physical appearance stress the fact 

that he is going through a period of great mora.l suffering. Although he 

is only forty-two, Diogenes looks sixty. He has practically ruined his 

life in the four years that he spent in Firapora, because he cannot be-

come indifferent to the plight of the refugees who are denied the healtt 

bill that would make it possible for them to reach their destination. 

Most of these refugees cannot pay for their own train ticket, tarefore 

they remain in Pirapora as beggers, or die on the streets; a ~ew of them 

go back to the sertao, only to face starvation and death on the way. 

Impotent to help the tuberculous refugees, Diogenes had resorted to al-

cohol to escape the problem. 

The literary techniques used to reveal the psychological make up of 

the main characters in each novel vary to a certain degree. Steinbeck 

and Amado rely more on dialogue and indirect narrative, while Ramos 

combines indirect narrative and interior monologue in the way discussed 



above, But Steinbeck and Ramos make more use of sustained dramatic 

scenes than Amado, Two similar scenes from The Grapes of Wrath and 

Vidas Secas will serve to illustrate Steinbeck's and Ramos' methods. 
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After being expelled from the first Hooverville where they had camp-

ed, the Joads are about to leave to another place. Tom is afraid of 

violence from the police or other vigilante groups. He gives a wrench 

to his brother Al and gets the iron jack handle himself, in case of 

trouble. Soon, a group of armed peo~£e force Tom to stop the truck: 

They were armed with pick handles and shotguns. They wore 
trench helmets and some American Legion caps. One man leaned 
in the window, and the warm smell of whisky preceded him. 

"Where you think you're goin'?" He thrust a red face 
near to Tom's face. 

Tom stiffened. His hand crept down to the floor and 
felt for the jack handle. Ma caught his arm and held it 
p01-rerfully. Tom said, "Well--" and then his voice took on 
a servile whine. "We're strangers here," he said. "We 
heard about they' s work in a place called Tulare." 

"Well, godd.a.mn it, you're goin' the wrong way. We ain't 
gonna have no godd.amn Okies in this town." 

Tom's shoulders and arms were rigid, and a shiver went 
through him. Ma clung to his arm. The :ront of the truck 
was surrounded by the armed men. Some of them, to make a 
military appearance, wore tunics and Sam Browne belts. 

Tom whined, "Which way is it at, mister?" 
"You turn right around an' head north. An' don't come 

back till the cotton's ready." 
Tom shivered all over. "Yes, sir," he said. He put- the car 
in reverse, backed around and turned. He headed back the way 
he :had come. Ma released his arm and pat ted him softly. And 
Tom tried to restrain his hard smothered sobbing.(pp. 381-382) 

Ramos dramatizes a scene which has much in common with Steinbeck's. 

Instead of relying on dialogue and chronological time, however, he uses 

interior monologue and psychological time, and, as a result, the scene 

is expanded six times in relation to Steinbeck's and gives greater in-

sight into Fabiano's mind. The herdsman is in the caatinga looking for 

a stray mare when he suddenly meets--but does not at first recognize--
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the "yellow soldier," or the policeman in khaki, who a year earlier had 

thrown him in jail, where he had been be a ten and had had to spend the 

night. Instinctively Fabiano raises the machete he is holding and al-

most kills the "stranger." Then the herdsman recognizes the policeman 

and experiences an intensely dramatic conflict: avenge his honor by 

killing the worthless creature, or be a miserable coward by letting 

him go. Since this is such a long scene, it will be curtailed here: 

[Fabiano] deteve-se percebendo rumor de garranchos, voltou-se e 
deu de cara com o soldado amarelo, que, wn ano antes, o levara 
a cadeia, onde ele aglientara uma surra e passara a noite. Bai
xou a arma. Aquila durou urn segundo. Menos: durou uma frac;ao 
de segundo. Se houvesse durado mais tempo, o amarelo teria 
cafdo esperneando na poeira, com o quengo rachado. Como o im
pulse que moveu o bra9o de Fabiano foi muito forte, o gesto que 
ele fez teria side bastante para um homicidio se outro impulse 
nao lhe dirigisse o brae;: a em sentido contrario. A lamina parou 
de chofre, junto a cabeQa do intruso, bern em cima do bone ver
melho. A principia o vaqueiro nao compreendeu nada. Viu ape
nas que estava ali wn inimigo. De repente notou que aquila 
era wn homem e, coisa mais grave, uma autoridade. Sentiu urn 
choque· violento,deteve-se, o bra~o ficou irresolute, bambo, 
inclinando-se para wn lado e para outro. 

0 soldado, magrinho, enfezadinho, tremia. E Fabiano tinha 
vo~tade de levantar o facao de novo. Tinha vontade, mas os 
musculos afrouxara.m. Realmente nao quisera matar um cristae: 
procedera como quando, a montar brabo, evitava galhos e espi
nhos. Ignorava os movimentos que fazia na sela. Alguma co~
sa o empurrava para a direi ta ou para a esquerda. Era essa 
coisa que ia partindo a cabe9a do amarelo. Se ela tivesse de
morado urn minuto, Fabiano seria um cabra valente. Nao demerara. 
A certeza do perigo surgira--e ele estava indeciso, de olho ar
regalado, respirando com dificuldade, um espanto verdadeiro no 
rosto barbudo coberto de suer, o cabo do facao mal seguro entre 
os dedos limidos. 

Tinha m~do e repetia que estava em perigo, mas isto lhe pa
pareceu tao absurdo que se pas a rir. M@do daquilo? Nunca vira 
uma pessoa tremer assim. Cachorro. Ele nao era dunga na cidade? 
nao pisava OS pes dos matutos na feira? nao botava gente na ca
deia? Sem vergonha, mofino. 

Irritou-se. For que seria que aquele safado batia os den
tes como 11m caititu? Nao via que ~le era incapaz de vingar-se? 
N~o via? Fechou a cara. A ideia do perigo ia-se sumindo. Que 
perigo? Contra aquila nem precisava facao, bastavam as unhas. 
Agitando OS chocalhos e OS lategos, chegou a mao esquerda, 
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grossa e cabeluda, a cara do polfcia, que recuou e se encostou a 
uma catingueira. Se nao fosse a catingueira o infeliz teria ca{do. 

Fabiano pregou nele OS olhos ensanglientados, meteu 0 facao 
na ba.inha. Podia mata-lo com as unhas. Lembrou-se da surra que 
levara e da noite passada na cadeia. Sim senhor. Aquila ganhava 
dinheiro para maltratar as criaturas inofensivas. Estava certo? 
0 rosto de Fabiano contraiu-se, medonho, mais feio que urn focinho. 
Hem? Estava certo? Bulir com as pessoas que nao fazem mal a 
ninguem. Por que? Sufocava-se, as rugas da testa aprofundavam
-se, os pequenos olhos azuis abriam-se demais, numa interroga~ao 
dolorosa. 

0 soldado encolhia-se, escondia-se por detras da arvore. 
• • • Durante urn minute a calera que [Fabiano] sentia por se con
siderar impotente foi tao grande que recuperou a for9a e avan9ou 
para o inimigo. 

A raiva cessou, os dedos que feriam a palma descerraram-se 
--e Fabiano estacou desajeitado, como urn pa~o, o corpo amolecido. 
[Like Tom Joad, who cannot accept as true ~epresentatives of the 
law the policemen who had burned the migr~ts' camp, Fabiano cannot 
accept the_ yellow-soldier as a representative of the government. 
But, finally, he rationalizes that it was not worth to ruin his 
life by k~lling such a cowardly vermin, and, somewhat like Tom, 
who had asked for directons, Fabiano gives directions to the 
policeman] (pp. 170-177) 

Fabiano is consistently depicted in .terms of his conflicting ideas 

and feelings about certain issues, such as justice, the drought, the 

future of his children, language. Although ac-tion is somewhat slighted 

in Vidas S€cas, the characters become very much "alive" because of these 

inside views, which reveal their psychological make up. The major char-

acters in The Grapes of Wrath, on the other hand, are usually "giver." 

through actions in which they are involved, as in the scene quoted above. 

Only by the end of the novel does Steinbeck sometimes resort to long, 

abstract speeches, as we shall see below. 

Scenes of sustained dramatization as the ones quoted above are not 

very common in Seara Vermelha. Amado's characters--with the exception 

of Epaminondas, who is sometimes shown from inside--are revealed mainly 

through action, in rather short scenes, or through indirect reporting or 
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telescoping. Thus, for instance, the climax of the preface to the novel, 

the scene in which the foreman interrupts the wedding party to announce 

that the farm had been sold, is not presented directly to the reader. 

He "hears" about it later, when Jeronimo and his family are already on 

the road. The reader also "hears" that Gregorio, one of the sharecrop-

pers, had tried to kill Artur on the occasion. More often, however, 

Amado resorts to short, vivid scenes, like the ones describing the raid 

on a small town by the cangaceiros of Lucas Arvoredo. Not only their 

arrival at the town, but their talk with the frightened local authorities 

(mayor and municipal judge); their looting of the stores; their supper 

at the hotel; their gathering of the horror-stricken population in the 

local movie theater to watch a Tom Mix picture; and their forcing the 

people to participate in a macabre ball during which they (the bandits) 

rape the local women--all these scenes are dramatized in vivid details 

and realistic dialogue. 

One scene that reveals an unsuspected side of the fierce bandits' 

personality will serve to illustrate Amado's technique here. Some of 

the cangaceiros, visiting the store of an Arab, are willing to pay for 

whatever they get, but Ze Trevoada thinks that the businessman is try-

ing to cheat them in the price and orders the sack of the store. 

During the sack, a winding toy duck falls from the top of a shelf and 

starts walking around. The ferocious bandits, who had never seen such 

a marvel, turn into little children, into the simple sertanejos they had 

once been: 

Ze Trevoada fitou [o pato] arrebatado: 
--Que gra9a! 
Mas o mecanisme logo parou, o bicho ficou de bico acerto. 



0 arabe havia se metido debaixo do balcao. Ze Trevoada cutu
cou-o com o punhal: 

--Sai dai, gringo fio da puta ••• 
0 arabe apareceu, verde de medo. 
--Bote isso pra andar ••• 
Procurou a chave da corda entre os destro~os. Ze Trevoada 

estava ansioso, os outros reunidos em torno: 
--Voces vai ver que beleza ••• 
0 arabe nao encontrava a chave, ie rastros no ch~o, procu

rando. Via o pano rasgado, os objetos quebradas, tinha vontade 
de chorar. Ze Trevoada dava-lhe pressa: 

--Anda depressa, gringo, se nao te mato ••• 

1~ 

Afinal encontrou. Deu corda no pato, ensinou ao cangaceiro. 
0 brinquedo funcionou, ales riram em torno. Ze Trevoada meteu a 
mao no bolso, tirou cern mil-reis: 

--Isso e pelo patinho, o resto a gente nao paga, gringo la
drao. E se de por feliz ••• 

Encontrou Lucas que vinha pela rua, os homens carregados de 
coisas compradas. Deu corda no pato, botou para andar no passeio. 
Lucas ria, batia palmas ••• 

--Parece vivinho ••• 
Ali, em torno do pequeno pato de molas, nao recordavam OS 

cangaceiros terr!veis, bandidos sem alma do sertao, jagun~os que 
matavam e roubavam. Eram novamente os ingenuos camponeses, pu
ros como crian~as, credulos e confiantes. (pp. 201-202). 

Among the best characteriza~ions in Seara Vermelha, besides Dio-

genes', are those of Jeronimo and Epaminondas Leite, although relatively 

little attention is given to either in terms of physical traits. The 

old mulatto farmer compels the reader's respect for his courage and 

strong sense of personal dignity and honor. The family's flight and 

attempt to go to the South proves to be a degrading experience to all 

of them, and it deals a series of-blows to-Jeronimo: he is first hurt 

when his brother steals some manioc roots from the farm where they had 

spent the night (p. 91); in Pirapora, he is shocked to see his grandson 

Tonho begging for alms; Jeronimo spanks the boy, but later he himself is 

forced to beg in order not to see his family die of sta-~ation (pp. 177, 

187); the final blow, and the most painful one, comes when his favorite 

child, Marta, prostitutes herself in order to get him a bill of heal~h. 
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Although deeply hurt in his honor and unwilling to forgive Marta, Jero

nimo cannot help taking a last look at his daughter when the train 

leaves and she stays at the station in Pirapora (p. 190). Jeronimo's 

physical ailment, tuberculosis, is the concrete form taken by his greater 

spiritual sufferingo 

Epaminondas Leite, the medical doctor who replaces· Di9genes in the 

health center of Pirapora, is twenty-eight and good-looking. These two 

facts are practically all the reader knows about his physical being, but 

his psychological make up is successfully portrayed. Epaminondas plans, 

somewhat coldly, to ... sell'' a bill of health for Jeronimo in exchage :or 

Marta's virginity, knowing, before hand, that in that society such 

action would cause her ruin. Epaminondas is, therefore, one of the "vil

lains" in the novel, but Amado took pains in making him a more rounded 

character than the other oppressors: the absentee landlord, Dr. Aure

liano; the foreman, Artur; the anonymous senator who gives protection to 

the cangaceiros in exchange for their services. Through a series of 

flashbacks, Amado transfers part of the responsibili0y for EpamL~ondas' 

crime to the socioeconomic system itself. The son of a poor taylor, 

Epaminondas had studied medicine at great sacrifice to his family. Be

cause he did not have social prestige nor money, he could not get a 

public job or open a private clinic after his graduation in Sao Paulo. 

He had waited more than a year until one of his former classmates, the 

son of a senator, finally got his nomination for the health center of 

Pirapora. Epaminondas had arrived there full of idealism, but the clinic 

he inherited from Diogenes proved to be a dead-end. His clients were 

simply dying of starvation, and there was nothing he could do to help 
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them. Furthermore, he was paid to keep the unhealthy migrants from 

going to S~o Paulo, where they would be able to improve their lot to 

a certain extent. By the time Jeronimo and his family arrive at 

Pirapora, Epaminondas has been there for almost one year and he feels 

spiritually drained. All he wants is to be transferred somewhere else, 

to get rid of the job that had ruined his predecessor. He resists the 

temptation of alcohol, which had destroyed Diogenes, but succumbs to 

another weakness: lust. He is disgusted at his own behavior and, for 

a second, is tempted to let Marta go unharmed, but lust has the upper 

hand and he carries on with his plan. 

Some consideration, in more general terms,·has to be given here to 

the similarities in moral traits among the characters of The Grapes of 

Wrath, Vidas S~cas, and Seara Vermelha. In all three novels oppressors 

and oppressed are contrasted in very much a similar fashion. The op

pressors, represented by the absentee landowners, the police and other 

authorities who abuse power, and dishonest businessmen, are depicted as 

a faceless group, too abstract sometimes to be credible, if it were 

not for their very concrete power. :n The Grapes of Wrath the landowners 

are mostly banks and other corporations; in Vidas Secas, Fabiano has to 

deal with an absentee, unamed "boss" who keeps an office in town and 

who cheats the herdsman in the accounts; in Seara Vermelha, the absentee 

owner, Aureliano, stays in Rio, where he has other interests, and lets 

the foreman Artur run the farm. Abuse of authority is carried out by 

the deputies in The Grapes of Wrath, the "yellow soldier" in Vidas Secas, 

and some politicians in Seara Vermelha. Dishonest businessmen are re

presented by the sellers of used cars and by the farm store where Ma 
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has to buy her groceries; by Inacio, who adds water to the kerosene and 

to the rum Fabiano buys in his store; and by Artur, who runs the farm 

store and makes sure that the workers buy their supplies from him, 

paying more than they would elsewhere. 

As for the dispossessed rural workers, they share some common traits 

which are revealed through action or through the probings of their minds. 

The leaders of each group of refugees are above all else strong individ-

uals: Ma, Tom, and Jim Casy; Fabiano and Vit6ria; Jeronimo, Jacundina, 

and Marta. Although all of them experience fear and discouragement at 

times, they never give in to despair. Ma is particularly strong and 

determined to keep the family's morale. She cannot accept self-pity and 

weakness, and on several occasions she scolds Rose of Sharon and tries 

to rekindle Fa's sense of self-esteem by challenging his manliness. 

Almost all the migrants are honest and have a strong sense of per-

sonal honor and dignity. Jeronimo is not the only leader to display 

these qualities. Fabiano,72 apparently submissive and harmless, feels, 

like Tom Joad, that there is a limit to what a man can accept from the 

representatives of the law. TN.hat Tom says to his mother about the 

deputies who abuse power is in essence what Fabiano thinks a"i:;out -<:he 

"yellow soldier": 

"Ma," he said, "if it was the law they was workin' with, why, 
we could take it. But it ain't the law. They're worki' away 
at our spirits. They're a-tryin' to make us cringe an' crawl 
like a whipped bitch; they tryin' to break us. Why, Jesus 
Christ, Ma, they comes a ti~e when the on'y way a fella can 
keep his decency is by takin' a sock at a cop. They're workin' 
on our decency." (p. J81) 

Fabiano's thoughts are not so clearly, or so easily formulated as ~om's 

but they are essentially the same. After being brutalized and "7.hrown in 
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jail by the "yellow soldier," Fabiano, illiterate and semi-primitive as 

he is, contends with contradictory feelings and ideas. He had always 

accepted the idea of "government" or "law' as something abstract and 

perfect. Now he cannot accept the cowardly policeman as a representative 

of the law: 

E, por mais que forcejasse, nao se convencia de ~ue o 
soldado amarelo fosse governo. Governo, coisa distante e 
perfeita, n~o podia errar. 0 soldado amarelo estava ali perto, 
alem da parede, era fraco e ruim, jogava na esteira com matutos 
e provocava-os depois, 0 governo nao devia consentir tao grande 
safadeza. 

Afinal para que serviam os soldados a.ma.relos? Deu um pan
tape' na parede, gri tou enfurecido, Para que serviam os solda
dos amarelos? 

Fabiano's ideas are nebulous at first, but throughout this passage he 

struggles with a nascent concept of his human dignity. The herdsman 

finally concludes that, if it were not for the family, he would avenge 

his honor by killing not the cowardly policeman but 

••• os donas dele. Entraria num banda de cangaceiros e faria 
estrago nos homens que dirigiam o soldado amarelo. Nao fica
ria um para semente. Era a ideia que lhe fervia na cabe~a. 
Mas havia a mulher, havia os meninos; havia a cachorrinha. (p, 81) 

Love of the land is another trait common to the protagonists of the 

three novels. The bond between man and the soil is a powerful one, es-

pecially for the older Joads and Fabiano. Amado does not work this 

theme so carefully in relation to Jeronimo, but the whole novel is a 

protest against the latifundiary system of landholding, which makes it 

impossible for the peasants to work their own piece of land. Actually 

Amado, supported by Luis Carlos Prestes, the leader of the Brazilian 

Communist Party, blames that system for all the social problems of the 

backlands. Fred Ellison translates one of the epigraphs to the novel 



and comments on it: 

[One of the epigraphs] of the present novel announces that 
"in the latifnndiary system, in the poor distribution of 
territorial property, in the monopoly of land, lies the 
fundamental cause of the backwardness, the misery, and the 
ignorance of our people," a statement by Lu:ls Carlos Prestes. 
But Sergio Milliet, a competent sociologist as well as lit
erary critic, noting that this is a main point in Brazilian 
Communist doctrine, points out that subsidiary causes offer 
more valid explanation for fanaticism and banditry, for 
example, the lack of education, of justice, of economic op
portunity, and of religious training in the forsaken sertoes 
of Brazil.?J 
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Lucas Arvoredo, the leader of the ferocious group of cangaceiros 

in Seara Vermelha, had become a bandit because a powerful landowner 

had not only taken away his father's piece of land but also killed the 

old man (p. 219). Jeronimo's son, Ze Trevoada, had also turned to band-

it~J because he did not see any prospects of a better future for his 

family. Even Nenen, the Communist leader, had once thought of becoming 

a cangaceiro, as a way of avenging the injustices suffered by the 

peasants, but had finally found the "right" pa-:.h in Communism (p. 305). 

Steinbeck and Ramos, less sensationally but more convincingly 

than Amado, dramatizes the bond between man and the land in terms of 

"roots," of man's attachment to the native soil. In The Grapes of Wrath 

this theme is illustrated by the cases of Muley Graves and Grampa Joad. 

Muley stubbornly refuses to leave the land from which he has been evicted. 

He has no house, and his family has already left for California, but he 

remains in the place, "sneaki' aroun' like a ol' graveyard ghos'," 

"lookn' after things so when all the folks come back it'll be all .=ight" 

(pp. 71, 67). He explains to Tom and Casy that he cannot leave the land 

because his ties are too powerful: "Place where folks live is them 



folks. They ain't whole, out lonely on the road in a piled-up car. 

They ain't alive no more" (p. 71). 
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Gra.mpa Joad, like Muley, refuses to leave the land: "This here's 

my country. I b'long here. An' I don't give a goddamn if they's 

oranges an' grapes crowdin' a fella outa bed even. I ain't a-goin'. 

This country ain't no good, but it's my country. No, you all go ahead. 

I'll jus' stay right here where I b'long" (p. 152). Tom and Ma give 

Grampa some narcotic and take him along, but the old man dies before 

they leave Oklahoma. Jim Casy, the spokesman for Steinbeck, explains 

to the family: "Gra.mpa an' the old place, they was jus' the same thing," 

"an' Gra.mpa didn' cUe tonight. He died the minute you took • im off the 

place" (p. 199). 

In Chapter 5, Steinbeck uses one of the anonymous tenants to ex-

press his philosophy concerning property. According to this philosophy, 

the small farmer is humanized by his close contact with the soil, 

while the great owners (the modern financial-industrial interests) are 

dehumanized and become slave to the property: 

The tenant pondered. "Funny thing how it is. :!:f a man 
owns a little property, that property is him, it's part of 
him, and it's like him. If he owns property only so he can 
walk on it and handle it and be sad when it isn' t doing well, 
and feel fine wher. the rain falls on it, that property is him, 
and some way he's bigger because he owns it. Even if he isn't 
successful he's big with his property. That is so • 

• And the tenant pondered more. "But let a man get property 
he doesn't see, or can't take time to get his fingers in, or 
can't be there to walk on it--why, then the property is the 
man, he can't do what he wants, he can't think what he wants; 
the property is the man, stronger than he is. And he is 
small, not big. Only his possessions are big--and he is the 
servant of his property. That is so, too. (pp. 50-51) 

Chester E. Eisinger says that Steinbeck's agrarianism is Jeffersonian 
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and democratic in origin, It is interesting to notice here that Ramos' 

and Amado's ideas on the subject, although not directly formulated, 

have some points in common with Jeffersonian agrarianinsm as inter-

preted by Eisinger. At one point, Eisinger says, paraphrasing Jeffer-

son: 

History does not record the corruption of an agricultural 
people. In other words, agrarianism has a sprinkling of 
primitivism. Close contact with nature ••• makes and 
keeps men pure, By contrast the city is a cesspool of evil. 
Immorality thrives there, alongside of business and finance.74 

The contrast between the pure, uncontaminated life of the man who re-

mains close to the soil, and the corrupted, spiritually arid life of 

the city dweller is central to Ramos' work as a whole. To a certain 

extent, these ideas are also present in The Grapes of Wrath and Seara, 

as we shall see later. 

Another aspect of Jeffersonian agrarianism reflected in the three 

novels is the insistence on possession of the land by the small farmers. 

Jefferson's ideas, which were essentially democratic, do not differ 

much from Amado's, which are supposedly communist. Eisinger sums uu 

Jefferson's views in these terms: 

Jeffersonian agrarianism, then, T~s essentially democratic: 
it insisted on the widespread ownership of property, on polit
ical and economic independence, on individualism; it created 
a society in which every individual had status; it made the 
dignity of man something more than a political slogan,75 

Fabiano's attachment to the land takes the form of love for the 

animals that he keeps as a herdsman. When forced to leave the ranch 

where he had lived for a few years, Fabiano is broken-hearted to think 

that "se dirigia a terras onde talvez nao houvesse gado para tratar" 

(p. 198). He can hardly keep from crying when he thinks that all "his" 
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cattle might be dead by that time, Vitoria tries to cheer him up, 

making plans for the future, She does not want the children to become 

herdsmen like the father. She hopes that they will resist the tempt

ation to return to that scorched land: "Chegariam a uma terra distante, 

esqueceriam a caatinga onde havia montes baixos, cascalhos, rios secos, 

espinhos, urubus, bichos morrendo, gente morrendo, Nao voltariam nunca 

mais, resistiriam a saudade que ataca os sertanejos na mata. Entao 

eles eram bois para morrer tristes por falta de espinhos? Rixar-se-iam 

muito longe, adotariam costumes diferentes" (pp. 200-201). The drama 

of the uprooted sertanejo, of Ramos himself, is implicit in Vitoria's 

thoughts: the longing for a lost Eden which is a "paradise" only in 

the memories of the individual. 

Fabiano, like the J cads, wants to believe that he and his family 

have their roots deep in the soil: "Aparecera como urn bicho, entocara

-se como urn bicho, mas criara raizes, estava nlantado, Olhou os quipas, 

os mandacarus e os xiquexiques, Era mais forte que tudo isso, era 

como as catingueiras e as baratinas. Ele, sinha Vitoria, os dois fi

lhos e a cachorra Baleia estavam agarrados a terra" (p, 59, italics 

mine). 

A trait common to Steinbeck's and Amado's male characters, not 

shared by Ramos', is their natural behavior, especially in relation to 

sex. Steinbeck develops this theme much more thoroughly than Amado, 

Jim Casy, Tom Joad, Al, and Grampa display the biological virtues that 

Steinbeck admires, especially lechery, Like Whitman, Steinbeck empha

sizes the physical life and believes in the flesh and its appetites. 

Jim Casy, the former fundamentalist preacher who accompanies the family 



to California, expresses Steinbeck's ideas on natural behavior in a 

speech that echoes Whitman in Leaves of Grass: 

I'm gonna work in the fiel's, in the green fiel's, an' I'm 
gonna be near the folks. I ain' t gonna try to teach ' em 
nothin'. I'm gonna try to learn. Genna learn why the folks 
walks in the grass, gonna hear ' em talk, gonna hear 'em sing. 
Gonna listen to kids eatin' mush. Gonna hear husban' an' wife 
a-ponndin 1 the mat tress in the night. Gonna eat with • em an 1 

learn •••• Gonna lay in the grass, open an' honest with any
body that' 11 have me. Gonna cuss an 1 swear an' hear the 
poetry of folks talkin 1

• All that's holy, all that's what I 
didn 1 understan'. All them things is the good things. (pp. 
127-128) 
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Amado's attitude toward sex is somewhat ambivalent in Seara Verme-

lha. In his later novels, he is almost unfailingly sympathetic toward 

his lecherous characters, although he sometimes denounces sexual exploit-

ation, as in Tereza Batista, Cansada de Guerra. In Seara Vermelha, he 

is rather sympathetic toward Agostinho who, like Al Joad, is depicted 

as a healthy young man naturally interested in girls. In a scene that 

may have been borrowed from The Grapes of Wrath, Jacundina has to talk 

with her son and make him promise that he would marry his cousin Ger-

trudes before he made love to her, But Amado also shows lechery as a 

form of exploitation of the dispossessed by the privileged classes. 

Aureliano, the landlord, had tried to seduce Marta in one of his rare 

visits to the farm. His father, coronel Inacio, had in his youth had 

affairs with some of his women servants. Epaminondas, who causes Marta's 

ruin, is both oppressor and oppressed, therefore, he is not completely 

condemned by the author. In summary, Amado makes "political" use of 

sex in Seara Vermelha. While his poor and Communists, like Agostinho 

and Nenen, are monogamous and moral, the rich or better of: are pro-

miscuous and immoral. 
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The sense of human solidarity that animates most of the dispos-

sessed characters in the three novels is closely related to the central 

theme of The Grapes of Wrath, which, according to most critics, is the 

"transformation of the Joad family from a self-contained, self-sustain-

ing unit to a conscious part of a group, a whole larger than its 

parts." 76 The Joads not only agree to take Jim Casy with them in their 

trek westward, but they soon incorporate the Wilsons to their group. 

The latter had displayed their generosity and sense of s0lidarity when 

they offered their tent to Grampa Joad, who died there and was buried 

with a note written on a page from the Wilsons' Bible. 

Throughout The Grapes of Wrath Steinbeck shows generosity as a 

natural virtue of the poor, and in Chapter 15 the generosity of the 

truck driver and waitress is contrasted with the selfishness and snob-

bery of the rich couple who enter a road-side cafe. In chapter 14, 

Steinbeck says that "the q_uality of owning freezes you forever into 'I,' 

and cuts you forever from the 'we' (p. 206). The generosity of the 

poor naturally makes the transformation from 'I' to 'we' possible, and 

the story of the Joads illustrates the process. 

Ma, "the citadel of the family," tries hard to keep the Joads to-

gether, and is heart broken when she sees the family "breaking up." 

She tells Tom: 

"They was the time when we was on the lan' • 
to us then. 01' folks died off, an' little 
was the fambly--kinda whole and clear. An' 
no more. I can't get straight. They ain't 
clear •••• We're cradkin' up, Tom. There 
now." (p. 536) 

They was a boundary 
fellas come, an' we 
now we ain't clear 
nothin' keeps us 
ain't no fambly 

By the end of the novel, Ma realizes that the family has become part of 
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a larger unit: "Use' ta be the famly was fust. It ain't so now. It's 

anybody. Worse off we get, the more we got to do" (p. 606). The 

Joads' final acceptance of this larger unit is portrayed in a series 

of allegorical scenes two of which help to bring the novel to a symbolic 

climax: Tom's taking over of Casy's role as a labor leader, and ~ose 

of Sharon' s nursing the starving man in a barn. 

When Tom Joad first meets him, Casy has been to the "wilderness," 

trying to find his way out of a series of contradictions that he sees 

as part of his Bible-belt evangelism. He renounces orthodox Christi~~-

ity and embraces an essentially human type of religion that Frederic I. 

Carpenter identifies with Emersonian transcendentalism: 

Unorthodox Jim Casy went into the Oklahoma wilderness to save 
his soul. And in the wilderness he experienced the religious 
feeling of identity with nature which has always been the heart 
of transcendental mysticism: "There was the hills, an' there 
was me, an' we wasn't separate no more. We was one tr~ng. An' 
that one thing was holy." Like Emerson Casy came to the con-:
viction that holiness, or goodness, results from this feeling 
of unity: "I got to thinkin' how we was holy when we was one 
thing, an' mankin' was holy when it was one thing." ••• The 
coroll~J of this mystical philosophy is that any man's self
seeking destroys the unity or "holiness" of nature: "An' it 
[this one thing] on'y got unholy when one'mis'able little fella 
got the bit in his teeth, an' run off his own way. 1 • 1 Fella 
like that bust the holiness" (p. 110). Or, as Emerson phrased 
it, while discussing Nature: "The world lacks unity because 
man is disunited •••• Love is its d.emand." So Jim Casy 
preaches the religion of love.77 

It is in jail that Casy gains a better understanding of the nature 

of his "mission" as a spiritual leader of the migrant workers. :n 

order to fight against the socioeconomic forces that oppress them, 

the workers have to organize themselves, cooperate, act as a group 

(pp. 521-522). Casy tells Tom Joad about this revelation shortly be

fore experiencing violent death at the hands of the deputies who were 
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trying to break the strike organized by the former preacher. Tom's 

taking over of Casy's mission is a symbolic acceptance of the "group" 

concept. In his last talk with his mother, Tom reveals his mystic 

insight into the subject in a speech that sounds somewhat hollcrw~arld 

abstract.
78 

But this speech is a corollary to Casy's function in the 

novel: 

They sat silent in the coal-black cave of vines. Ma said, 
"How'm I gonna know 'bout you? They might kill you an' I 
wouldn' know •••• 

Tom laughed uneasily, "'N"ell, maybe like Casy says, a fella 
ain't got a soul of his own, but on'y a piece of a big one--an' 
then--" 

"Then what, Tom?" 
"Then it don' matter. Then I'll be a.roun' in the dark. 

I'll be ever'where--wherever you look. Wherever they's a fight 
so hungrJ people can eat, I'll be there. Wherever they's a cop 
beatin' up a guy, I'll be there. If Casy knowed, why, I'll be 
in the way guys yell when they're mand an'--I'll be in the way 
kids laugh when they're hungry an' they know supper's ready. 
An' when our folks eat the stuff they raise an' live in the 
house they build--why, I'll be there." (p. 572) 

The final scene in ~he novel--Rose of Sharon's nursing the starvir.g 

man back into life--has been greatly critic~zed for its sentimentality 

and bad taste. The truth is that the reader is taken by surprise "bJ 

this scene. As Levant accurately observes, there is no preparation for 

it in terms of character development. Rose of Sr~on is consistently 

characterized as "a. protected, rather thoughtless, .. whining girl." 79 

Most of Steinbeck's best critics agree, however, that technically the 

scene is a fitting conclusion to the story of the Joads, which is con-

sistently allegoricaJ.. Life has become more important than "family," 

and that scene is symbolic of "the vital persistence of the common 

80 
people ••• represented by the Joads." 

Earlier in the novel Ma had identified the Joads with the common 
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people, in a passage which both echoes the Bible and sounds like epic 

prophecy. In trying to restrain Tom, who would like to use violence 

against the deputies, Ma says: 

"You got to have patience, Why, Tom--us people will go on 
livin' when all them people is gone, Why, Tom, we're the people 
that live. They ain't gonna wipe us out, Why, we're the people 
--we go on." 

"We take a beatin' all the time," 
"I know," Ma chuckled, "Maybe that makes us tough. Rich 

fellas come up an' they die, an' their kids ain't no good, ~~· 
they die out. But, Tom, we keep a-comin', Don' you fret none, 
Tom • A different time ' s com in ' , " 

"How do you know?" 
81 "I don' know how I know," (p. 383) 

This passage finds a close parallel i~ Ramos' Vidas Secas. Fabia-

no, like Ma Joad, is intuitively aware of the vital force that causes 

the common people like him and his family to persist despite circum-

stantial drawbac-ks. In words which are both epic and prophetic, the 

narrator, interpreting Fabiano's thoughts, says: 

Fabiano tinha certeza de que nao se acabaria tao cedo, Passaria 
dias sem comer, apertando o cinturao, encolhendo o estomago. Vi
veria muitos anos, viveria um seculo. Mas se morresse de fome 
ou nas pontas de um touro, deixaria filhos robustos, que gera
riam outros filhos, (p. 65) 

Ramos' belief in human solidarity is not so strong as Steinceck's. 

It is true that Fabiano and ~ritoria support each other i~ their su:-

ferings and humiliations, but there is no reaching out for the "other," 

no class solidarity in Vidas Secas. One might argue here that the 

novel does not depict collective action, that instead it is concerned 

with the individual and his struggle against the natural and social 

forces that oppress him, Still, the ultimate isolation of Fabiano ~~d 

his family, their frustrations in their dealings with the "outsiie" 

world, and the difficulty of communication among themselves make it 
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clear that, for Ramos, human solidarity is not to be taken for granted 

even among the common people. 

Fabiano and Vi to'ria, unlike Ma J oad, who is all-loving and all-

understanding, experience moments of irritation toward their children. 

Actually they alternate between moments of love and understanding, and 

moments of impatience and irritation. Fabiano's momentary thought of 

abandoning the older boy when he falls on the road, for instance, is 

followed by compassionate caring for the child, when the herdsman real-

izes that they may have reached the end of their journey: 

Fabiano meteu a faca na bainha, guardou-a no cinturao, acoco
rou-se, pegou no pulso do menino, ~ue se encolhia, os joelhos 
encostados ao estomago, frio como urn defunto. Ai a calera de
sapareceu e Fabiano teve pena. Impossivel abandonar o anjinho 
aos bichos do mato. Entregou a espingarda a sinha Vitoria, pos 
o filho no cangote, levantou-se, agarrou os bracinhos ~ue lhe 
caiam sobre o peito, moles, finos como cambitos. (pp. 46-47) 

This fluctuation in disposition is natural and ~uite human when 

one remembers that Fabiano and his family are constantly under the 

threat of the drought. ?abiano's fatalistic attitude toward the nat-

ural phenomenon conditions his life and his response to the children. 

Nben one of the boys asks him a ~uestion, for instance, Fabiano feels 

irritated at the curiosity of the child. He has the vague feeling that 

a little knowledge is worse than absolute ignorance (p. 62), that peopl~ 

"like them," under the absolute power of nature, have no use for know-

ledge, and he vacillates between hope for change in the future and 

centuries of sertanejo resignation. 

Urn dia sim, ~uando as secas desaparecessem e tudo andasse direito ••• 
Seria ~ue as secas iriam desaparecer e tudo andar certo? ~ao sa
bia. Seu Tomas da bolandeira e ~ue devia ter lido isso. Livres 
daguele perigo, os meninos poderiam falar, perguntar, encher-se 
de caprichos. Agora tinha obriga~ao de comportar-se como gente 
da laia deles. (p. 66, italics mine) 
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In their struggle against natural conditions, Fabia.11o and Vi toria 

do support each other and protect their children, but they feel isolated, 

cut off from the rest of the universe: 

Miudinhos, perdidos no deserto queimado, os fugitives agarra
ram-se, somaram as suas desgra9as e os seus pavores. 0 cora-
9ao de Fabiano bateu junto do cora9ao de sinha Vit6ria, um 
abra~o cansado aproximou os farrapos que os cobriam. Resis
tiram a fraqueza, afastaram-se envergonhados, sem animo de 
afrontar de novo a luz dura, receosos de perder a esperan~a 
que os alentava. (p. 50) 

And later, when Fabiano faces the first signs of another drought: 

Estirou os olhos pela campina, achou-se isolado. Sozinho n~ 
mundo coberto de penas, de aves que iam come-lo. Pensou na 
mulher e suspirou. Coitada de sinha Vitoria, novamente nos 
descampados, transportando o bau de folha. (p. 187) 

And during their second flight, Vitoria "achava-se desamparada e miuda 

na solidao, necessitava um apoio, alguem que lhe desse coragem" (p.196). 

She gets closer to Fabiano, "amparou-o e amparou-se" (p. 197). 

While in The Grapes of Wrath the Joads experience some consolation 

in sharing their hopes and sorrows with a whole community of dispossessed, 

in Vidas Secas the very solidarity among the members of the family 

serves to highlight their ultimate isolation. Furthermore, the dif-

ficul ty of communication increases· the sense·· of soli tude of each member 

of Fabiano's family. Since lack of commu..."l').ication is a major theme in 

the novel, it will be discussed here in some detail, although it has no 

correspondence in the other two novels. 

Fabiano's greatest ambition is to be able to ta~~ well, like his 

former boss, Tomas of the mill. The :amily's ir.ability to communica~e 

is directly related to the theme of spiritual impoverisr~ent of ~~e 

human being as a consequence of natural and social oppression in -:he 
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milieu. After each defeat, Fabiano and his family take refuge against 

the outside world by becoming more reticent, more isolated than before: 

"Ordinaria.mente a familia falava pouco. E depois daquele desastre vi-

viam todos calados, ra.ra.mente soltava.m palavras curtas" (p. 48). 

Their attempts to communicate with the outside world are usually fr~s-

trated, bringing pain and humiliation to them--as in Fabiano's encoun-

ter with the "yellow soldier" and in his accounts with the "boss." 

These negative.experiences cause Fabiano to vacillate between the de-

sire to use "big'' words like the city dwellers and the fear that such 

words may prove to be "inuteis e talvez perigosas" (p. 60), 

Fabiano's paradoxical feelings toward language are shown through-

out the novel. Sometimes the herdsman thinks that the ability to com-

municate well would help to improve his lot and protect his family 

against social injustices. At other moments, he thinks that any kind 

of knowledge is useless, since it c~~ot protect anybody against the 

natural disasters and other hardships of life: 

Lembrou-se de seu Tomas da bolandeira. Dos homens do sertao 
o mais arrasado era seu Tomas da bolandeira. For que? So 
se era porque lia demais. Ele, Fabiano, muitas vezes dissera: 
--"Seu Tomas, vossemece nao regula. Para que tanto papel? 
Quando a desgraQa chegar, seu Tomas se estrepa, igualzinho 
aos outros." Pois viera a seca, e o pobre do velho, tao born 
e ~o lido, perdera tudo, andava por af, mole. Talvez ja ti
ve~se dado 0 couro as varas, que ~essoa como ele nao podia 
aguentar verao puxado. (pp. 62-63) 

Tomas's experience, in Fabiano's opinion, proves that too much knowledge 

makes a man weak, unprepared to face adversity. 

The older boy's experience with language is also painful and frus-

trating. The episode, as one learns from Infancia, is autobiographical, 

which indicates perhaps that Fabiano's distrust of words fi~ds some echo 
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parallel to one in The Grapes of Wrath. Jacundina prepares a modest 

supper for her folks, at the beginning of their journey, and is sur

rounded by a famished family that had left Ceara, the northernmost part 

of the sert~o, two months earlier. Like Ma Joad in the Hooverville 

episode, Jacundina hesitates; she has barely enough for her family,but 

she finally decides to share something with the cearenses (pp. 68-69). 

Throughout the novel there are episodes similar to this one in which 

the poor help the ones who are in greater need. The most impressive 

of these episodes occurs when Jeronimo's family is close to Juazeiro, 

where they would take the steam boat to go down to Pirapora. A donkey 

arrives all alone in Juazeiro, carrying two dead children in the bas

kets hanging from its sides. Some migrants camping behind the church 

decide to go back to find the rest of the family. They first meet 

Jer6nimo's clan, almost dying of starvation, and some of the rescue 

group take them to the city, while others go in search of the corpses 

that Jeronimo had seen on the way (pp. 109-110). 

Nenen, the Communist son of Jeronimo who participates in the revolt 

of corporals and sergeants organized by the Alian9a Nacional Libertado

~' is naturally moved by the desire to improve the lives of the poor, 

as Casy and Tom Joad are. But while Steinbeck took pains in showing 

through vivid episodes the slow process QY which his characters become 

labor leaders, Amado simply introduces Nenen in the last fifth of the 

novel as an intelligent, sensitive, idealistic Party member who be

comes a hero during the Natal uprising. All the reader knows about Ne

nen before he meets him at the end of the novel is that he had left 

home at an early age and that he is Jacundina's favorite son, the most 
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intelligent and loving of the brothers. Although Amado shows some

thing of Nenen's past in flashbacks, first in the police and then in 

the army, the Communist leader does not come to the reader as "alive" 

as Tom Joad. Nenen's revolt seems to be more "programmatic" than au

thentic, and this is one of the weaknesses of the novel. 

There remain two questions to be examined here before the study 

of characterization can be concluded: What is the role of women in the 

three novels? To what extent do the three writers believe in the myth 

of the "noble savage"? 

All three writers have men as their protagonists: Tom Joad in 

The Grapes of Wrath; Fabiano in Vidas Secas; Jeronimo, Jose, Joao, and 

Nenen in Seara Vermelha. Steinbeck elaborates more on the theme con

cerning the role of women th~~ do Ramos and Amado, but their ideas on 

the subject are somewhat similar. The family conference held by the 

Joads shortly before they start on their trek to California illustrates 

their traditional ideas concerning family hierarchy. The men squat 

together close to the truck, which has now become "the living center of 

the family" (p. 136). The women stand behind the men, while the child

ren play somewhere in the background. The omniscient narrator says 

that "this was Al's first participation in the conference. Always he 

had stood behind with the women before" (p. 137, itlaics mine). Grampa 

is still the "titular head" of the family, although "his position was 

honorary and a natter of custom." He has "the right of first comment, 

no matter how silly his old mind might be" (p. 137). When an important 

question arises, however, it is Ma who has the last word. ~t is her 

decision to take Casy with the family that prevails. Although the 
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family observes all the rituals of a traditionally organized clan, 

one sees throughout the novel that Ma is the real "citadel of the 

family." Her leadership is explained, in part, as a change in a mo-

ment of crisis, and Pa takes it with contradictory feelings, half out-

raged and half surprised: 

"Seems like times is changed," he said sarcastically, 
"Time was when a man said what we'd do, Seems like women 
is tellin' now. Seems like it's purty near time to get 
out a stick." (p. 481) 

Ma is not only strong, but loving, understanding, and practical. 

Close to the end of the novel, Pa is somewhat resigned to his secon~J 

role in the family. Homesick for the old place and discourage~ by so 

much suffering, Pa says when Ma tries to cheer him up: 

"Funny! Woman' takin' over the fambly. Woman sayin' 
we'll do this here, an' ·l'le' 11 go there. An' I don' even 
care." 

To which Ma replies: 

"Woman can change better'n a man," Ma said soothingly. 
"Woman got all her life in her arms. Man got it all in his 
head. Don' you mind. Maybe--well, maybe nex' year we can 
get a place," (p. 577) 

Vitoria, in her turn, is more intelligent than Fabiano. The herds-

man admires her intelligence and always thinks of "discussing" things 

with his wife when he is troubled--as in the episode in which he is 

cheated by the boss in the accounts ("Contas"), In "0 Mundo Coberto de 

Penas," Fabiano is puzzled by what Vitoria had said about the birds' 

killing the cattle. When he finally lli"lderstands the "riddle," Fabiano 

feels proud of his wife: "Esq_ueceu a infelicidade proxima, riu-se en-

cantado com a esperteza de sinha Vitoria. Uma pessoa como aquela val~a 

ouro" (p. 182), When the family flees for the second time, Vitoria, 
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like Ma Joad, tries to encourage Fabiano, making plans for the future, 

and her apparent optimism helps alleviate his burden: "N~o sentia a 

espingarda, o saco, as pedras miudas ~ue lhe entravam nas alpercatas, 

o cheiro de carni~as ~ue empestavam o caminho. As palavras de sinha 

Vitoria encantavam-no" (p. 205). Vitoria's name, as already mentioned, 

is an important element in the interpretation of the central message 

of the novel. 

J acnndina is ver:1 much like Ma J oad, although she does not take 

the role of leader of the family. She is physically stronger than 

Jeronimo, who contracts tuberculosis during the flight; she is also 

more flexible and nnderstanding than her husband. Jacillldina understands 

Marta's drama even before her daughter admits that she had traded her 

virginity for a health bill for her father. One of the mos~ touching 

scenes in the book is the confrontation between mother and daughter 

after Marta's sacrifice. The dialogue is very brief, just a few el

liptical sentences, but the intensity of feeling is great. After the 

revelation, Jacundina "ficou acocorada, as maos soltas, pensando. De

pois tomou a mao da filha, puxou-a para seu lado, fez uma coisa q~e ha 
anos nao fazia: beijou-a na testa. E as lagrimas se confund.iram" (p. 

185). 

Whether keeping their secondary role or taking the leadership of 

the family, the three women prove to be the strongest characters, 

physically, morally, or intellectually. 

All three writers "flirt" with the myth of the "noble savage," al

though each one stresses a different aspect of it. In novels like Tc~

tilla Flat, Cannery Row, and The Grapes of Wrath, Steinbeck portrays 
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people who are somewhat like healthy animals, or primitive men. As 

already pointed out, he does admire the biological virtues embodied by 

the Joads, and he shows them as morally superior to more "civilized" 

men. The novel does not, however, make Steinbeck's point on the sub-

ject very clear. The Joads value certain things--like cleanliness, 

comfort, and social mruh~ers--which are typically middle class and civi~ 

ized. In order to examine the extent to which Steinbeck believes in 

the myth of the noble savage, one has to go to Sea of Cortez, as 

Frederick Bracher did. Discussing the fishing Indians of the Gulf of 

California, Steinbeck "stresses their superstitions and sufferings," 

and he says: 

It is not implied that this fishing Indian lives a perfect 
or even a very good life. A toothache may be to him a ter
rible thing, and a stomachache may kill him. Often he is 
hungry, but he does not kill himself over things which do 
not closely concern him. 

Bracher concludes that "Steinbeck has [~oJ illusions about the noble 

82 savage." The fact remains, however, that the novelist sympathizes 

with "natural" characters. 

Amado and Ramos emphasize the simple and natural integrity of the 

sertanejo more than his biological virtues, although they both portray 

people with a strong will to survive. Both writers show the city as 

a corrupting force. As soon as Jeronimo's family arrives at Juazeiro, 

Tonho, the grandson, joins other starving children and starts stealing 

food and acquiring other vices: 

Assim iam crescendo e aprendendo. Aprendendo coisas desco
nhecidas no sertao de onde vinham, sabedoria de moleques 
da cidade, coisas referentes a vida sexual, palavroes e 
respostas agressivas. (p. 122) 
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Marta, as already pointed out, also becomes a victim of the city. How-

ever, Amado also portrays the miseries of life in the backlands. nis 

enthusiasm for the myth of the noble savage is, therefore, qualified. 

Vidas Secas has often been considered a new departure in Ramos' 

career, a complete break in relation to what precedes it. ~bile in 

his first three· novels the writer· ·criticizes the foibles -of.'the · small 

bourgeoisie and shows man as essentially selfish, in Vidas Secas he 

depicts the sertanejo as naturally pure, stoic, unselfish. The break 

with the earlier novels is, as Augusto Wullemsen argues convincingly, 

only apparent. In the earlier novels, especially in Sao Bernardo and 

AngUstia, as well as in his autobiographical work Infancia, Ramos 

idealizes the sertao. His protagonists are uprooted sertanejos who 

think of the backlands as a lost Eden. In Vidas Secas, however, Ramos 

was "capable of 'de-idealizing' the sertao and presenting it as it real-

ly is : a hard, implacable paradise, which :orces the ones who live in 

it into constant flights, pushing them toward ~he city, where they will 

face the degrading experience of a Luis da Silva." 83 

Although all three writers are tempted by some aspect of "':he myth 

of the noble savage, they all agree that living away from civilization 

is not a solution. Man is thus condemned to civilization. 

A literary work has to be judged according to its own internal 

rules. The author's original intention, as revealed by his work as a 

whole, has to be taken into account when one judges his fictional cr~-

acters, for instance. Of the three novels studied here, Vidas Secas 

is the only one to emphasize characterization over action. Ramos' 

preference for psychological studies of characters probably dicta~ed 
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his treatment of his material, even though he was dealing with rather 

simple, almost primitive minds. Because Ramos chose to depict his 

characters from inside, with all their inner conflicts, they became 

more intensely real to the reader than most of the characters in the 

other two novels. 

Steinbeck has often been criticized for not having created "real 

people" in The Grapes of Wrath, but Lisca argues that the novelist's 

original intention was to depict a situation in that novel. What Lisca 

says about Steinbeck's characters applies, in general terms, to Amado's 

as well, since both authors minimize characterization in favor of action: 

Whatever value the Joads have as individuals is "incidental" 
to their primary function as a "personalized group." Kenneth 
Burke has pointed out that "• •• most of the characters de
rive their role, which is to say their personality, purely 
from their relationship to the basic situation." rfua t he 
takes to be a serious weakness is actually one of the book's 
greatest accomplishments. The characters are so absorbed 
into the novel's material that the reader's response goes 
beyond sympathy for the individual to moral indignation at 
their social condition. This is, of course, precisely Stein
beck's intentkan• And certainly the J oads are adequate for 
this purpose. 

Instead of one "personalized group," Amado has four of them, cor-

responding to the different plots in the novel: the migrant workers, 

represented by Jeronimo's group (his wife, two children, three grand

children, one brother, one sister-in-law, and one niece); the ~angacei-

!£§; the religious fanatics that follow the insane messiah Estevao; the 

Communists. A few members of each group are characterized in some 

detail, while the others remain shadowed. There are also a few indiv

idual characters who do not belong to any of these ~oups: Joao, Je-

ronimo's son who is a policeman; Diogenes and Epaminondas, the ~~o 
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medical doctors; Artur, the overseer of Aureliano's farm. With such 

diversity of interests and different groups of characters, Amado could 

not, in three hundred odd pages, work so carefully on the indeviduali-

zation of his minor characters as Steinbeck did. 

The major characters in all three novels have enough fundamental 

human truth to make the reader empathize with them. Their universality 

is further stressed by some general themes, such as the conflict agaL~s~ 

superior forces, hunger, and the will to survive. Although some of 

these themes have already been discussed in relation to the characters, 

they will be re-examined here in order to round out the study of themes 

common to the three novels. 

The conflict against superior forces happens on two levels: natu-

ral and social. The three novelists deal with both levels of the con-

flict, but they tend to emphasize one over the other. The social is 

made promi...Y).ent in The Grapes of Wrath and Seara Vermelha, while the 

natural is emphasized in Vidas Secas. 

Steinbeck's novel opens with a magnificent description of the 

drought in Oklahoma, which causes the exodus to California. The change 

of colors and the setting of the dust sugges~ the slow process of ero-

sion and death experienced by the landscape: 

To the red country and part of the gray country of Oklahoma, 
the las~ains came gently, and they did not cut the scarred 
earth. The plows crossed and recrossed the rivulet marks. 
The last rains lifted the corn quickly and scattered weed 
colonies and grass along the sides of the roads so that the 
gray count:cy and the dark red country began to disappear 
under a green cover. In the last part of May the s.ky grew 
pale and the clouds that had hung in high puffs for so long 
in the spring were dissipated. The sun flared down on the 
growing com day after day nn til a line of brown spread along 
the edge of each green bayonet. The clouds appeared, and wen~ 
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away, and in a while did not try any more. The weeds grew 
darker green to protect themselves, and they did not spread 
any more. The surface of the earth crusted, a thin hard crus~, 
and as the sky became pale, so the earth became pale, pink in 
the red country and white in the gray count~/• (p. J, italics mi~e) 

This description sets the mood for the novel. The word dust, repeated 

throughout the first section of the novel (Chapters 1-10), has sym-

bolic value, coming "to stand not only for the land itself, but also 

for the basic situation out of which the novel's action develops," 85 

Away from the land, the Okies would soon experience human erosion and, 

some of them, death, 

But the drought is not the only cause of the exodus. Mechanization 

and industrialization of farming are shown as equally important factors, 

or, perhaps, the primary cause of the exodus west. Since the Joads 

leave the Dust Bowl by the end of Chapter 10, two thirds of the novel 

takes place either on the road or in California. Even before the 

drought area is left behind, the emphasis shifts from natural to social 

oppression. The banks' foreclosing of mortgages forces the sharecrop-

pers to emigrate (Chapter 5). They sell their goods cheap and pay a 

fortune for old jalopies that will take them to Califo~ia (Chapter ?). 

Throughout their trek westward, the rural workers are exploited by 

dishonest businessmen like the car dealers, but it is in California that 

man-made misery becomes more prominent. 

The great corporations, or the great landowners, encourage an over-

supply of labor in the California orchards in order to bring the wages 

down. A whole army of starving migrant workers go from one county to 

another looking for jobs. The migrant camps, or Hoovervilles, are 

nests of misery and disease. Small landowners, who would like to pay 
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the laborers better wages, are forced to accept the wages imposed by 

the Farmers' Association if they want to get loans from the banks, 

which own most of the land in the state (p. 402). The police and 

vigilante groups make sure they protect the interests of the great 

o~~ers by not allowing strikes, or by stirring trouble among the mi

grant workers. 

This part of the narrative is, naturally, specific and dated, but 

hunger, as a literary theme, holds universal interest, Furthermore, 

Steinbeck dramatizes it in powerful scenes, which give his ~ovel con

tinuing artistic appeal, The Joads' heroic struggle to survive and to 

keep their integrity also contribute to the universality of the work, 

which is almost unanimously considered "the American epic of the thir-

ties," 

In Seara Vermelha, the struggle against natural conditions is left 

somewhat on the background, except for the section describing the cros

sing of the caatinga. The novel opens with the description of the 

rain, but this is not the "last rain" as in The Grapes of Wrath; it is 

rather the beginning of the rainy season. Artur, the foreman, studies 

the sky and feels relieved. The fear of the drought, renewed each year, 

is forgotten for the time being. 

Amado emphasizes the social level of the struggle against superior 

forces practically from the very first page of the novel, The children 

who play in the farmyard after the rain are not only dressed in tatters 

but display all the signs of malnutrition and disease (p. 15). Both 

sharecroppers and wage laborers, almost without exception, are in dect, 

and Artur makes sure to limit their credit, Despite their miser], the 
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workers are generous and good-tempered. They go to Ataliba's wedding 

party without knowing that they will soon be evicted from the land. 

It is, therefore, dispossession, rather than the drought, which 

forces Jerenimo and most of the workers in Aureliano's farm to emigrate~ 

On their trek southward they meet other rural workers, from different 

parts of the sertao, who have also been evicted or expelled by the 

drought. 

Amado does not follow his refugees to S~o Paulo. He concentrates 

on the miseries of the journey through the caatinga (almost three 

months on foot); in the river vessel that takes the family from Juazei-

ro to Pirapora; and in Pirapora, where the emigrants have to wait a 

whole month for the train that will take the healthy ones to S~o Paulo. 

The degrading experiences of the family in Pirapora have already been 

discussed, Of the eleven people in Jeronimo's group, only four arrive 

in Sao Paulo. Some of them die on the way; others stay behind. 

Amado's description of the dry, thorny caatinga is impressive 

and prepares the reader for the difficulties of Jeronimo's journey: 

Agreste e inospita estende-se a caatinga. Os arbustos 
ralos elevam--se por leguas no sertao seco e bravio, como um 
deserto de espinhos, Cobras e lagartos arrastam-se por entre 
as pedras, sob o sol escaldante do meio-dia. Sao lagartos 
enormes, parecem sobrados do principia do mundo, parades, 
sem expressao nos olhos fixos, como se fossem esculturas 
primitivas. Sao as cobras mais venenosas, a cascavel e o 
jaracucu, a jararaca e a coral. Silvam ao bulir dos galhos, 
ao saltar dos lagartos, ao'calor do sol. Os espinhos se 
cruzam na caatinga, e o intransponivel deserto, o cora~ao in
violavel do Nordeste, a seca, o espinho e o veneno, a carencia 
de tudo, do mais rudimentar caminho, de ~ualquer arvore de 
boa sombra e de sugosa fruta ••• (p. 55) 

Throughout their journey, Jeronimo's group meets other migrar.ts coming 

back from Sao Paulo, Like the Joads, they do not have any other 2lter-
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native but continue the exodus to the "Promised Land." 

Vidas S@cas is the only one of the three novels that emphasizes 

man's struggle against natural forces. The novel opens with the family 

arriving at a deserted ranch, still in the drought area. Once again, 

Ramos is consistent in his use of the scenic method; everything is seen 

through the limited perception of the characters. Thus, description of 

the scorched land develops through suggestive details, as Fabiano or 

any of the members of the family sees them: 

A caatinga estendia-se, de urn vermelho indeciso salpicado de 
manchas brancas que era.m ossadas. 0 voo negro dos urubus fazia 
circulos altos em redor de bichos moribundos. (p. 46, italics mine) 

Like Steinbeck, Ramos uses colors to depict the parched land--red, black, 

and white--and the cloudless sky of "azul terr:l vel, aq uele azul que des-

lumbrava e endoidecia a gente" (p. 50). The whole first chapter is 

made up of descriptions of what Fabiano sees, and of insights into his 

dreams and renewed hope. When the herdsman sees a few cirrus clouds, 

his heart is filled with wild joy. He thinks of the resurrection of the 

land and of his family: 

Ia chover. Bem. A caatinga ressuscitaria, a semente do gado 
voltaria ao curral, ele, Fabiano, seria o vaqueiro daquela fa
zenda marta. Chocalhos de badalos de ossos animariam a solidao. 
Os meninos, gordos, vermelhos, brincariam no chiqueiro das ca
bras, sinha Vitoria vestiria saias de ramagens vistosas. As va
cas povoariam o curral. E a caa tinga ficaria toda verde. ( p. 52) 

The rains do come and Fabiano remains in the ranch as a tenant 

herdsman, working for an absentee landowner for an unspecified number 

of years. But their lives are always threatened by the possibility of 

another drought, which Fabiano is sure will come: 

Olhou a caatinga amarela, que o poente avermelhava. Se a seca 
chegasse, nao ficaria planta verde. Arrepiou-se. Chegaria, 



naturalmente. Sempre tinha side assim, desde aue @le se 
entendera. E antes de se entender, antes de ~seer, sucedera 
o mesmo--anos bons misturados com anos ruins. A desgra9a es
tava em caminho, talvez andasse perto. (pp. 64-65) 

Throughout the novel the drought becomes a concrete presence, a real 
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menace to haunt the lives of the sertanejos. Eyes turned heavenward, 

Vitoria says her beads (p. 88); Fabiano crosses himself to ward off the 

disaster (p. 65). But Providence remains indifferent to their prayers. 

Like a real sertanejo, Fabiano accepts his lot in a fatalistic way. He 

constantly thinks that his sons must be educated realistically to accept 

their lot: the boss, the humiliations, poverty, the drought. But not 

death. Fabiano, like the Joads and Jeronimo, cannot accept death 

easily. The will to survive is stronger than everything else, and when 

a calamity comes the herdsman and his wife face it stoically, putting 

up a heroic fight. 

As already discussed, social oppression is also an important theme 

in the novel. The injustice and humiliation of the experience with the 

"yellow soldier" haunts Fabiano and recurs as one of the main themes in 

the novel. The herdsman is also exploited by the boss and by dishonest 

businessmen. His visits to town are usually disastrous, and he grad-

ually comes to believe that "todos os habitanted da cidade eram ruins" 

(p. 135). Throughout the novel Fabiano struggles with a nascent concept 

of his human dignity, and alternates between hope of a better life and 

a fatalistic acceptance of his degraded condition. Moments of revolt 

alternate with moments of resignation: 

Tinha obrigacao de trabalhar para os outros, naturalmente, 
conhecia o seu lugar. • • • Nascera com esse destine, nin
guem tinha culpa de ele haver nascido com urn destino ruim. 
Que fazer? Podia mudar a sorte? Se lhe dissessem gue era 
poss1vel melhorar de situacao espantar-se-ia. Tinha vindo 
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ao mundo para amansar brabo • • • Era sina. 0 ai vivera assim, 
0 avo tambem I • I Conformava-se, nao pretendia mais nada. p. 
162, italics mine)86 

This resignation is, however, more apparent than real. It is be-

cause he is so helpless, entirely under the power of the boss and of 

natural forces that Fabiano submits himself. As the narrator says, 

interpreting the herdsman's feelings: 

Se pudesse mudar-se, gritaria bem alto que o roubavam. 
Aparentemente resignado, sentia um odio imenso a qualquer 
coisa que era ao mesmo tempo a campina seca, o patrao, os 
soldados e os agentes da prefeitura. Tudo na verdade era 
contra ele. Estava acostumado, tinha a casca grossa, mas 
as vezes se arreliava. Nao havia paciencia que suportasse 
tanta coisa. 

--Um dia um homem faz besteira e se desgra9a. (p. 161) 

Revolt is also an important theme in The Grapes of Wrath and Seara 

Vermelha. Steinbeck develops the theme in both narrative chapters and 

interchapters by using the motif of the "grapes of wrath." The story 

of the J oads dramatizes the plight of the "simple agrarian folk" out of 

place in ~~ industrial age, pushed out of the land by machines, living 

on the roads, which are "crowded with men ravenous for work, murderous 

~or work" (p. J8?). Some of Steinbeck's most passionate passages in the 

novel are the ones in which he warns the great owners and companies tho. t 

exploit these hungry men, that let them starve in the "land of plenty": 

And the companies, the banks worked at their own doom and they 
did not know it. The fields were fruitful, and starving men 
moved on the roads. The granaries were full and the children 
of the poor grew up rachitic, and the pustules of pellagra swel
led on their sides. The great ccmpanies did not know that the 
line between hunger and anger is a thin line. And money that 
might have gone to wages went for gas, for guns, for agents 
and spies, for blacklists, for drilling. On the highways the 
people moved like ar.ts and searched for work, for food. And 
the anger began to ferment. (pp. 387-388) 

And in Chapter 25, Steinbeck contrasts the fruitful land and ~he starving 
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people. He vehemently protests against the crime of destroying the 

fruits to keep the price up, while hundreds of thousands of people are 

starving. 

There is a crime here that goes beyond denunciation. There 
is a sorrow here that weeping cannot symbolize. There is a fail
ure here that topples all our success. The fertile earth, the 
straight tree rows, the sturdy trunks, and the ripe fruit. And 
children dying of pellagra must die because a profit cannot be 
taken from an orange. And coroners must fill in the certificates 
--died of malnutrition--because the food must rot, must be forced 
to rot. 

The people come with nets to fish for potatoes in the river 
and the guards hold them back; they come in rattling cars to get 
the dumped oranges, but the kerosene is sprayed. And they stand 
still and watch the potatoes float by, ••• watch the mountains 
of oranges slop down a putrefying ooze; and in the eyes of ~he 
people there is the failure; and in the eyes of the hungry there 
is a growing wrath. In the souls of the people the grapes of 
wrath are fillin and owin hea , growing heavy for the 
vintage. p. 477, italics mine 

By the end of the novel, the women who watch the men to see whether they 

will break understand that it is wrath rather than fear that keep them 

fighting, "and the break would never come as long as fear could turn 

to wrath" (p. 592). 

Throughout Seara Vermelha, Amado repeats that "hunger creates 

bandits and saints" in the backlands. This motif is dramatized in the 

second half of the novel, in the episodes dealing with the cangaceiros 

of Lucas Arvoredo and the religious fanatics that follow ~stevao. The 

cangaceiros, more specifically, are rebels, people moved by the desire 

to revenge the injustices, the misery, the semi-slavery in which the 

rural workers live. Amado calls them "sold.ados d.a vinganqa," but real-

istically shows that the peasants are the ones who suffer most in their 

hands. But the peasants suffer even ~ore in the hands of the police 

that are sent to hunt the cangaceiros: 
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Mas os pequenos lavradores, os sitiantes e colones; os sertanejos 
pobres, esses sofriam, seja da passagem do bando de Lucas, seja 
--e ainda mais--da pol1cia, Os tenentes e capitaes comissionados 
na persegui9ao a Lucas enriqueciam nos dois anos que passavam 
pelo sertao, Levavam dinheiro para pagar comida e cavalos, mas 
os requisitavam dos camponeses pobres, roubav~~ e violavam tanto 
ou mais que os cangaceiros, Os sertanejos tir~ mais medo da 
farda da policia • , , do que mesmo da roupa de couro dos can
gaceiros, (p. 215) 

Two of Jeronimo's sons had left home moved qy the desire to avenge 

the miserable lives of the peasants. Both of them--Jose and Juvencio--

had decided to join Lucas Arvoredo's gang, but only Jose did, Later, 

Juvencio (Nenen) thinks about the fact and concludes that "aquila seria 

uma revolta sem soluyao, Os cangaceiros nao iriam resolver os problemas 

tremendos do sertao" (p. 296). Furthermore, ~enen believes that he had 

been luckier than his brother, since "em vez do grupo de cangaceiros, 

encontrou o Partido e a dire~ao justa para a sua rebeldia" (p. 305). 

Religious fanaticism also takes the form of rebellion against the 

establishment in the backlands, al~hough it is a milder type of Yebel-

lion than that of the cangaceiros. Estevao, the insane messiah of 

Seara Vermelha, preaches the end of the world, the coming of ~he mil-

lenium, as well as revolt against the rich and powerful. His sermons, 

like those of Antonio Conselheiro, combine denunciation of social in-

justice and religious concern with sin and penance: 

--Deus se cansou, seus oio se fechou, aguniado de ver 
gente tao ruim fazendo ruindade pros filho dele.,, Os oio 
de Deus espiavam o sertao, so via desgra~a. Menino mor
rendo sem ter de comer, os homens morrendo sem ter trata
mento, Os homens sem terra suando na terra des outre •••• 
Gente cum tudo, gente cum nada.,, Deus achou ruim, num tava 
direito,,, 

and then: 



--Deus me chamou, mandou que viesse, diz a ales que 
o mundo vai acaba.r. Quem fizer penitenc;:a vai se salva:r, 
quem nao fizer num tern salva9a0. (p. 256) 
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Lucas Arvoredo and all the fierce cangaceiros respect Est~vao and 

help him when the government of five states decide to send the military 

police to exterminate the group of religious fanatics. Joao, Jeronimo's 

son who is a policeman, can only sympathize with Est@vao and the canga-

ceiros. In his opinion their revolt is legitimate. As a sertanejo, 

Joao feels that he is one of them, "saira da mesma dor e da mesma des-

Although all three writers depict class struggle and warn against 

the exploitat~on of the poor by the rich, they agree that the ultimate 

fault may lie with the system itself. Both Ramos and Amado show former 

bosses who had been decent human beings, even "good" to the workers: 

Tomas the miller and coronel Inacio. Steinbeck also has a small land-

owner, Mr. Thomas, who is sympathetic toward the Okies. In Chg,pter 5 of 

The Grapes of Wrath, one of the anonymous sharecroppers, in a dialogue 

with a tractor driver, is somewhat disturbed to find that there is no 

one in particular to blame for his plight, that the mechanization of 

farming and subsequent end of the tenant system are historical devel-

opments of the existing socioeconomic system: 

"Who gave you orders? I'll go after him. He's the one 
to kill." 

"You're wrong. He got his orders from the bank. The bank 
told him, 'Clear those people out or it's your job.'" 

"Well, there's a president to the bank. Ther's a board of 
directors. I'll fill up the magazine of the rifle and go into 
the bank • " 

The driver said, "Fellow was telling me the bank gets or-
ders from the East. The orders were, 'Make the land show profit 
or we '11 close you up.'" 



"But where does it stop? Who can we shoot? I don't aim 
to starve to death before I kill the man that's starving me." 

. "~ d~n' t know. Maybe there's nobody to shoot. Maybe the 
th~ng lsn t a man at all. Maybe, like you said the property's 
doing it ••• " (p. 52, italics mine) 
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The basic difference between Steinbeck and Ramos on one hand and 

Amado on the other is that, while the former just presented the situa-

tion saying "this is the way it is," the latter decided to prescribe a 

solution to the problem. As Fred Ellison points out, it is to be 

lamented that in Seara Vermelha "Amado has used his talents to dissemi

nate a political message." 87 

It is in the handling of language that Stein beck and Ramos show 

themselves def~nitely superior to Amado. One should not forget, how-

ever, that Seara Vermelha is not one of Amado's best works, although it 

presents some of the stylistic characteristics which are constant in his 

novels: realistic dialogue; poetic prose; documentationJ regionalisms; 

obscene language; the naturalistic tendency to emphasize the sordid 

aspects of life; political cliches; and historical allusions. Humor, 

which has become an important element in his later novels, is almost 

non-existent here. Effective and even inspired at times, his prose does 

not reveal the same concern for words present in Steinbeck's and Ramos' 

novels, confirming that Amado is an instinctive stylist, as some critics 

claim, rather than a conscious craftsman. 

Steinbeck, on the other hand, is capable of mastering a great vari

ety of prose styles, and The Grapes of Wrath is especially successful in 

this respect. The broad scope of the novel is highlighted by many dis

tinctive prose styles to the point that it becomes almost a tour de 

force. 88 Lisca sees a number of influences on Steinbeck's prose: the 
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Bible, Walt Whitman, Hemingway, Carl Sandburg, and Pare Lorentz, the 

writer of scripts for documentary motion pictures. 89 The beauty and 

elevated tone of certain passages in the novel come from Biblical reso-

nances, as we shall see later. 

Ramos' prose is quite often called "dry" or "arid," and it is 

greatly admired for its sobriety, near ascetism, balance, and harmony. 

One of the best definitions of Ramos' prose style is given by Osorio 

Borba , as quoted by Fred Ellison: 

• •• Ramos writes as he talks, "an erudite version of the country
man's dialect of the Northeast, regionalism in classic form, 
slang of the zone and plebeian 'cuss words' carefully set down 
in the purest of Portuguese, with pronouns rigorously placed 
and exact grammatical usage. "90 

What distinguishes Vidas Secas is the absolute correspondence between 

language and material. The characters in the novel are admirably 

studied in regard to their surroundings, and the simplicity of syntac-

tical constructions, the regionalisms, the repetitions of words and 

sentence patterns adjust the language to the reality it depicts, reveal-

ing the primarism of the personages as well as the poverty of their 

milieu. Absent from Vidas Secas are the slang and obscenities which 

appear in other Ramos novels. Such omission can be explained not only 

by the fact that Fabiano and his family are the purest of Ramos' char-

acters, but also by the lack of dialogue in the novel. 

Dialogue is actually the first striking difference between Vidas 

S~cas and the other two novels. While Steinbeck and Amado make inten-

sive use of dialogue and create argots which reproduce, realistically, 

the talk of their rural workers, Ramos uses dialogue very sparingly, 

relying upon an erudite version of the Northeastern dialect. Of the 
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seventy-nine direct speeches in the novel, sixteen are mere interjec-

tions, ten are short ~uestions (eight of which receive no answer), four 

are senseless talk. The remaining sentences are rather short and most 

of them sound like spoken monologue, since they are not addressed to 

anyone. This limited use of dialogue stresses the theme of incommuni-

cability, which, in its turn, reflects the degradation of the "parched 

lives." The family is often compared to the parrot that could not talk, 

and they use gutural sounds, exclamations, and onomatopeic expressions 

in their communication with each other as well as with the animals. At 

a moment of well being, when the rains come, Fabiano becomes "talkative" 

and tells old 3tories to the family in one of the best chapters in the 

book, "Inverno," When the second flight starts, Vitoria feels oppressed 

and strikes up a conversation with Fabiano because "se ficasse calada, 

seria como um pede mandacaru, secando, morrendo" (p. 197). The silence 

that surrounds them, ~~ important motif in the novel, helps to emphasize 

the utter isolation of ~he f~~ily as well as thei~ incommunicability. 

Fabiano's definitions are extremely simple, reflecting his poor in-

tellect: 

--Voce e um bicho, Baleia. (p. 60) 
--Festa e festa. (p. 137) 
--Governo e governo. (p. 177) 
--0 mundo e grande. (p. 200) 

Quite often, he uses stereotyped, popular sayings such as: 

--Veja ~ue mole e ~uente e pe de gente. (p. 73) 
--Conversa. Dinheiro anda num cavalo e ninguem pede viver 

sem comer. Quem e do chao nao se trepa. (p. 157) 
--Tenho comido toicinho com mais cabelo. (p. 205) 

These few examples give ~~ idea of the type of direct speech in the novel. 

Alvaro Lins considers the interior monologues in the novel excessive 
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and a defect. He wishes that Ramos had used a greater number of epi

sodes to balance the "excess" of introspection. But Lins himself ad

mits that "everything that the novelist, in the interior monologues, 

attributes to Fabiano, his wife, and children are thoughts and reflec

tions that could have occurred to them. They think, imagine, and feel 

what people like them could have thought, imagined, or felt."9i What 

makes the interior monologues believable, besides their content, is the 

language in which they are cast: simple, full of regionalisms, repe

titions, and mannerisms, although grammatically perfect. 

Two patterns of imagerJ common to the three novels are those con

cerning the scorched, dead land, and the one concerning literal and 

figurative zoology. Steinbeck and Ramos exploit these images more in

tensively and consistently than Amado. Since the first of these pat

terns has already been discussed, only the second one will receive some 

attention here. 

As pointed out in the second chapter of the present study, Edmund 

Wilson's criticism of Steinbeck's "biological view of life" had a 

negative impact upon the studies of The Grapes of Nrath for almost fif

teen years. It became a cliche among literary critics to say that 

Steinbeck's biological bias equates men with animals. Modern critics 

tend to dismiss the issue entirely. They tend to agree with Frederick 

Bracher that "Steinbeck's biology goes beyond animalism to a mystic 

reverence for 'life in all its forms.'" 92 A look at some of the animal 

imagery in the novel will, hopefully, reveal its function. 

One of the most important symbols in the novel is the turtle whose 

slow progress southwest, overcoming a series of obstacles, is carefully 
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described in Chapter 3. The turtle not only shows the endurance that 

will characterize the Joads in their struggle to survive, but also 

spreads the seeds that will generate new lives wherever it goes. It 

stands, therefore, for an affirmation of life and its journey parallels 

the J oads' • Many other literal animals appear in the first section of 

the novel, but the figurative ones become more and more prominent. 

The tractors that push the tenants out of their lands move "like 

insects" and have "the incredible strength of insects" (p. 47). Muley 

Graves says of himself: "I was mean like a wolf. Now I'm mean like a 

weasel" (p. 78). The cars of the migrant people crawl like bugs (pp. 

264, 273). The voices of the religious fanatics are like cries "of a 

beast" or the screams "of a hyena" (pp. 288, 289). The dispossessed 

looking for jobs in California are "restless as ants" (pp. 317, 324, 

388). The starving children eat "wolfishly" (p. 517). The deputies 

"drive" the migrant workers like pigs during a strike ( p. 523). Ma 

worries because Ruthie and Winfield are getting wild "like animals" 

(p. 536). Finally, Tom says that the rural people are "livin' like 

pigs" while "the good rich lan' layin' fallow" (p. 571). 

In all these analogies, biology, as George Bluestone points out, 

"supports and comments upon sociology."9J Bluestone also comments that 

"biological functions survive in the Joads' elementary =ight for life, 

in the animal preoccupation with finding food and shelter, in the 

scenes of death and procreation," but, he concludes, this biological in

terest "is so chastened through suffering that it achieves a dignity 

which is anything but animal in Edmund Wilson's sense of the word. The 

conflicts, values, and recognitions of the Joads cannot ••• be 
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equated with preocupations of subhuman life,"94 Some of these analogies 

reveal further that Steinbeck, like Ramos, used animal imagery to pro-

test against the process of dehumanization of man, caused by socio-

economic factors, 

Ramos, as already pointed out, makes intensive use of animal imagery 

in the characterization of Fabiano and his family. Not only literal 

animals, like Baleia and the parrot, but many figurative animals help 

to ca:rry the theme of "animaliza tion of man," which is balanced by the 

theme of humanization of the animal." The latter theme, by approxi-

mating the animal to man, brings a certain consolation to the degraded 

herdsman and his family. There is much love between the family and the 

animals, a love that is understandable since they live in a world pop-

ulated by animals. In twenty-four enumerations of the members of the 

family throughout the novel Baleia is considered one of them. The fact 

remains, however, that Fabiano's greatest ambition is to become a real 

man, not just a tough animal capable of enduring the natural and social 

oppressions of his enviroP~ent. 

Amado does not make consisten~ use of animal imagery, but a few 

examples can be found in Seara Vermelha, There are more literal than 

figurative animals in the novel. Although Jeronimo is a sharecropper, 

he has a few head of cattle. Jeronimo's attachment to his donkey, Jere-

mias, is parallel to Fabiano's love for Baleia. Actually, a few sen-

tences in the novel, not only concerning the donkey but also a cow, echo 

Vidas Secas: the cow "parecia uma pessoa da fam:llia" (p. 19); Jeronimo 

treats the donkey "como a um semelhante, com carinho e estima" (p. 90) 

and comes to love him "como a qualquer dos parentes que iarn com @le" 
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(p. 105). JerOnimo's little grand-daughter, Noca, has a pet cat that 

she loves dearly and insists on taking with her during the journey. 

This attachment proves fatal when Noca, absorbed with the cat, hurts 

her foot on some thorns and dies of tetanus. All these animals are used 

to reveal the moral character of the family, but some of them have other 

functions as well. The donkey, for instance, is ironically considered 

as "o que hi de mais solido e inalteravel nessa viagem" (p. 76) by 

Jeronimo, who trusts the animal's instinctive ability to avoid poisanous 

plants in the caatinga. Driven by hunger, however, Jeremias poisons 

himself and dies, Throughout the crossing of the caatinga the family 

comes across poisonous snakes and sees black vultures ci=cling or de

vouring carcasses, These animals naturally suggest the hardships and 

dangers of the journey. 

In their figurative meaning, animals are used just a few times in 

Seara Vermelha, but in effective images. The sertanejo is considered 

the fiercest of all fierce animals in the ar~d sertao (p. 119); Dr. 

Diogenes is driven to alcoholism by the eyes of "haunted animals" of 

his tuberculous patients who cannot go to Sao Paulo (p. 164); the~

gaceiros are like "on~as no seu passo sem ruido" (p. 197). The first 

two examples are instances in which "biology supports and comments upon 

sociology," just as it does in Steinbeck and Ramos. 

An important pattern of imagery in The Grapes of Wrath which does 

not find correspondence in the other two novels is the biblical. The 

biblical structure of the novel, as already pointed out, helps to uni

versalize the experience of the Joads, and it is supported oy a ~eat 

number of images. Jim Casy, for instance, is consistently characterized 
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as a Christ figure, although a modern one, who preaches a vitalistic 

type of philosophy and favors natural morality over religious hypo

crisy. Some of the details that support the interpretation of Casy as 

a Christ figure are: his initials--J.C.; his retiring "into the wilder

ness" to meditate and coming back with his doctrine of the over soul 

("'one big soul ever'body's a part of,'" p. 33); his preaching of 

human solidarity and compassion; his "halo" ("his high pale forehead," 

"an abnormally high forehead" that "seems to shine" and give him a 

"shiny" appearance, pp. 521, 26, 93, and 527); his going to jail to 

"save" Tom Joad; his violent death at the hands of the oppressors; his 

parodying Christ's words (" 1 You don' know what you 1 re a-doing, '" p. 527); 

his conquering of at least one disciple, Tom Joad, who will spread his 

doctrine. 

The most pervasive biblical image in the novel is that of the 

grapes, which can symbolize both "wrath" and "plenty." Ttfrath has al

ready been discussed as one of the major themes in the novel. ~his 

theme is developed mainly in the interchapters, in passages which are 

charged with revolutionary implications. Steinbeck ultimately withdrew 

from such programmatic solution, choosing to conclude his novel on the 

symbolic level, emphasizing brotherhood rather than revolution. But 

the sociological,or factual level, remains inconclusive and the revolu

tionary message is implicit in it. 

The grapes are also used as a symbol of abundance (Numbers, 12: 

23)95 and as such they are closely associated with California. Grampa 

Joad at first got enthusiastic at the idea of going to that state, 

where he would get "a whole big bunch of grapes off a bush" whenever he 
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wanted. His death at the beginning of the journey prevented him from 

finding the truth about the Promised Land. Levant accurately observes 

that the biblical parallels in the novel have an ironic function: 

To begin with, California evokes images of plenty to eat and 
drink. The ironic fact is that California is the literal 
reverse of Canaan; there is little to eat and drink, at least 
for Okies; but California is the Promised Land so far as the 
family's experignce there forces the full emergence of the 
group concept.9 

Peter Lisca was the first Steinbeck scholar to point to the exodus 

of the Hebrews from Egypt to Canaan as the principal mythical model in 

the novel, but many other critics have contributed further studies on 

the subject.97 Many other biblical parallels are present in the novel, 

but the ones discussed here suffice to illustrate the present study. 

The prose style of some interchapters is also greatly indebted to 

the Bible, especially to the Old Testament. Lisca demonstrates this 

indebtness by arranging a "passage from the novel according to phrases, 

in the manner of the Bates Bible, leaving the punctuation intact. 

The tractors had lights shining, 
For there is no day and night for a tractor 
And the disks turn the earth in the darkness 
And they glitter in the daylight. 

And when a horse stops work and goes into the barn 
There is a life and a vitality left, 
There is a breathing and a warmth, 
And the feet shift on the straw, 
And the jaws champ on the hay, 
And the ears and the eyes are alive. 
There is a warmth of life in the barn, 
And the heat and smell of life. 

But when the motor of a tractor stops, 
It is dead as the ore it came from. 
The heat goes out of it 98 
Like the living heat that leaves a corpse." 

And Lisca explains: 



The parallel gramatical structure of parallel meanings, the 
simplicity of diction, the balance, the concrete details, the 
summary sentences, the reiterations--all are here, Note also 
the organization: four phrases for the tractor, eight for 
the horse, four again for the tractor. Except for the terms 
of machinery, the passage might be one of the Psalms. 
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This biblical echo, Lisca concludes, supports the often simple philosophy 

of the interchapters, "imbuing them with a dignity which their content 

alone could not sustain."99 

Lisca points out a few other distinct prose styles in the inter-

chapters of The Grapes of Wrath, some of which find parallel either in 

Ramos or in Amado. In Chapter 7, for instance, Steinbeck uses Dos Passes' 

newsreel technique: 

Used Cars, Good Used Cars. Cheap transportation, three trailers. 
'27 Ford, clean. Checked cars, guaranteed cars. Free radio. 
Car with 100 gallons of gas free, Come in and look, Used cars. 
No overhead. (p. 83) 

It is interesting to notice that the sense of speed, confusion, and frag-

mentation created by this technique is achieved by Ramos in a passage 

describing a series of things perceived simultaneously by the protago-

nist. 1Nhen the "yellow soldier" pushes Fabiano against a tree, the 

herdsman does not understand, at first, what is happeni~g. His sense of 

surprise and anxiety is revealed in a passage which, although not so 

staccato as Steinbeck's, creates the impression of fragmentation and 

confusion: 

A feira se desmanchava; escurecia; o homem da ilumina~ao, 
trepando numa escada, acendia os lampeoes, A estrela pa
pa-ceia branqueou por cima da terre da igreja; o doutor juiz 
de direito foi brilhar na porta da farmacia; o cobrador da 
prefeitura passou coxeando, com os taloes de recibo debaixo 
do braco; a carro9a de lixo rolou na pra~a recolhendo cascas 
de frutas; seu vigario saiu de casa e abriu o guarda-chuva por 
causa do sereno; Sinha Rita louceira retirou-se, (p. 72) 
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Documentation, another probable influence of Dos Passes, is used 

by Steinbeck and Amado. In The Grapes of Wrath, the novelist "quotes" 

from a newspaper: 

In Lawrenceville a deputy sheriff evicted a squatter, and 
the squatter resisted, making it necessary for the officer 
to use force. The eleven-year-old son of the squatter shot 
and killed the deputy with a .22 rifle. (p. 322) 

Such technique intensifies the illusion of reality and it is much used 

by Amado in some of his earlier as well as later novels. In Seara Ver-

melha he "quotes" the sensational headline of a newspaper account of an 

episode during the mass rape carried out by the cangaceiros in a small 

town: 

0 REMORSO PARALISOU AS MAOS DO Bk~DIDO. (p. 216) 

Amado also quotes some nursery rhymes that the children sing after the 

rain (p. 15); the verses of a popular troubadour, Pedro da Restinga 

(p. 32); and the verses eulogizing Lucas Arvoredo, the leader of the 

cangaceiros (p. 222). These popular verses praising famous bandits are 

very common in the ~ortheastern sertao, and Frankl~n Tavera had trans-

cribed many of them in his 0 Cabeleira, 18?6. 

Another interesting example of prose style detected by Lisca in 

The Grapes of Wrath is the one describing a folk dance in Chapter 23. 
1QQ 

As Lisca points out, "the prose style becomes a veritable chameleon"-

Look at that Texas boy, long legs loose, taps four times for 
ever' damn step. Never see a boy swing aron' like that. 
Look at him swing that Cherokee girl, red in her cheeks and 
her toe points out. Look at her pant, look at her heave. 
Think she's tired? Think she's winded? ~ell, she ain't. 
Texas boy got his hair in his eyes, mouth's wide open, 
can't get air, but he pats four times =or ever' darn step, 
an• he'll keep a-goin' with the Cherokee gi=l. (p. 449) 

~hythm. although not of the same type of the nassage quoted above 
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is a common stylistic device in Amado, especially in the descriptions. 

Both Amado and Ramos make intensive use of series, which create rhythm, 

but Amado's sentences tend to be longer and more involved. Besides 

series, Amado uses parallelism, repetitions, and internal rhyme, some-

times, to create rhythm. 

And: 

Aqui, na caatinga, habitam os cangaceiros, os donas do sertao. 
Nao tem paz nem descanso, nao tern quartel nem bivaques, nao 
tem lar nem transporte. Sua casa e seu quartel, sua cama e 
sua mesa sao a caatinga, para ele bem-amada. (pp. 56-5?) 

So OS imigrantes sao OS mesmos, OS names podem mudar, mas sao 
identicos rostos, a mesma fome, o mesmo fatalismo, a mesma de
cisao no caminhar. Atravessando a caatinga, sobre as pedras, 
os espinhos, as cobras, os lagartos, para frente, indo para 
Sao Paulo onde dizem que existe terra de gra~a e dinheiro 
farto, voltando de Sao Paulo onde nao existe nem terra nem 
dinheiro. (p. 57) 

In the transition from Chapter 6 to Chapter 7 of the prologue, Amado 

uses another type of poetic device--repetition and inversion--which is 

repeated at the conclusion of Chapter 7 as well: 

Era Bastiao quem tocava e nenhum tocador como ele, ai nenhum! 

Ai! nenhum tocador como ele ••• 

••• em dez leguas em redor, nenhum tocador como ele, ai nenhum! 
(pp. 36, 39; italics mine) 

Lisca lists a few other literary devices used by Steinbeck, such as 

the cataloguing of Chapter 12, a direct influence of Pare Lorentz, who, 

in his turn, was influenced by Whitman and Sandburg. Lisca concludes: 

But Steinbeck demonstrates a much greater range than Lorentz, 
and was capable of much greater variety; only in this chapter 
did he resort to the easy device of cataloguing America. And 
in this chapter the catalogue is functio~al,L_reprH~shenting6 /~t~101 more detailed progress the Joads are maklng on lg way o~. 
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The many stylistic devices used by Steinbeck in the interchapters help 

to integrate the two parts of the nove1. 102 The most impressive of all 

these devices is, undoubtedly, the biblical style, which lends beauty 

and dignity to the work. An early reader of the novel, an anonymous 

evangelical minister from Wewoka, Oklahoma, detected this style and 

praised the book from the pulpit: "truthful book of literary as well as 

social value, resembling in power and beauty of style the King James ver

sion of the Bible." 103 

The restricted scope of Vidas Secas obviously does not allow much 

variety in prose style. What characterizes Rat11os' use of language in 

this novel is, above all, its absolute integration in relation to the 

materials. A closer look at Ramos' vocabulary and syntactical cons-

tructions will, hopefully, illustrate the point. 

The vocabulary of Vidas Secas is rather "poor" and full of regional-

isms, words such as aio, cambembe, aperrear, amunhecar, testo, carito, 

mundeu, marra, banzeiro, copiar, diterio, lazeira. Words common to the 

vocabulary of the rest of the country sometimes take a different mean-

ing in the region: esbaga<;:ar, desmanchar, arredar, derrear, bulir, and 

others. Some archaisms such as alcova, camarinha, and terrivel help to 

give a regional flavor to the novel. Usually Fabiano and, sometimes, 

Vitoria think of the children as well as of Baleia and the parrot in 

terms used in the diminutive form, which expresses love and tenderness: 

anjinho, bracinhos, camisinha, barriguinha, coi tadinha, criaturinha, ca

becinha. The diminutive form can also be used to express contempt, as 

when Fabiano thinks of the "yellow soldier" as a "bichinho ruim e fraco" 

(p. 176). Fabiano uses two forms of the pronoun of treatment, voce and 
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vossemece; the latter appears when he talks to somebody, and the first 

when he talks to himself. This distinction is important. Vossemece is 

a contraction of the archaic, respectful form, Vossa Merce. Voce is a 

variant of the same contraction, but does not denote respect. 

The syntax, as already pointed out, is basically simple, not only 

in the dialogues but also in the narrative portion. Coordination is 

much more common than subordination, and the simple perfect tense is the 

predominant verbal form. An example, taken at random, will suffice to 

illustrate the point. 

Convidou a mulher e os filhos para os cavalinhos, arrumou-os, 
distraiu-se um pouco vendo-os rodar. Em seguida encaminhou-os 
as barracas de jogo, Co~ou-se, puxou o len9o, desatou-o, con
tou o dinheiro, com a tentac~o de arrisca-lo no bonzo.Se fosse 
feliz, poderia comprar a cama de couro cru, o sonho de sinhi 
Vit6ria. Foi beber cachaca numa tolda, voltou, pos-se a rondar 
indeciso, pedindo com os olhos a opini~o da mulher. Sinha Vi
toria fez um gesto de reprova9~o, e Fabiano retirou-se • • • 
(pp. 136-137) 

The "simplicity" of syntact:.cal constructions and the "limited" vocab-

ulary create, rather than merely reflecting, the poverty of the char-

acters and of their environment. This absolute correspondence between 

materials and language helps to intensify the illusion of reality. By 

the end of the narrative, the characters are very much "alive" in the 

reader's mind, with all their conflicts, hopes, and fears. 

The much broader scope of Seara Vermelha facilitates greater vari-

ety of stylistic devices, and some of them have already been discussed. 

Eduardo Portella has accurately observed that Amado usually combines 

. hi 1 104 the tragic, the lyric, and the grotesque ~n s nove s. In Seara 

Vermelha, the tragic is revealed in the decadence and near destr~ction 

of Jeronimo's family; the lyric can be detected in some descriptions of 



natural phenomena such as the sea, the San Francisco river, and the 

backlands twilight; the grotesque is shown in the episodes involving 

the cangaceiros (during the mass rape, for instance, Lucas Arvoredo 

marks a woman with hot iron), and in the confrontation between the po

lice and the religious fanatics (the police not only kill Estevao and 

Lucas Arvoredo but also decapitate them). 

A few other observations concerning language and style are in order 

here. Amado uses some regionalisms, but not so many as Ramos. As a 

matter of fact, his sertanejos do not seem as real as Ramos'. They are 

simple rural workers, very much like the ones in other Amado novels 

about the cacao plantations (Cacau and Ter~as do Sem Fim, for instance). 

The difference in treatment of the materials naturally is greatly res

ponsible for the difference in accomplishment, but part of Amado's fail

ure can be explained by his lack of knowledge of the real sertanejo. 

The last part of the novel is naturally marred by some political cliches, 

or Party language (words and phrases such as camarada, guestao camnonesa, 

liberdade; slogans such as: "a terra pertence aqueles que a trabalham"). 

Historical allusions give a touch of realism to the episodes throughout 

the second part of the novel. Among others, there are allusions to 

Antonio Conselheiro, Padre C:lcero, Lampiao ("saints" and bandits of the 

backlands); to Lenin, Stalin, Engels, and Luis Carlos Prestes (inter

national and national Communist figures); to the Alian9a Nacional Liber

tadora (the political organization t~4t masterminded the revolution of 

1935). 

It is further to be observed that Amado borrows from both Steinceck 

and Ramos. Some of these borrowings have already been pointed out 
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earlier in this study, but a few more will be enumerated here, From 

Steinbeck, Amado borrowed certain details: the smell of the wet soil 

penetrating the houses after the rain corresponds to the dust entering 

the houses in The Grapes of Wrath; the reference to the people from 

S~o Paulo who come to contract workers in the backlands (which seems to 

be an inaccuracy) corresponds to the orange bills that Californian land

owners had sent to the Dust Bowl; the superviser who does not allow 

Jeronimo to camp on the surroundings of a farm for the night corresponds 

to the deputies and vigilantes who do not allow the Okies to squat; the 

discussion between one emigrant and the man who sells tickets for the 

river trip to Pirapora (the man cannot reduce the price of the ticket 

because he is not the owner; when asked "who is the owner" the man 

answers "the state of Bahia") corresponds to the discussion between 

Muley Graves and the City man who tells the farmer that the Shawnee Land 

and Cattle Company is to blame for his eviction; the episode in which 

aunt Zefa, an insane religious fanatic, predicts the death of her niece, 

Noca, corresponds to the episode in which a Jehovite woman scares Rose 

of Sharon by predicting the death of her unborn child. The only verbal 

echo is the one concluding the novel, already quoted, 

From Ramos, Amado borrowed much less. In addition to the sentences 

discussed earlier, in which Jeronimo expresses his love for his animals, 

there is one more verbal echo, When Jacundina has to talk with her son, 

Agostinho, about his affair with Gertrudes (an episode borrowed f~om 

The Grapes of Wrath), the narrator explains Jacundina's difficulty in 

approaching the subject in words that echo Vidas S~cas: "Eram todos 

~les de poucas palavras, de curto vocabulario, e nao sabiam se expressar 



bem, as palavras nao revelavam quase nunca a verdadeira extensao dos 

seus sentimentos" (p. 97). This affirmation is somewhat contradictory, 

since the characters have throughout the narrative proven to be able to 

communicate with each other in their own argot. 

These borrowings are minor and quite superficial. They do not al

ter the novel in any meaningful way. Seara Vermelha remains typically 

Amado, although not at all the best that he can do. 

Although Seara Vermelha has some literary merits, it is definitely 

inferior to The Grapes of Wrath and Vidas Secas. Eoth SteinbecK and 

Ramos expressed their social protest in highly elaborated artistic forms. 

The difference in scope between the two novels accounts for the basic 

differences in treatment of the materials. Steinbeck handled the broad 

scope of his novel with a magnificent display of literary techniques and 

prose styles. While reading The Grapes of Wrath, one has the impression 

that "the whole country'' was actually "going west" in those days. The 

novel will certainly remain as the great American epic of the 1930's. 

The restricted scoue of Vidas Secas, its rather simple materials, ... 

asked for a much "simpler" treatment. This apparent simplicity is, how-

ever, the result of great artistry. Ramos' genius made of his "little 

book" a great novel. Euclydes da Cunha's contention that "the heroism 

of the backlands, the frightful tragedies which there take place, are 

a theme forever lost to us" is no longer true. Ramos gave to the theme 

of the "insurrection of the earth against man" a definitive artist::.c 

form. 



CHAPI'ER IV 

CONCLUSION 

The question of how far literature is actually determined by or 

dependent on its social settings is a complex one, and the present 

study does not attempt to answer it. Marxist criticism itself, which 

holds that the arts ultimately derive from the modes of production of 

a society, "never," according to Rene Wellek, "answers the question of 

the degree of dependence of literature on society." 1 Wellek says 

further: 

Marx • • • in general acutely perceived the obliqueness of the 
relationship between literature and society. In the Introduc
tion to The Critique of Political Economy he admits that 
"certain periods of highest development of art stand in no 
direct relation with the general development of society, nor 
with the material basis and the skeleton structure of its 
organization. Witness the example of the Greeks as compared 
with the modern nations or even Shakespea.re."2 

Admitting the difficulty, or even the impossibility, or determin-

ing the degree of dependence of literature on society is not the same 

as denying this dependence. As Wellek puts it, "literature occurs 

only in a social context, as part of a culture, in a milieu." 3 Some 

writers are more responsive to the social, economic, and political 

problems of their age than others. The three novelists studied here 

were, in some degree, affected not only by the problems of their times 

but also by the literary theories then in fashion. Obviously not all 

novelists of the 1930's wrote social protest, but that was the dominant 

literary form of the age, and John Steinbeck, Graciliano Ramos, and 
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Jorge Amado wrote at least a few novels dealing with sociological pro

blems. Amado was more consistently social minded than Steinbeck and 

Ramos, who had other interests besides the social: scientific and "re-

ligious" in one case, and psychological in the other. 

The type of social protest produced by the three writers varies to 

a certain extent. Amado openly supported the Marxist ideology and, as 

a consequence, several of the novels that he wrote between 1933-1954 

are marred by political propaganda. Because of this political ideal-

ogy, some of his early novels can be labeled "proletarian," but of the 

type produced in Brazil, which differs somewhat from the one produced 

in Russia and even from the one created in the United States. 

Steinbeck is more objective and detached in examining the conflict 

between labor and capital in In Dubious Battle than in The Grapes of 

Wrath. Although he "preaches" revolution in the latter novel, his 

social philosophy has American roots and his social protest is that of 

the "reformer" rather than of the "radical." His ideas concerning the 

social system are clearer in his expository writings, especially in the 

series of articles which he wrote for The San Franc~sco News, later 

collected under the title Their Blood Is Strong. In these articles, 

Steinbeck proposes a series of measures to correct the abuses of the 

system and solve the Californian problem.
4 

Due to the lack of expository writing expressing Ramos' views on 

the social system, the reader has to rely entirely upon his artist~c 

creations to speculate about his ideas. In his novels social justice 

is always miscarried. It is not easy, however, to label the type of 

social protest produced qy Ramos. In 1947 Floriano Gon~alves remarked: 
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"the art of Graciliano Ramos is the most intensely revolutionary of 

any of the living Brazilian writers. His thoughts have a logical end, 

and revolution is an essential necessity within the social setting 

which he paints."5 Gon~alves believes that Ramos' pessimism "is not 

extended to all men but solely to the individual of the society and 

economic situation of the Northeast." 6 Gon~alves' thesis is provoca-

tive, and Fred Ellison thinks it is "convincing," since Gonc;alves 

"takes into account the author's constant preoccupation with the nature 

of society and its pressures acting upon his characters."? Social pro-

test is, indeed, an important element in Ramos' fiction, but it is not 

possible to give a final verdict as to whether he is a "revolutionarJ" 

or not. For one thing, there is nothing in his novels that could be 

considered propaganda, or have a doctrinary value. Ramos is above all 

a literary artist. 

The comparison of the three writers in general terms revealed some 

remarkable similarities, especially between Steinbeck and Amado: both 

writers like to portray "collective" rather than individual characters; 

both have either rural and urban workers, or bums, misfits, and pros-

titutes as their central characters; both have an enormous gift of story 

telling; both love exaggeration and make good use of humor in some of 

their novels; both tend to be sentimental in their portrayal of the 

primitively "pure" lower classes; both are moved by humanitarian im

pulses; both find redeeming traits in the most degraded person, if he 

or she happens to be from the lower classes; both praise "natural" be

havior, especially sexual license, drinking, and laziness. Although 

Amado has, to a certain extent, been influenced by Steinbeck, these sim-
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ilarities seem to spring more from their closeness in temperament. 

The picaresque element, which becomes prevalent in Amado's later fic

tion, is present in his earlier works as well, although kept in the 

background. A study of the role of the "bum" in Steinbeck's and Ama-

do's fiction, as revealed in works such as Tortilla Flat, Cannery Row, 

Sweet Thursday, Capitaes da Areia, Os Velhos Marinheiros, adn Os Pas-- - --
teres da Noite, would make an interesting topic of discussion and would 

further stress the similarities between the two authors. Among the pos-

sible influences on both Steinbeck and Amado, a few critics mention 

Charles Dickens and D, H. Lawrence, Their disregard for proportion, 

their gifts in story telling and in the creation of types do remind us 

of Dickens, while their love of the primitively pure is reminiscent of 

Lawrence, 

The main body of the present study was dedicated to the literary 

analysis of The Grapes of Wrath, Vidas S@cas, and Seara Vermelha in 

comparative terms, The identity of subject matter and the influence 

of the times were responsible for many of the coincidences in themes, 

motifs, characterization, imagerJ, and plot. Some of the basic dif

ferences in the treatment of the material by the three novelists derive 

from differences of purpose in the original conception of each novel. 

While The Grapes of Wrath and Seara Vermelha recreate the plight of 

thousands of refugees fleeing the drought, Vidas Secas synthesizes the 

pathos of such experience in a close view of the struggles of a small 

group of sertanejos who, nevertheless, are representative of all back

landers of the Northeast of Brazil. While Steinbeck and Amado combine 

the panoramic and dramatic methods to give a grand-scale vision of the 
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exodus, Ramos keeps himself very much within the limits of the drama tic 

or "scenic" method, show4 ng things as th · d by h. · • ey are perce~ve ~s sem~-

primitive characters. 

All three writers reveal great knowledge of the :rural workers and, 

because they love the dispossessed, they write with power and convic-

tion. Some of the moral qualities common to the main characters of all 

three novels are strength and endurance; personal integrity; love of 

the land; sense of human solidarity. The treatment of characters dif-

fers to a certain extent. While Steinbeck and Amado focus on "person-

alized groups" or "collective" characters who are "given" mainly 

through action, Ramos concentrates on the individual and ~eveals him 

from inside with all his inner conflicts. Although Fabiano is the 

typical sertanejo in some of his physical traits (his posture; the way 

he walks; the way he rides horse) as well as in his psychological 

make up (his superstitious spirit; his deep-ingrained sense of deter-

minism; his simple and natural integrity), Ramos makes him into an 

"individual" by probing into his mind and revealing the conflict oe-

tween a nascent concept of his sense of human dignity and centuries of 

sertanejo resignation. Despite the differences in the treatment of 

characters, all three writers were successful in creating personages 

with enough- basic human truth· to give .them··universali~y. 

Certain themes common to the three novels also help to universal-

ize these works: the conflict against superior forces, both natural 

and social; hunger; the will to survive; and revel t. Class struggle, 

a common theme in the proletarian novel, is emphasized by all trree 

novelists, but the treatment given to it varies. While Ramos simply 
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dramatizes the problem as it is experienced by Fabiano, Steinbeck 

"warns" the privileged classes against their exploitation of the dis

possessed, and Amado "preaches" the Bolshevik revolution as a solution 

to the problem. 

Many other parallels in the use of themes, motifs, imagery, and 

prose style have been traced in the three novels. More important, 

however, are some of the differences in the treatment of the materials. 

A close study of the novels reveals the greater artistry of Steinbeck 

and Ramos in handling their materials. Steinbeck's masterful use of a 

variety of narrative techniques and prose styles help to integrate the 

two sections of The Grapes of Wrath: the general chapters, which give 

a panoramic view of the exodus wes twa.rd, and the na.rra ti ve chapters, 

which particularize the subject by focusing on the adventures of the 

Joads. This great variety of narrative techniques and prose styles 

combine with different patterns of imagery to form a rather complex 

structure, which suggests the existence of different levels of meaning 

in the novel. Each new reading of the work reveals new possibilities of 

interpretation, and this richness of texture accounts for the novel's 

permanent appeal as a work of art. 

The apparent "simplicity" of Vidas Secas contrasts greatly with 

the complexity and richness of Steinbeck's novel, Alvaro Lins was 

the first critic to call attention to the disparity between the rich

ness of Ramos' inner life and the poverty of the materials available to 

him as a novelist, between his great art and his small fictional world. 

He observes accurately that Ramos obtains maximum effect from minimum 

resources, and never repeats himself. In Lins' words, "what imparts 
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vitality and artistic beauty to [Ramos'] novels is not external move

ment but the interior existence of his characters." 8 Characterization 

is one of Ramos' strongest points. Although the protagonist of Vidas 

Secas is a simple, almost primitive man, Ramos gives him heroic stature 

by portraying his solitary and courageous struggle to overcome the 

natural and social forces that threaten to destroy him. Through a mas-

terful use of interior monologue and the almost absolute identification 

between the narrator and the characters, the novelist creates the il-

lusion that everything in the novel is limited to the point of view of 

the personages. Such technique results in an intensification of reality. 

A careful use of imagery and motifs helps to unify the novel which is 

actually made up of fragmentary scenes. Each one of the thirteen 

chapters centers on a specific situation or a scene which is carefully 

wrought and reminds the reader of exquisite paintings or engravings on 

wood. Assis Brasil once said that Vidas Secas was "the swan song of 

a novelist who never perhaps had the ambition to be a great writer."9 

ly: 

Shortly after Ramos' death in 1953, Fred Ellison wrote prophetical-

Comparison of Ramos• literary style with that of his con
temporaries illuminates his superior craftsmanship. A 
sense of compactness is heightened by numerous fragmentary 
and elliptical expressions, which, alternating with gram
matically more formal writing, serve to create a striking 
variety of pace. For his mastery of nearly every phase of 
novelistic technique, and his talent for psychological ex
ploration--a talent unmatched in Brazilian literatu:e-
Graciliano Ramos is destined to take a Place alongslde 
Machado de Assis.10 

Although only a few decades have elapsed since his death, Ramos' influ

ence on the new generations of Brazilian writers can already be detected. 



Writers such as Autran Dour ado, 0. G. Rego de Carvalho, and Armin do 

Pereira reveal some influence of the Alagoan novelist, and Ramos is 

generally considered the "spiritual heir" of Machado de As sis. 
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Although Seara Vermelha does not display the same craftsmanship as 

The Grapes of Wrath and Vidas Secas, it does have some literary merits. 

The author of Terras do Sem Fim has written at least half a dozen out

standing works, and it is to be lamented that Seara Vermelha is not 

one of them. Considered in their entiretyJ the works of the "romantic" 

Jorge Amado and John Steinbeck and of the "classic" Graciliano Ramos 

have contributed to extending one's knowledge of men beyond the range 

of the average reader's experience. Clothed in the garbs of the 

times, their best works will remain as permanent tributes to the inde

fatigable spirit of the common man in his effort to overcome the power

ful forces that threaten to dehumanize him. 
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Livraria Mart~ Editora, 1972), p. 129. 

5°Cited by Silverman, p. 147 (Wilson Martins, "A Comedia Ba~ana," 
[o Estado de Sao Paulo, April 25, 1970, Suplemento Literario, 4J). 

51French, p. 168. 

5Zrrench, p. 63. 

53Lisca, P• 246. 

54Haroldo Bruno, "0 Sentido da Terra na Obra de Jorge Amado," in 
Jorge Amado, Povo e Terra: Quarenta Anos de Literatura, P• 156. 

55 Ant~nio C~dido, "Poesia, Documento e Historia," P• 176. 

56Ellison, p. 94. 

57Eduardo Portella, "A Fabula em Cinco Tempos," in Jorge Amado: 
Trinta Anos de Literatura, P• 23. 

58Ellison, P• 102. 

59Ellison, pp. 106-107. 

60Lisca, p. 117. 
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61 
French, p. 112. 

62_. 
lJJ..sca, P• 272. 

63
Ellison, pp. 107-108. 

64 
French, p.51. 

6
5French, p. 55. 

66L· 11 J..sca, p. o. 

6 . 7Lisca, p. 145. 

68 
Aaron, pp. 307-308 (italics mine). 

69Quoted by Lisca, p. 114. 

70 French, p. 81. 

71Lisca, pp. 250-251. 

?~'Steinbeck's Suggestion for an Interview with Joseph He~J 
son," in Peter Lisca's edition of The Grapes of Wrath (New York: 
Viking Press, 1972), p. 861. 

?3"Steinbeck's Suggestion :or an Interview," pp. 861-862. 

74Ellison, pp. 84-85. 

75Ellison, p. 85. 

76vincent, pp. 71-72. 

77Martins, Jorge Amado: Trinta Anos de Literatura, p. 35. 
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Jack
The 

78Martins, Jorge Amado: Trinta Anos de Literatura, pp. 38-4o. 
Shortly after his return, Amado attended Ramos' funeral and, in ~he 
cemeterJ of St. John the Baptist, in Rio, he delivered a speech bidding 
farewell to a friend of twenty years. Notwithstanding their ii::erences 
in temperament, the two novelists had been good friends since they met 
in Maceio, in 1933, and Amado respected and admired Ramos as an artist. 
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79vincent, P• 76. 

80M t• ar ~ns, J. A.: Trinta Anos de Literatura, p. 31, 

81
Ellison, p. 93. 

8
2vincent, p. 79. Would Gold have had any influence or. Steinbeck? 

Although I did not find, in the course of my research, any reference to 
the subject, it is probable that Steinbeck was aware of Gold's enthu
siastic campaign for the proletarian novel in the pages of The Liberator 
and The New Masses. It is interesting to note that, while in Califor
nia in 1923, Gold "was berating California writers for taking it easy 
in 'the fattest, laziest, hungriest, richest, cheeriest, reaction~~ 
state in the Union' and writing nothing worth reading," Steinbeck was 
a young boy at the time, but one wonders if he would have read Gold's 
prophetic wo~ds in Gently, Brother, II (March 1924): "Tere are epic 
events here LGold told the Californian writers], as everywhere. They 
are not genteel; life is never genteel. There is the epic of the 
Wobblies, the migratory workers and their vast, violent, dramatic life; 
a story yet to be written •• , • Someday, he said, somebody would write 
a true story of California: 'God help him, too; for the Vigilantes will 
surely hang him for his genius, or teach him it is safer to be genteel'" 
(Quoted by Aaron, p. 96). 

8
3vincent, pp. 80, 84-85, 353. 

84
vincent, p. 353. Although in his comprehensive study Vincent clas

sifies Amado's novels into the three categories of socialist esthetic 
theo=ies--proletarian novel, socialist realism, and critical realism--
he admits that quite often Amado violates the socialist presc~iptions 
and transcends the narrow formulas L~posed by the CaP~ons of socialist 
esthetics. Amado not only Violates·' The socialist_ prescr~ptions concern
ing mimesis ~J his lyric- flights and creation of otherworldly realities, 
but he also emphasizes humor and sensual pleasures. Moreover, his 
politics seem to be more anarchistic than Marxist. 

85Ellison, p. 92. 

86D. . k 
JJTllll~C ' P• viii. 

87Dimrnick, P• xii. 

88Ell" ~son, p. 22. 

89Leticia Malard, "Vid.as Secas: Introduqao a Graciliano Ramos," 
Diss. Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, 1972, P• 61, 
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90 
. Eucly~es da Cunha and his Os Sert5es will be discussed later in 

th~s study 1n connection with both Ramos' and Amado's novels. 

91
Quoted by Ellison, p. 24. 

9~llison, p. 41. 

93Dimmick, pp. xii-xiii. 

94Quoted by Vincent, p. 50. 

9 5n. . k . . . :unmJ..c ,pp. XJ.1-nv. 

96
otto Maria Carpeaux, "Visao de Graciliano Ramos," in Origens e 

Fins (Rio de Janeiro: Casado Estudante do Brasil, 1943), p. JO. -

97v· t 1ncen , p. 52. 

98
Carlos Nelson Coutinho, "Graciliano Ramos," in Sonia Brayner, ed. 

Graciliano Ramos, p. 105. 

99Ellison, p. 159. 

10CL -French, p. 18. 

101 
War.r~n Eeach, p. 264. 

CHAPTER III 

1Vidas Secas has been translated into English by Ralph Edward 
Dimmick, who gave it the title Barren Lives. The literal meaning of 
the Portuguese title is "Parched Lives" or "Dry Lives." For the present 
study I will use the original text and all quotations will refer to: 
Graciliano Ramos, Vidas S~cas (Sao Paulo: Li vraria Martins Editor a, 
S. A., 1969). 

2seara Vermelha has not been translated into English. All quota
tions from the novel will refer to: Jorge Amado, Seara Vermelha (Rio 
de Janeiro: Editora Record, 29th. ed., n.d.). Page numbers Mill be 
indicated in the body of the study. 

- ..o.l -
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3Quoted by Lisca, p. 147. 

4
Baleia or "Whale" is the name of the dog that Ramos' grandfather, 

Pedro Ferro, had been forced to kill, since it had contracted rabies. 
Ramos himself said once that he had portrayed his maternal grandparents 
in Fabiano and Vi toria (letter quoted by Affonso Romano Sant' Ana, 
Analise Estrutural de Romances Brasileiros [Petr6polis: Editora Vozes 
Ltda., 1977], p. 166}. Eliane Zagury calls attention to a superstition 
common in the Northeast according to which people give the names of 
sea animals to dogs in ordeJ; to protect them against rabies ("Gracilia
no Ramos e o Modernismo Classico," in A Palavra e os Ecos [Petr6polis: 
Editora Vozes Ltda., 1971], p. 69). - ---

5Quoted by Sant'Ana, p. 167. 

6n· . k liTliTU C , p • XXX • 

7Dimmick, p. xxxiii. 

8with the exception of Terras do Sem Fim (1943) , everything that 
Amado wrote between 1941 and 1954 was marred by political propaganda: 
the two biographical works, ABC de Castro Alves and Vida de Luis Carlos 
Prestes, o Cavaleiro da Esperan~a as well as the novels Sao Jorge de 
Ilheus, Seara Vermelha, and Os Subterr§.neos d.a Liberd.ade. 

9vincent, p. 159. 

10"I Wonder Where We Can Go Now, " Fortune (April 1930; rpt. in 
Lisca's edition of The Grapes of Wratr. , pp. 631-632, italics mine). 

11.,I Wonder Where," p. 627. 

12"I Wonder Where," P• 629. 

13 .. I Wonder Where," P• 627. 

14Frank J. Taylor, "California's Grapes of Wrath," Forum, cii (~ov. 
1939; rpt. in Lisca's ed. of The Grapes of Wrath, P• 643). 

15Ca.rey McWilliams, "California Pastoral," Antioch Review, II (March 
1942; rpt. in Lisca's ed. of The Grapes of \.J'rath, P• 657, italics mine). 

16McWilliams, p. 679. 
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17 Martin Shockley, "The Reception of The Grapes of Wrath in 
Oklahoma," American Literature, XV (January 1944; rpt. in Lisca's ed. 
of the novel, p. 681). 

18 Shockley, pp. 690-691. 

19sa.muel Putman, "'Brazil's Greatest Book': A Translator's Intro
duction," Euclydes da Cunha, Rebellion in the Backlands (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1944), p. iii:--All quotations from the 
work will refer to Putman's translation, 

20 ) Quoted by Putman, p. iii (italics mine • 

21Ellison, pp. 10-11. 

22putman, PP• iv-v. 

23Putman, p. xi. 

24 Putman, P• v. 

25Euclydes da Cunha, P• 102. 

26cunha, P• 111. 

27cunha, p. 92. 

28cunha, p. 106, 

29Putman, P• xvi. 

30 Antonio Candido, Fic~ao e Confissao (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria 
Jose Olympic, 1956), P• 52. 

31candido, Fic9ao, p. 54. 

3~llison, p. 101. 

33Ellison, p. 11. 

34vincent, P• 29. 
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35Ellison, p. 11 (italics mine), In a note, Ellison says: "Samuel 
Putman has pointed out (Marvelous Journey, p. 204) that Os Sertoes has 
recently been included in a list of one hundred of the world's best 
novels" (p. 169). 

36
caio Prado Junior, Forma~ao do Brasil Contemporaneo (Colonia) 

(Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins , 1942), pp. 7-8, quoted by Putman, p. vi. 
Although a federal entity, SUDENE, ~4s been created with the explicit 
purpose of helping the development of the Northeast, it has not been 
very effective mainly due to the political instability of the country. 

37Howard Levant, The Novels of John Steinbeck: A Critical Study 
(Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Press, 19?4), p. 93. 

38 Levant, p. 96. 

39Alvaro Lins calls attention to the fact that Vidas Secas is the 
only one of Ramos' novels narrated in the third person. All the others 
are first-person narratives, and their protagonists, like Ramos himself, 
refuse to show self-pity ("Valores e Miserias das Vidas Secas" [Intro
duction to the edition of Vidas Secas being used here], p. 36). 

40rt is quite safe to assume that Amado did a great deal of research 
before he started writing his novel. Not only has this been his usual 
method of work (See Miecio Tati, J. A.: Vida~ Obra, p. 40), but also 
the historical allusions and the factual details concerning the exodus 
to Sao Paulo reveal a careful study of the subject. 

41Jorge Amado, "Discurso de Posse na Academia Brasileira," in Mar
tins' J. A.: Quarenta Anos, p. 12. 

42This part of my study will be based on Lisca's comments in Wide 
World, pp. 154-16?. 

43Lisca, p. 156. 

441. 
~sea, pp. 57-59· 

45Lisca, p. 166. 

46All quotations from The Grapes of Wrath will refer to Lisc~'s 
edition (New York: The Viking Press, 1972). The presen~ quotat~on is 
from p. 43. 

47Lisca, pp. 166-16?. 
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481. 
~sea, p. 168. 

49Lisca, p. 169. 

50
Russell G. Hamil ton, "Character and Idea in Ramos' Vidas Secas," 

Luso-Brazilian Review, V, 1 (June 1968), p. 92. 

51candido, Ficcao, p. 51. 

52
It has become a common place among Brazilian critics to cite Rubem 

Braga's phrase without giving further bibliographical information. An
tonio Candido, among others, considers Braga's description quite appro
priate (Ficcao, p. 52). 

53candido, Ficx~o, p. 55. 

5
4

Ramos himself calls attention to these complementary themes, which 
are of great importance for an understanding of the novel. Dimmick' s 
translation of Vidas Secas, although excellent in many respects, does 
not reflect Ramos' intention faithfully. Dimmick not only omitted 
Baleia's name, which is repeated several times in each chapter, but 
made even more drastic changes. At one point, for instance, Fabiano, 
feeling well and somewhat proud for having survived the drought, says: 

--Fabianom voce e um homem ••• 
Then, noting that the boys were near by, he corrected himself, 

saying: 
--Voce e um bicho, Fabiano (pp. 58-59). 

Dimmick translated these two sentences: 
"Fabiano, you're a real rancher," he exclaimed aloud, [And] 
"Fabiano, you're a crack ranch hand" (pp. 14-15). 

The literal translation would read: 
"Fabiano you're a man " he exclaimed aloud. ' _, 
"You're a beast, Fabiano." 

55vincent, pp. 162-163. 

56Inna Tinianova, [Introduction to the Russian edition of Amado's 
Os Subterraneos da Liberdade, 1954], in Martins' J. A.: Trinta Anos, 
PP• 243-244. 

57Ellison, pp. 100-101. 

58vincent, pp. 160-161. 

59Ellison, p. 101. 



60 
Vincent, p. 162. 

61
Letter of 12/22/38, paraphrase by Lisca, p. 148. 

62 Letter of 9/26/38, quoted by Lisca, p. 148. 
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63Frederic I, Carpenter was the first critic to recognize the Amer
ican roots of Steinbeck's sociological message. In an article en
titled "The Philosophical Joads" (College English, II [January 1941] , 
315-325), h7 points out: "For the first time in history, The Grapes 
of Wrath br~ngs together and makes real three great skeins of American 
thought. It begins with the transcendental oversoul, Emerson's faith 
in the common man, and his Protestant self-reliance. To this it joins 
Whitman's religion of the love of all men and his mass democracy. And 
it combines these mystical and poetic ideas with the realistic philo
sophy of pragmatism and its emphasis on effective action, From this 
it develops a new kind of Christianity--not otherworldly and passive, 
but earthly and active" (rpt. in Lisca's ed. of The Grapes of Wrath; 
p. 719). - -

64To my knowledge nobody has ever before detected these borrowings. 
As already mentioned, Fred Ellison comments on the general similarity 
of situation between the two novels (his sentence will be quoted later 
in this study). Amado's biographer, Miecio Tati, lists Steinbeck 
as one of the possible influences on the writer (J. A.: Vida e Obra, 
p. 40). - -

65Lins, p. 18, 

66Lisca, p. 170. 

67This is an echo of Euclydes da Cunha, who says, in what has become 
his best known sentence, that "the sertanejo is above all else a strong 
individual." 

68Among the critics quoted in this study who consider the novel op
timistic are Nelly Novaes Coelho and Russell G. Hamilton. Augusto 
Willemsen and Richard A. Mazzara think it is pessimistic. In the lat
ter's opinion, "there is tragic defeat in the family's reluctant depart
ure" from the backlands (p. 100). Most critics prefer to say that 
Vidas Secas is the least pessimistic of Ramos' works, and that opinion 
is justified by the fact that the author is "more hum~, sentimental, 
and understanding" in his last novel than he had been J.n the others 
(see Alvaro Lins, P• 36). 



69This idea was the subject of debate during the "Conference on 
New Approaches to Latin American Literature," which was held on the 
Campus of the University of Texas, at Austin, on March 11-12, 1977, 
sponsored by the Departmanet of Spanish and Portuguese and by the 
Institute of Latin American Studies. The lecturer on the occasion 
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was Affonso Romano de Sant'Ana. (Webster's definition of the adjective 
"Fabian" describes Fabiano's attitude in Vidas Secas: "using a 
cautious strategy of delay and avoidance of battle.") 

70"Cabra," which literally means "she-goat," is a term commonly 
applied to the offspring of a mulatto and a Negro in the Northeast of 
Brazil. Ramos plays with the double meaning of the word on p. 65. 
Fabiano is once again toiling with the idea that sometime, in the 
future, he will be a man, but,as it happened before, he checks his own 
optimism: 

--Um homem, Fabiano. 
Co9ou o queixo cabeludo, parou, reacendeu o cigarro. Nao, pro

vavelmente nao seria homem, seria aquilo mesmo a vida inteira, cabra, 
governado pelos brancos, guase uma res na fazenda alheia"(italics mine). 

71Cunha, p. 90 (italics mine). Augusto Willemsen calls attention 
to this similarity in a footnote to his study "0 Bicho em Graciliano: 
Acerca da Presen9a dos Animais na Obra de Graciliano Ramos," Ocidente, 
84 (1973), P• 416. 

72Affonso Romano de Sant' Ana observes that etymologically "Fabiano" 
means "harmless individual," "poor devil" (p. 160). 

?JEllison, p. 101. 

74Eisinger, PP• 722-723. 

?5Eisinger,p. 723. 

?6 Levant, P• 98. See also French, PP• 94-95; Lisca, P• 175. 

77carpenter, pp. 710-711. 

78some critics consider this and a few other abstract speeches in 
the novel as weaknesses, but I agree with Joseph Warren Beach, who ~ays: 
"These statements of Tom about his mission, these statements of Steln
beck about Manself [Chapter 14], do not seem to me among the best 
things in the book, considered as literary art; and yet I do not see 
how we could dispense with them. I would not wish them away. For they 
are important clues to the author's feeling--to his hope and faith in 
humanity" (p. 260). Steinbeck's remaxkable accomplisr.ments as a 
technician make such weaknesses rather insignificant. 



79 Levant, p. 124. 

80 
Warren Beach, P• 254. See also French, p. 99; Lisca, p. 176; 

Levant, p. 124. 
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8~each, Lisca, and others call attention to the similarity between 
Steinbeck's ideas and Sandburg's philosophy in The People, Yes: "the 
mystical faith of the poet in the persistence and final triumph of 
the plain people" (Beach, p. 254; see also Lisca, p. 164). 

82
Quoted by Bracher, P• 194. 

83Willemsen, p. 426. 

84
Lisca, pp. 167-168 (italics mine). 

85Lisca, p. 158. 

86 
See also pp. 59, 60, 65, 79, 81, 157. 

87Ellison, p. 101. 

88My discussion of prose styles in The Grapes of Wrath will be based 
mainly on Lisca (pp. 160-165), but I will trace the parallels with the 
other two novels. 

89Lisca, p. 164. 

9°Jose Osorio de Morais Borba, A Comedia Literaria, P• 242; ~uoted 
by Ellison, p. 132. 

911. llls, p. 37. 

92Quoted by Lisca, p. 17. 

93George Bluestone, "The Grapes of Wrath," Novels into Films (Bal ti
more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1957), P• 151. 

94Bluestone, pp. 152 and 156. 

95Lisca, p. 169. 
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96 
Levant, p. 116. 

97
one of the best studies of the biblical imagery is Joseph Fon

tenrose's chapter on the novel, in John Steinbeck: An Introduction 
and Interpretation (Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc -r963) rpt. in 
L . ' d f ., ' 1sca s e • o The Grapes of Wrath, pp. 784-800, 

98Lisca, pp. 161-162. 

99tisca, p. 162. 

1001. lsca, p. 163. 

1011. 1sca, 165. 

10~. 1sca, P• 160, 

103Quoted by Martin Shockley, p. 689. 

104 
Portella, Po 18. 

CHAPrER IV 

1
Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, )eery of Literature (New York: 

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1956 , p. 109, 

2Wellek, pp. 106-107 (he quoted f~om EinfUrbrung ~ Kri tik der 
politischen 'Okonomie (1857), "a manuscript which Marx abandoned and 
which was published in an obscure review in 1903. Reprinted in Karl ,. 
Marx-Friedrich Engels, Uber Kunst und Literatur, ed. Lipschitz, Berlin 
1948, PP• 21-2"). -

3 Wellek, p. 105. 

4The series of seven articles and an epilogue added in the Spring 
of 1938 was reprinted by Warren French in A Com~anion to The Grapes of 
Wrath (Clifiton: Kansas State University, 1972), PP• 53-92. 

5"Graciliano Ramos e o Romance: Ensaio de Interpretac;ao," intro
ducto~f essay to the second ed, of Caetes, pp. 29-30 (quoted by Ellison, 
P• 117). 

6Paraphrased by Ellison, p. 117. 



7Ellison, p. 117. 

8Lins, pp. 40, 27-28. Quotation, p. 30. 

9Assis Brasil, Graciliano Ramos (Rio de Janeiro: Organiza9ao 
Simoes Editora, 1969), p. 86. 

10Ellison, p. 164. 
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